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IntroductoryRemarks by Stephen P. Havera:
Frank C. Bellrosehas spent over 60 years studyingthe various aspectsof theriverincludingits
wildlife,
plants,hydrology, and sedimentation. He has traveledextensivelyobserving riversand
wetlands throughout North America and has used those experiencesto apply to hisinsightsof the
_linoisRiver system. He isknown

as "Mr. Watcrfowr' throughout the world. We

to have such a distinguishedscientist
among

arefortunate

us and alsoan activist
in thisarea. We

arealso

fortunateto have one who is so devoted to theIllinois
River and itsnaturalresources.I take

greatpride in presentingmy colleague,Frank Bellrose.
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Becauseof the ancientvalley belowHennepin,the Illinois River falls ataboutoneinch
permile. This low rateof fall resultedin theestablishmentof floodplain lakes,separated
from
the channelfor the mostpartby anaturallevee. Theselow, fiat earthenridgeswereformedby a
sheerin the watervelocity betweenthefasterpacedwatersof the channelandthe slowermoving
flood watersinundatingthefloodplain. Overthousandsof yearsthe continuallybuilding natural
leveesincreasinglyisolatedadjacentwaterareasexceptatflood timeswhenthenatura/levees
wereoverwhelmed.
The bottomlandlakesmaketheIllinois Valley whatit wasin historicaltimesandwhatit
is today. Theselakesnow coverabout70,000acresatnormalwaterlevel in additionto the
30,000acresthat arein theriver channel.The naturallakes,shallowastheyare,becamevery
importantfor earlycommercialfishing. At onetime,morefish wereshippedout of theIllinois
Valley to easternmarketsfrom Chicagothananyotherplace,exceptfor the ColumbiaRiver. As
earlyasthe 1890s,the Illinois Valley becameimportantfor waterfowlhunting; I foundscoresof
duckclubswerewell establishedwhenI cameto Havanain 1938. In fact, theduckc/abs
coveredabout100,000acresof the 400,000acresin thefloodplain. Most of the wetlandswere
ownedby cluckclubs; only a few thousandacresatthattime werein federalor stateownership.
The ChautauquaNationalWildlife Refugewasjust beingestablishedandthe statehadtwo small
public huntingareas,oneat Sparlandandtheotherat WoodfordCounty. Today,wefind that the
stateandfederalagencieshaveabout50,000acresfor waterfowl recreation,andabout60,000
acresarestill in ownershipof privateduckclubs.
Duck huntinghasalwaysbeenanimportantsourceof recreationfor peoplein central
Illinois, andindeed,manycomefrom otherstatesto hunthere. Especially,duringthefirst
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quartercenturythe Illinois Valley wasoneof the mostfamouswaterfowlhuntingareasin the
nation. Superlativehuntingdeclinedafterthe mid-1930swith the outlawingof baiting andlive
decoys.Baiting by cornandothergrainswasemployedin the early1900sto replacethe lossof
mast,the result of increasein diversionfrom LakeMichigan---diversionwhich startedin the
early 1900sandproceededfor manyyearsthereafterandof coursestill goeson todayin a more
limited fashion. The earliestvolumesof waterdivertedfrom LakeMichiganweremuchgreater
thanarecurrentlyaddedto the river flow. Early in the 1900sdiversionraisedminimum levels3
to 6 feet dependingon the particularpart of the river area.This risein waterlevel resultedin the
lossof muchof the high quality bottomlandhardwoodforestpartlymadeup of pecansandpin
oak; they aremoresensitiveto the watertablethan willows, cottonwoods,andsoft maples.The
mastfrom oaksandpecanswasa primarymotivating factorfor populationsof mallardsto
migratethis far eastfrom theprairiesof CanadaandtheDakotas. Acornswerethe basicfood for
mallardsandwood ducks. Thus,theloss of acornsfrom the decrease
in high quality timber in
theIllinois
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energyto migrateto winteringgroundsin ArkansasandLouisiana.
This idyllic situationlastedonly throughWorld WarII. Agricultural practiceschanged
dramaticallyshortly afterwards.Farmersbeganchangingfrompickersto combinesto harvest
cornandother crops.
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declinedin abundanceto almostextinction. Thereductionin thesetwo species,thathadthrough
thousandsof yearsadaptedto the conditionsof the river environment,could not persistin their
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north

2 feet

is rapidly

shorteningthe existenceof Illinois Valley lakes. It hasanevengreaterimpacton waterdepth.
Whenwe relatedsedimentationrateto waterdepth,trendlinesdiscloseda closerelationship
betweenthe two; deeperwaterswerefilling muchmorerapidlythanshallowareas.
Consequently,we canbe misled atviewingthe surfaceof lakeswithoutrealizingthe amountof
sedimentbeingdepositedbelow.
Indeed,we wonderedaboutthis yearsagowhenwe foundstumpsof treesthathadnot
beencoveredup to anygreatdegreeby sedimentationeventhoughtheyhadbeenthere40 or 50
years.We didn't realizethatdepositionwasgoing on at afasterratein deeperwaters. The
upshotis that mostof our lakesarepan-shaped
without anygreatdepth,exceptfor partsof
PeoriaLake. Unlesssomedrasticactionis taken,PeoriaLakewill becomeseveralbodiesof
waterseparatedfrom the fiver channelby naturallevees;nowthe fiver entersandexits the
lakecontinually.
All the otherbottomlandlakesbecameseparatedfrom theriver channelhundredsof years
ago. As the outwashfrom the WisconsinGlacierreceded,the immersedfloodplainof the Illinois
Valley containedextensivebodiesof waterthroughwhich theriver flowed. Slowly overtime,
naturalleveesformed asthe fastermovingwaterof the channelclashedwith the slow-moving
flooplain wateracceleratingthe depositionof sediments.Along this gradientnaturalleveeswere
built separatinglower acresof thefloodplainfrom the river channel.
This appearsto be in theprocessof developmentonUpper PeoriaLakewherecrosssectionsof the lakenearRomereveala raisedlevel of bottom mudsadjacentto the channel In
time, it will appearat low waterstagesasmuddybanksmarkingthe channelasit coursestoward
SpringBay. Eventually, asthe low banksbecomenaturallevees,bottomlandtreeswill grow. As
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a result of sedimentationmarkingthe river channel,we might conceivethatseverallateral,
shallowlakeswould beformed,greatfor ducksbut not for boatingor recreation.
Most centralIllinois residentswould like to seePeoriaLakeasit is, anattractive
landscapeproviding excellentboatingandotherwater activities. Whetherit canbe doneor not
dependson how badwewant to do it. We're facedwith a dilemmamuchasthe world is faced
with global warming. Most everyoneknowsthatglobalwarmingis developingasthe resultof
greenhousegases,particularlycarbondioxide. But howmuchdo we wantto stressour economy
to reduceglobalwarming? So I think it comesright backto the situationof how muchdo we
want to stressour economyto keepPeoriaLakeintact. It's a big problembecausethe Illinois
River drainshalf of the stateof Illinois. Thereareabout12million acresthat arein row crops.
This leadsto a lot of sheeterosion,andthenaswe look at thenetworkof tributarieswith eroding
bankswe realizethe magnitudeof the problem. Many farmerscultivatewithin a foot or two of
the streambankswhich readilyerodewith high water;temporarygreedresultsin long term loss.
We needa greenbelt alongthesestreamsto reducebankerosion. How manyland ownersare
willing to do this? Therearea lot of goodfarmers--and I'm oneof them. I own 400 acresof
erodible

land that is either

Too many

people,

don't

care

about

face,

is that this watershed

of acres
equipment,
problem

perhaps,
the future.

that are in farms,
there

is going

with silt coming

in woods

or grass.

are absentee

But unfortunately,

land owners

They only care about
is so vast covering

and care only about

line this year.

the big prairie

area and there

into the river

to be this problem
at the rate of I-2

tillage

farmer.
they

The problem
are so many

we
millions

and the best of agricultural

with erosion.
inches

is a caring

the immediate;

the bottom

that to me, even with minimum
to continue

not everyone

As long as we have

per acre, I think

this

it will take more

actionthanwe've seenin the past,andindeed,wehaveseensomefavorableactionin the past.
The CRPprogramis an example,which makesit possiblefor me to havemy landin grass.
Thereis hopethatperhapswe'll takemoreseriouslythe ownershipof landbecause,after all,
we're only stewardsfor a shorttime. We die,we give it on to otherpeoplewhowill become
stewards.It's how well we takethis taskof stewardshipthatwill affectthefuture welfareof the
Illinois Valley. Becausethe future welfareof the Illinois Valley, asI seeit now,is tied up
entirelyin how to alleviatetherateof siltation. If we don't reducesoil erosion,it's obviousthat
manyof thesebottomlandlakes,including PeoriaLake,will in 50-100yearsbecomebottomland
forests. Is that what we want? I don't think so. And we're lulled, perhaps,into a senseof
complacencywhen we look out andseeextensivetractsof water,not realizingthatbelow the
surfacethe bottom is gettingevercloser. It would benice to assumethatour lakesarealright.
It's the easiestway out for our

conscience,

but it's not the answer.
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OPENING

ADDRESS

Robert W. Frazee
Extension Educator, Natural Resources Management
University of lllinois Cooperative Extension Service
727 Sabrina Drive, Fast Peoria,/L 61611

Good Morning and Welcome! At this time I would like to convene this Opening Session
of the 1997 Governor's Conference on the Management of the Illinois River System. I am Bob
Frazce, a Natural Resources Educator for the University of II/inois and am serving as CoChair for this conference. This morning as I mingled with people in the hallways, it was
exciting to be a part of the interest and enthusiasm that is being generated by holding this sixth
biennial conference on the Illinois River System. I am very pleased to report, that as of a few
minutes ago, we now have over 300 individuals registered for this conference. This is our
largest conference ever - a true indication of the growing interest that is concerned about
protecting our Illinois River System for the future! In looking over the registration list, we have
a very diverse group of participants in terms of their backgrounds and the groups and agencies
they represent. This is tremendous! With this diversity in mind, I would like to encourage each
of you throughout the conference to actively seek out individuals with different opinions and
viewpoints on river _ement.
Share your thoughts and concerns with each other, open your
minds to new perspectives, and explore the opportunity for compromise. A tremendous opportunity for networking will occur this evening during our conference barbecue and social at the
Peoria Riverfront.
The lllinois River has been a river of extremes throughout

the 20th century. It has

flourished as one of the country's best fresh-water fisheries; and it has also been given up as
dead, the victim of severe pollution. However, the Illinois River has been making a comeback
in the past decade, and this is the focus for our 1997 Governor's Conference on the Management of the Illinois River System.
The theme, appropriately

enough,

is: "The Illinois River System: Examining

the Oppor-

tunities." During the next two days, our conference speakers will be focusing on the six major
components of the new/y-developed Integrated Management Plan for the Illinois River that was
developed through leadership by our Lieutenant Governor Bob Kustra. The speakers will be
addressing water-quality issues, progress that has occurred, and highlight
influence the river and its watershed as we move into the 21st century.
The//linois

River System is indeed our state's most important

furore plans that will

inland water resource.

It

is part of the seventh largest river system in the world, draining nearly 18.5 million acres in
three states. As each of us in this room must acknowledge, the lllinois River System is in
jeopardy. Only through efforts like this conference, will solutions to the river's problems be
found.
The Governor of lllinois, Mr. Jim Edgar, recognizes the tremendous importance of the
Illinois River System to our state and further realizes that it also provides Illinois with a key
environmental

challenge.

Consequently,

the 1997 Conference

on the Management

of the

IllinoisRiverSystem

has been designated a Governor's Conference. A special Governor's
proclamation has been issued to emphasize our state's commitment to conscientiously manage
this important natural resource for the benefit of future generations. This Proclamation reads
as follows:
WHEREAS,

the Illinois River System is an integral part of our state's

geography,

history,

economy and ecology; and
WHEREAS,
these values are threatened as a result of the cumulative effects of human
activities that have significantly altered the natural hydrological and biological systems of the

Illinois River Ecosystem; and
WHEREAS, our state should embrace an integrated approach to large river managemeat for our river; and
WHEREAS, the implementation of the Illinois River Partnership and Conservation
2000 are important milestones in efforts to protect the resources of the Illinois River; and
WHEREAS, the 1997 Conference on the Management of the Illinois River System is
October

7-9, 1997 at the Holiday Inn City Centre in Peoria;
THEREFORE,
I, Jim Edgar, Governor of the State of Illinois, proclaim October 1997
as ILLINOIS RIVER SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
MONTH in lllmois and urge all citizens to
recognize the economic, recreational, social and environmental responsibilities
conserve and properly utilize the resources of the Illinois River Basin.
This Proclamation

will be on display in the foyer throughout

we have to

the conference

and will

also be printed in the Conference Proceedings. Unfortunately, Governor Jim Edgar is unable to
attend this lllinois River conference as he is in western Europe leading a two-week business
trade mission, k
Two years ago, following the 1995 Illinois River Conference, a statewide planning
committee was formed to begin making plans for the conference convening here today. These
committee members, who are listed on the blue insert in your Registration Folder, can be
identified by the blue committee ribbon on their name tags. These individuals have done an
outstanding job of developing the program and making the necessary arrangements.
Would
these planning

committee

members

please stand and be recognized.

I am also pleased to announce that we have over 70 co-sponsoring agencies and organizations who have assisted in promoting this conference and are committed to protecting and
preserving the Illinois River System. They are listed o_ page 36 of the Abstracts and Speaker
Information Booklet. We welcome each nfyou and thank you for helping to make this conference a success!
This year, we are especially indebted to several agencies and organizations
for providing
significant financial contributions to enhance the quality of this conference. These Conference
Underwriters
are designated with an asterisk on page 36 of the Speaker & Abstract Booklet.
They include: the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, the Illinois Department of Agriculture, the Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service, Green Strategies,
the American Fisheries Society, the Illinois River Carriers Association,

the Illinois Chapter of
Ameritech, MTCO-

Metamora Telephone Company, SaniorNet, and the University of Illinois Illinet Training
Center. For the first time ever, these donations have enabled our Conference Planning Committee to waive the registration

fees for our speakers

- a gesture that I'm sure is greatly

appreci-

atedby our

speakers. Following our conference, each registered participant will receive a copy
of the Conference Proeexxhngs through the mail in approximately 3 months.
At this time, I would like to specifically

recognize

the efforts of several individuals

who

have made significant contributions to the organization of this conference.
First is the co-chak
of this conference, Dr. Steve Havera. Steve is an Animal Ecologist with the Illinois Natural
History Survey and serves as Dircetor of the Forbes Biological Station and the Frank C.
Bellros¢ Waterfowl Reseaxch Center at Havana. Steve will be chairing the conference sessions
tomorrow.

Steve, thank you for the excellent leadership

you have provided

to this conference.

Next, I would like to recognize the Heartland Water Resources Council of Central
Illinois, which has been serving as the local administrative entity for handling the many
arrangements
necessary to make this a successful conference. Mike Platt is the Executive
Director and Wendy Russell is the Office Manager for the I-l_rtland Water Resources Council. Please join me in thanking Mike and Wendy for their efforts in organizing this conference.
While you arc at this conference, if you should have questions or need local information, the
members of the Heartland Water Resources Council will be pleased to help you, and they can
be identified by the special ribbon on their name tags.
At this time I would like to recognize Jon Hubbert,

District Conservationist

for the

Peoria County, Natural Resources Conservation Service, who was responsible for organizing
the Conference Conservation Tour that was held yesterday afternoon. This tour provided an
excellent opportunity for participants to see, first-hand, the many conservation practices which
axe being applied to agricultural and urban land throughout the Illinois River Watershed.
Thank you, Jon, for an outstanding tour.
Another individual I would like to recognize is Dr. David Soong, Hydrology and River
Mechanics Leader for the Illinois State Water Survey, who has chaired our Exhibits Committee. I would like to encourage each nfyou

to meet with the Exhibitors and to learn about the

many diverse projects that are occurring throughout the Rlinois River System. The Exhibit
Room is located down the hallway in Conference Rooms A & B and will be the site for the
rcfxeshment breaks and tomorrow's continental breakfast. On pages 27 - 34 of your program
booklet is a listing of the Exhibitor Abstracts.
A new feature to this year's conference

is "Technology

Showcase"

where conference

participants will have the opportunity to access information sites on the Intemct related to river
and watershed resources. The Technology Showcase will officially open at "dais morning's
break in the Exhibit Hall and will run concurrently with the conference sessions. At this time I
would like to recognize

three individuals who have provided

the creativity

and leadership

for

organizing our Technology Showcase. Please join me in recognizing Dr. John Braden, Director
of the Water Resources Center; Gretchen Bonfert, Lt. Governor Bob Kustra's Illinois River
Liaison; and Lynn Mofford, Communications
merce and Community Affairs.
Throughout

our two-day conference,

Manager

with the Illinois Department

please refer to the Abstract

tion Booklet for the agenda and for more complete information

regarding

and Speaker

of Com-

Informa-

the speaker's

topic

and personal background. On behalf of the planning committee, I hope that you will find this
conference to be exciting, informative, stimulating, and enjoyable.
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At thistime,it is my

pleasure to introduce

to you, Dr. Ed Glover, Councilman At-Large

for the City of Peoria. Dr. Glover will officially welcome you to the friendly City, of Pcoria,
situated midway on the Illinois River between Chicago and Grai_n.
Thank you, Dr. Glover, for this cordial welcome and for sharing the Proclamation that
was issued for our conference from Mayor Bud Grieves that designates October 1997 as
ILLINOIS RIVER MONTH for the City of Peoria. It is now my pleasure to introduce the
Moderator for our Opening Session, Wayne Zimmerrnan. Wayne is Vice President of the
Human Services Division, Caterpillar Inc. and is also a very knowledgeable and influential
member of the Illinois River Strategy Team. Mr. Zimmerman will introduce our Keynote
Speakers

for our Opening Session.
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WELCOME

Dr. Ed Glovcr
Counddman-At-Larg¢,
Cityof Peoria
Pcor_ IL

Office

of the

Mayor

_

rnfl m imz

.

THE INTEGRATED
MANAGEMENT
PLAN FOR THE
ILLINOIS RIVER WATERSHED

Lt. Governor Bob Kustra
Stateof Illinois
Springfield,

IL

Thank you very much, Wayne, for that nice introduction.
But Wayne deserves a lot of
that eredit too because if the fact be known when the going got tough and this small group of
folks had to find a way to take the hundreds of recommendations
we had for how to improve
the River and bring it down to 34 that you find in that Integrated Management Plan, Wayne
Zimmerman was also at that table, that's why he's so familiar with just what it took to get the
job done.

But, thank you, Wayne for the help that you gave us and the leadership
First of all, ladies and gentlemen,

thank you for having me today.

as well.

This is a real

privilege for me to come before you this morning. In a way it is somewhat of a personal
journey. Wayne referred to that 1991 speech. It's interesting my stag has never done this
before but they literally gave me the verbatim transcript of everything I said in 1991. I don't
know whether that's a reminder to make sure I live up to whatever I promised back in that year
or what but I think it's the first time I've ever awakened in the morning to look to see where
I'm going and to find six-year old remarks that I gave at the very same conference.
I also
remember similar remarks to the Heartland Water Resources group where I was first educated
you might say on the problems of the Illinois and the potential solutions. All along the way
I've been able to count as friends and colleagues, the people who you know have been there for
you and for this River and this great gate. Dr. Glover (representing Mayor Peoria Bud
Grieves) of course mentioned the support that Peoria's specific leadership has provided.
There
is just no question about that. The City of Peoria is civic and business leadership has been
there for the Illinois. Bud Grieves today and his predecessor before him, the city councils then
and now have all been willing to jump in and work on behalf of this great resource that they
more than anyone else realizes we simply can't not let go.
My colleagues in Illinois state government starting, of course, with the Governor who
needless to say I derived my authority from and he has been a tremendous partner in showing
his concern for the River. But of course today the Govemor is offtoday in western Europe;
last month doing something else that is of incredible demand on his schedule and left on the
day to day basis to administer to the affairs of this state are the directors of agencies. And in
this particular case, the case of the Illinois River, we are blessed indeed to have working
alongside nfus Becky Doyle and Brent Manning. I feel like Becky and Brent are personal
friends in addition to colleagues. We've worked together long and hard on this issue and on
many issues confronting the Illinois River and conservation and natural resources across the
state. They each have their own constituencies and when they stand before you on days like
this and the)' talk about what they're doing, hidden in their comments are the hours upon hours
it takes to sort through yery difficult issues, wrestling with their own constituencies and trying
to come up with some common denominator and move forward; in Becky's case, for agriculture in Illinois; in Brent's case, for natural resources in Illinois and I just want to give them
extra credit for the partnership that they provided and how easy they've made it for me as
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we'veworkedour

way through

these series of 34 recommendations.

Along the way I've had the opportunity to visit in Washington and I tell you in a
minute about my meeting with the President; that x_s a first of my career in state government.
But it didn't start in Washington, the support that we received from the federal government.
That started of course right here in central Illinois with a Congressman for whom I have the
utmost respect, someone who is also willing to sit down at the table and actually roll up his
sleeves and work on behalf of the Illinois River and the people who care about it. That of
course is Ray LaHood. Ray has always been there for this River and for this cause and he will
continue to be. Early this morning I read the latest letter that Ray had sent to the President in
support of the Illinois River when it comes to the Heritage
in a moment.

River Project

and I will get to that

When I look back on this journey that I referred to earlier, I can't help but have
tremendous

optimism about the future.

I don't think there's any question we are going to

really move into this next century having recognized how long it's taken to make progress but
only cognizant of the fact that we now have a plan in front of us that can be implemented and
will be implemented.
When I stop and think of all the people that served on that strategy team,
all the folks that sat down and put us together, especially Gretchen Bonfert who x_s the glue
that held us all together. I'm not so sure Gretchen's ever been called glue before but the fact is
that she was there and she was the coordinator and she was the person who provided the
expertise in so many ways to help us move our agenda forward. In the end there were 34
recommendations.
And I said from the beginning as I say today the last thing I wanted to do
was leave some legacy of another report on another shelf collecting

more dust.

We've heard

all about those reports; we know there's a few of them on shelves regarding the lllmois River
and in 1991 when I gave that speech to the Governor's Conference on the Illinois River, I tried
to point out how important it was for us to move forward and get something done instead of
constantly talking about what we were going to do. And one of the things I'm here today to
report to you is that we have already, begun the implementation of the 34 recommendations
in
the Integrated Management Plan. And that, I think, is very good news. On the legislative side
we had two bills pass the legislature.
They were signed by the Governor.
One provides more
flexibility with filter strips and the other creates the Illinois River Coordinating Council to
further the work of the plan. It is composed of citizens and govemmeut agency representafives. If I could take a moment to focus on why I think that is so important.
I know that most
of you are all aware that we are in the midst of a four to eight year reshttffiing of state government that is supposed to occur under our democranc form nf government and your Governor
and I will not be in state government in January 1999 and someone else will be in our place. It
is our job and your job over the course of the next year to make sure that whoever is in that
new place, in the Office of Governor and Lt. Governor, the rest of the offices and the rest of
the Illinois General Assembly, that they remain as committed as you are to your goals.
By creating an Illinois River Coordinating Council we first of all institutionalize the
importance of this River in the Illinois scheme of priorities. Secondly, if you'll forgive me for
a personal observation, since my colleagues in the legislature, and I believe this was really
their idea, not mine, chose to make the chair of the coordinating council the Lt. Governor who
sits there right next to the Governor and has the ear of the Governor, it seems to me that we
have elevated the importance of the Illinois River project in a way that has never been done for
any river in the State of Illinois in a way that, quite frankly, any number of organizations and
institutions around the state would like to be as closely identified with the Governor's Office as

thiscoordinating

council will be. So our job then over the course of this next year will be to
make sure that all who are interested in the political process, all who aspire to sit in the seat
that I sit in, the scat that the Governor sits in, are as knowledgeable as possible and as supportive as possible

of the Illinois River and everything

we do.

Tim Conservation Congress voted overwhelmingly last month to support the implementation of the Integrated Management Plan. The Illinois River Watershed Speakers Bureau
has been _,ablished
in Champaign. In the next few weeks, the Governor will be making a
major announceanent, a press conference. That announcement will involve a private philanthropist who has stepped forward to make a substantial donation for wetland restoration.
We
believexl from the beginning that this had to be a private public partnership.
We in the public
sector took the lead. We wantext our private sector partners to be right alongside of us as
Wayne Zimmerman was alongside

of us at that table a few months ago.

Well, we now have the very first evidence that our message was received by the
private sector, by private individuals who have the resources to come to the table and help us
in wetland restoration.
I am truly excited about that announcemant which is soon coming.
We have federal grant applications pending for analysis of silt, to find other uses for
it. A federal grant application pending with the US D_arimeut
of Agriculture that would
advance and recommend a variety of conservation and restoration activities.
I went to Washington

just recently and put in my bid for the application

sitting in the

USDA fight now for four hundred million dollars. It's absolutely critical that Illinois be out
front on that. Your entire Congressionaldelegation is united on that front and we intend to
move it forward.
Caterpillar

is investing in the development

Engineers has received funding
Illinois Deparmaent of Natoral
addressing the sediment in the
the US Army Corps to initiate
and state agencies
monitoring

of silt removal technology.

The Corps of

this year and next year to work with a local task force and the
Resources who has committed to be a cost-share partner in
Peoria lakes. A one-hundred thousand dollar appropriation
for
activities next year for five of the recommendations.
Federal

are cooperating

to determine

how to improve

our water and sediment

ability.

Ladies and gentlemen, I think my point has been made. We have taken 34 recommendations and over half of those are right now in the process of being implemented.
We'd like to
see to it that each and every one of those are implemented as we move through this year and
into the next few years.

I am absolutely

It was indeed a remarkable
nonaced

the Integrated

Management

confident

coincidence

that we can do that.

that not more than a few days afar

we an-

Plan right here in Peoria in January, President

Clinton

gave his State oftbe Union message and it called for the identification often heritage rivers.
later we lenmed that incorporated in that plan would be a provision for a fiver navigator.
Someone who would be given to a state like Illinois and a river like the Illinois. And that river
navigator would work with federal, state, local agencies to move forward the agenda of yours
and mine. I felt so strongly about the need for the Illinois River to be one of those ten rivers
that a few weeks ago, as I said earlier, I traveled to the President's press conference and his
announcement
of this project. It was interesting because among all the 50 governors and
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lieutenant
governors,
I woundupbeingthe
to say, the White House staffwas

only one there of'any of those folks. So, needless
taking a little more of a look at Illinois and a little more look

at me. I was getting praised for being out there by everybody that President Clinton and the
Council on Environmental
Quality had working for him that day. It was just a good time to be
there speaking up for Illinois. There were a few mayors there from the east coast who were
there to speak for their rivers, but the other thing I |eamex] about this particular _ort is that
some of the states in this country have already divided up. Some of the small eastern seaboard
states
where you have threeor fouror fiverivers nmning throughthem, thecongressmenfrom.
thenortbem end of thesta_ arethinking
aboutputtinginan application
fortheirlittle
oldriver
and thccongrcssmonfrom thesouthernendof thestatearelookingtoputan application
infor
their little old river. They're divided. When I returned to Illinois after receiving so much
support it seemed from the Administration on our efforts here, number one, they were aware of
what we were doing here on the Illinois; number two, they were thankful for some of the
support that we gave them publicly for the Heritage River Project and I might add that Congrcssman Ray I_aHood has been very vocal in his support of that program as well.. That were
cognizant of that and it was clear to me that they wanted to move this forward. I am absolutely confident we are going to do very well if we can all come together here in Illinois on an
application that speaks for our statewide problems and for the IRinois River and all its watersheds. To that end in mind, I sat down two weeks ago with Mayor Daley to talk about the fact
that there was some rumblings about the Chicago River being a separate application and how
ffwe didthatwe franklylookedjustas ineffective
as ourfriends
outinthosecas_m seaboard
statesby dividing
up thepower and influence
ofthisgreatcongressional
delegation
and the
work thatmust bc done inWashington togeton thatlist
often. Mayor Daley agreedwithme
thatsincetheChicago Riverispartof theI/linois
Riverwatershedwe alloughtto be inthis
together.And thereoughtto be one application
goingtoWashington fortheIllinois
River
watershed,thatwillincludeof coursetheDes Plaincs,
and theFox, and theKankakcc,and
most importantly
from thestandpoint
of theMayor, theChicagoRiverand I might add that
Friendsof theChicago Riverhave donewonderfulthingswiththeChicago River.Ihave
friends
who areworking on thatriverand ftisjustabsolutely
unbelievable
to thinkthatyou
can make thatkindof progressgivenwhat theywere up against
justa few yearsago.
So,thegood news isthatwc areallworkingtogether.
We certainly
have ourwork cut
out forus butI am absolutely
confident
thatwithconfcronces
likeyours,withthesupportand
enthusiasmyou bringtothisconferonen
thatwe willindeedgetthejob done. So once again
have a greatconference.Itrulyhope you realize
thatwe inmy orifice
arehercto helpinany
way thatyou thinkwe can and when thatday comes thatyou need help,pleasecallus up over
in Springfield
and we willbe by your sideand I have tried
tobc overtheselastfew years.It's
been greatworkingwithyou. Thank you verymuch.
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T BY 2000, THE 1996 FARM BILL, AND CONSERVATION
TECT THE ILLINOIS
RIVER AND ITS WATERSHED

2000 TO PRO-

Becky Doyle
Director, l//mois Deparmaent of Agriculture
Springfield, IL

Throughout most of this administration, the Illinois Department of Agriculture has had
the privilege of working with Governor Edgar and the Lieutenant Governor's office on strategies to protect and enhance the Illinois River.
The farm community's

partieipatiun

in this effort is central to its success

roughly eight of every 10 acres in this slate is involved m agricultural

considering

production.

Implementing the necessary practices is a challenge for farmers, who it seems each
year have to squeeze their bottom line. It's a continuous struggle to hold costs down while
making the most of market opportunities.
Farmers pay whatever
take whatever price others decide to pay them for that crop.

it costs to produce

a crop and

Despite these market pressures, Illinois farmers have taken to heart contemporary
emphasis on environmental stewardship.
They are taking steps to better target pesticide
application, conserve soil and protect water quality. In the process, they are finding ways to
farm more eff_eiently and better maintain their financial bottom line.
Shakespeare said "One touch of nature makes the whole world kin." Certainly our
efforts to protect the Illinois River have conceived a family of enncemed leaders and doers
from every social, economic

and polifieal background.

Nowhere is the commitment to protect and enhance our natural
apparent than on farms across Illinois.
Fifteen years ago, the lllinois Deparlment

of Agriculture

resource base more

together with the state's

county soil and water conservation districts, initiated the Illinois Erosion
Program, more often called T by 2000,

and Sediment

98

Control

The primary objective is to help Illinois meet the legislatively mandated goal ofT, or
tolerable soil loss levels, statewide by eentury's end. Reducing soil loss to T is essential to
maintain the long-term agricultural productivity of the soil and to protect water supplies from
sedimentation.
T by 2000 is a voluntary approach to erosion and sediment
and financial assistance to benefit urban and rural citizens.
Illinois was the first Midwestem
soil erosion.

enntrol, using education

state to initiate a T by 2000 program

Other states, including Missouri,

Indiana, Iowa and Wisconsin,

adopted similar programs.
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for reducing
have since

Similarly, nlmois was the first state to complete a comprehensive, county-by-county
soil conservation survey to measure progress m this effort. Each year since 1994, soil and
water conservation districts, together with the Illinois Department of Agriculture and farm
organizations, have worked in partnership to conduct the survey.
The survey is important not
only as a measure of our success but also as a means of identifying areas m which we need to
focus our resources and as an aid in developing conservation strategies.
Survey results show steady progress
soil loss levels, or T, by the year 2000.

toward our statewide goal of achieving

tolerable

In 1997, expanded use of conservation tillage on soybeans fueled a 2 percent increase
in the amount of IUinois cropland below T. Now, more than 78 percent, or 18.1 million acres,
are within tolerable levels. That compares to only 59.4 percent of cropland acres at T m 1982,
the year before our T by 2000 program began.
Soil loss on another 3.1 million acres - or 15 percent of cropland-

this year was only

slightly higher than T. Slight changes in management practices could easily bring these acres
to tolerable levels. The number of acres with soil loss at T or below continues to grow and the
number of acres for which soil loss is unknown continues to shrink as the survey system
improves.
Most of our best protected

aercage is within the Illinois River watershed.

Still we're

in no position to rest on our laurels. Fulton, Schuyler, Brown, Pike, Scott, Greene and Jersey
counties, in particular, have considerable conservation needs. But we have made considerable
progress with a wholly voluntary system, and I am confident increased state investment and
increased local commitment will speed our progress toward our goal.
In terms oftiUage systems, the survey reported 43.7 percent of the state's cropland is
farmed using conservation tillage methods, a 4.7 percent increase from 1996. The increase
stems fi'om a 10.6 percent jump in conservation tillage soybean acres, which offset slight
decreases in this category for corn and small grains. Conservation tillage practices, which
include both no-till and mulch-till techniques, were used on 61.6 percent of total soybean
acres, 26.7 percent
In addition
amount

of all corn acres and 52.8 percent of acres devoted to small grains.
to tracking

tillage practices and progress toward T, surveyors

record the

of crop residue left on fields after spring planting.

This year, residue levels on 43.3 percent of the state's cropland, or 9.2 million acres,
measured greater than 30 percent. This represents a 6 percent increase from 1996.
As technology has changed and improved, so has our capability to measure cropland
soil loss. In keeping with that, Illinois will employ the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation,
known as RUSLE [RUSSEL], when calculating future survey data. I believe this more
accurate measure of soil loss gill show we have made even much better progress than past
measurements
have shown.
Much of the work remaining
Toward

will likely involve investment

that end, we are very, fortunate

in conservation

in Illinois to have Conservation
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2000.

structures.

Asyouknow,Governor
Edgarproposed
sources,

Conservation 2000 to protect natural reprovide wildlife habitat and enhance outdoor recreational opportunities.
Several state

agencies share responsibility for adminis_ring the program. The Agriculture Department is
charged with program initiatives aimed at enhancing the long-term viability of environmentally
compatible agricultural systems.
Conservation

2000 provides

increased

programs and for three major initiatives:
agriculture.

funding for soil and water conservation

cost-share,

streambank

In Fiscal Year 1998, Illinois soil and water conservation

stabilization

district

and sustainable

districts will receive $4.2

million in Conservatiou 2000 operations grants from the Illinois Department of Agriculture,
plus an addilional $1 million in capital cost-sham monies. That compares to $1.8 million in
operations dollars with no capital contributions
2000 funding begau.

in Fiscal Year 1996, the year Conservation

This year, $3 million is available for the Conservation Practices Program, which helps
defraythe cost for landowners to implement soil-saving structures.
That's three times the
state's investment just two years ago. And roughly half that expenditure
districts in the Illinois River watershed.
Conservation

practices,

is targeted

such as terraces, filter strips and grass waterways,

toward

are aimed

at reducing soil loss on Illinois cropland to tolerable levels by the year 2000. The Agriculture
Depar(ment distributes funding for the cost-share program to Illinois' soil and water conservation districts, which prioritize and select projects.
Cost-share

initiatives

are an effective way to focus on sites with the greate_

potential

for erosion and to concentrate resources there. With that goal in mind, to qualify for the
program, land upon which the owner plans to install a conservation practice must be experiencing erosion at rates greater than one and one-halftirnes
the tolerable soil loss level. Landowners must also be cooperators
conservation plan.

with their local district and have on file a district-approved

Selection of cost-share projects is made at the district
knowledge. Districts many also set maximum cost-share rates
maximum of 60 percent. Maximum cost-share payments may
project. Cost-share payments are based on locally established
conservation practices.

level, using local experience and
for each practice, up to a
also be established for each
average costs for similar

Assistance is targeted toward projects that save the most soil or benefit the most acres
per dollar spent. In Fiscal Year 1998, we are specitieally targeting land exceeding 1½ times
the tolerable soil loss level. Recipients of cost-share monies must agree to continue or maintain structural
years.

conservation

practices

and possibly some management

practices

for at least l 0

Last year, the state funded 891 conservation cost-share practices, up from 592 the
year before. We expect to fund as many as 1,400 projects this fiscal year.
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Clearly,throughtheeffortsof our conservation
Resources Conservation
to protect them.

Service, we are identifying

partners, the districts and the Natural
the most vulnerable areas and taking steps

We have also been very active demonstrating
and expanding efforts to reinforce
eroding strcambanks.
A major source of sediment buildup in bodies of water like the Illinois
River, strcambank erosion also threatens soil, plant and animal resources. It decreases depth
and holding capacity of lakes and reservoirs and reduces stream channel capacity', which
increases the likelihood of flooding and additional streambank erosion. Of course, excessive
flooding degrades

water quality and damages fish and wildlife habitat.

The streambank

stabilization

and restoration

program

is designed to demonstrate

effective, inexpensive vegetative and bioengineering techniques for limiting streambank
erosion. Program monies fund demonstration projects at suitable locations statewide and
provide cost-share

assistance

to landowners

with severely eroding streambanks.

Originally focused on the inexpensive ,villow-post method of streambank stabilization,
the program has since been expanded to include other cost effective techniques as well, mcIudhag longitudinal peaked stone toe protection (a stone dike that creates a windrow along the toe
of the eroding bank), bendway weirs (angled rock sills that project from the outer bank and
extend across the deepest portion of the stream), rock riffles (small stone grade control structures constructed across a stream channel to halt degradation and break the water flow), and
willow curtains (use of a single dormant willow stem placed horizontally in a shallow trench
and anchored in place. A new growth emerges along the entire length from the top of the stern,
and a row of new roots sprouts from the bottom).
Illinois'

Agriculture

Department,

soil and water conservation

districts

and the USDA's

Natural Resources Conservation Service serve as partners in implementing the program,
bringing federal, state and local resources to bear in diffusing a major threat to water quality.
This year, we are dedicating nearly half-a-million dollars to streambank stabilization
efforts, up from $125,000 two years ago, when Conservation 2000 funding began. So far this
year, we have targeted about half our total allocation, $224,000, for 38 projects within the
Illinois River watershed.
As important as protecting our water resources is to lUmois, Conservation 2000 also
has another purpose: to safeguard and enhance our agricultural potential for generations to
come. Hence state funding for sustainable agriculture.
Sustainable agriculture is a system of farming designed to balance environmental and
economic concerns.
Practices are aimed at maintaining producers" profitability while conserving soil, protecting water resources and controlling pests through means that are not harmful to
natural systems, farmers or the general public. The Conservation 2000 grant program funds
sustainable agriculture research, education and demonstration through conferences, training,
on-farm research and educational outreach.
The state's

Sustainable

vation 2000 to $600,009
future.

Agriculture

program

has gone from no funding

before Conser-

this fiscal year, helping to maintain a fertile base for agriculture's
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Overtbe last two years, the department has funded 47 sustainable agriculture projocts,
of which 35 or so were located in the Nlmois River hasm.
Not officially part of Co_ervafion
the _inois FamlAsyst Program.

2000 but nonetheless an knpor_nt adjunct to it is

Illinois FarmA_st
helps rural residents identify potential sources of pollution on their
farmsteads. It is a vohmtary self-assessment
program that provides information and step-bystep worksheets
The department
district o_ces.

people can use to measure risks for eoutamimation and take corrective action.
administers the program m conjunction with soil and water conservation

Since the program began in 1996, nearly 500 assessments have been conducted.
Almost all these assessments were for farmsteads in the Illinois River basin.
Finally, today, I'd like to say a few words about how the 1996 Farm Bill fits into our
efforts to conserve soil and protect water quality, particularly along the Illinois River.
While the farm bill has little impact on the initiatives I have outlined thus far, it does
assist our efforts by providing ancillary assistance.
Conservation compliance remains a requirement for receiving federal agricultural
payments.
In keeping with this requirement, the USDA's Natural Resources Conservation
Service continues to conduct status reviews to easur_ farmers administer acceptable conservation systems.
As I mentioned earlier, many farmers already have conservation
reduce soil loss to tolerable levels. Others are actively working towards
applying reduced tillage systems or structural conservation
compliance risk forfeiting their right to a federal payment.
The farm bill continues
economically
production.

practices.

the Conservation Reserve Program,

viable opportunity, for removing

environmentally

systems in place that
soil loss reductions by

Farmers

found out of

which offers farmers an

sensitive land fi-om crop

Last spring, more than 346,000 acres were offered for the program. More than
174,000 acres - or 1.1 percent of Illinois' cropland acres - were ultimately accepted.
We would like to see Illinois' share of program participation
be much higher. To help
achieve this goal, we are proposing establishment of additional CRP conservation priority
areas in some of the most environmentally vulnerable parts of Illinois. If the Farm Service
Agency accepts our proposal, landowners within the designated
receive additional points in the national selection competition.

area who submit bids will

Currently, Illinois' conservation priority area stretches along the mid and lower Illinois
River basin. In all, 691,409 cropland acres, or about 2.8 percent of the state's cropland acres,
are included

in this designation.
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The farm bill allows for up to 10 percent of cropland acres to be designated as priority
_tre_.

Using information from the recent CRP sign up and other data gathered by state
natural resource agencies, we are proposing adding areas where there is a fairly high level of
landowner interest in CRP but a low acceptance rate.
Of these areas, we are only including acreage considered

natural

resource priorities

by

the state: namely, counties that have a high number of cropland acres exceeding 2T or that are
rich in wildlife, wetland or ecowstem resources. Proposed priority areas include several
counties in the Illinois River watershed
Additionally, of course, the farm bill created the Environmental
Quality Incentives
Program, called EQIP. That program helps target financial assistance to high priority areas of
the state.
Together, state, federal and local efforts are making a real difference in Illinois. I
believe they are a testament to what we can achieve through voluntary means if we provide the
teelmical, programmatic
and financial assistance farmers and landowners need to be the best
environmental stewards possible.
There is still a lot of work to do. But we are headed in the right direction.

Moreover,

we are getting where we need to be without shackling fanners with an unbearable burden of
expensive and cumbersome regulation. That is quite an achievement, and one in which I think
everyone involved can take pride.
Thank you.
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WHAT

CONSERVATION
ILLINOIS

2000 WILL MEAN FOR THE
RIVER SYSTEM

Blent Manning
Director,

Illinois Department

of Natural

Springfield,

Resources

IL

Good morning.
I would like to begin by thanking Lieutenant Governor Bob Kustra for his outstanding
efforts regarding the Illinois River system. He and his staffhave worked tirelessly on this
effort. The Lieutenant Governor has done a tremendous job in pulling everyone together to
develop the management plan..., and following up to e_sure the plan is implemented. I know he
also has been in Washington urging the President to designate the Illinois as an American
Heritage River and to obtain funding for the needed work on the system, Illinois government
will be losing a champion of the natural
sector.

resources

next year when Bob returns

I've been asked to speak with you today about Conservation
and can do for the Illinois River system.

to the private

2000 and what it is doing

Conservation 2000 has resulted in the creation of parmerships throughout the state and
the number is growing. Tog_ero
state agency partnerships,
in conjunction with the ecosystem
partnerships, have the ability to implement strategies for watershed remediation, flood control,
econormc development, research and education projects. Those strategies encompass many of
the recommendations
that the Lieutenant Governor's integrated management plan is trying to
achieve.

protect,
through

The integrated management plan calls for the implementation of regional strategies
restore and expand critical habitats..., particularly in key high-quality tributaries
the watershed and the headwaters of tributaries in northeastern Illinois.

Conservation 2000 is providing a way to preserve,
River watershed through its flexibility to create innovative,
action plans and put together funding sources.
Conservation

2000 is accomplishing

1. It is redirecting

restore, and enhance the Illinois
effective partnerships to implement

several things:

resource management

to a more broad based holistie approach;

2. It is allo_g
D-N-R to develop new, better and stronger partnerships
groups, communities, and agencies than ever before;
3. It is providing a mechanism for local communities
watershed management than ever before.
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to

with local

to leverage more dollars for

TheIllinoisRiversystemis oneofthemostimportantnaturalresources
sharedby the
citizens of our state. It is vital to the economy and the eavironment

of lZlinois, and the nation.

Historically, the Illinois River was one of the most productive rivers in North America
- its fish and wildlife population virtually unequaled. Today, even after experiencing drastic
changes brought about by human intervention, the Illinois River remains our state's most
important river system.
Its basin and tributaries total 32-thousand-81
square miles.., touches over 50 counties.., and includes over half of the area of Illinois. Accordingly, the Illinois River is affected
by and affects the majority of our state's citizens. Half of Conservation 2000"s ecosystem
partnerships are in the Illinois River watershed. All or part of the eleven of 22 partnerships
reside there.
Many worthwhile
watershed. For example...,
merit projects

Conservation 2000 projects are being undertaken within the lllinois
the Mackinaw River partnership is undertaking 15 habitat improve-

from stabilizing

streambanks

to prairie restorations

to wetland creation.

Within D-N-R, the Ecosystems Program is the largest program funded by Conservation 2000. This voluntary, incentive-based
program specifically encourages participation
by
private landowners and local coalitions of stakeholders to form ecosystem partnerships
throughout

Illinois.

Funds are provided to the partnerships for projects that preserve and enhance the
watorshed's natural resources while addressing local economic and recreational concerns.
Last year more than one-point-six million dollars was provided to 60 ecosystem
projects. This year, we have received applications for 255 projects totaling nearly g-million
dollars. We have nearly three-miUion dollars to award.., but clearly you can see the popularity
of the program continues to outpace the funds available.
The ecosystem

partnerships

are not relying solely on the grant funds from state

government, l'm pleased to say in the last round of grants, the partnerships provided nearly
two-point-three
million dollars of their own either through cash or in-kind contributions. Those
contributions
from private sources will need to continue..., and to strengthen.., for this program to make a lasting difference.
Truly, Conservation 2000 and the ecosystem partnerships are changing the ways D-NR manages natural resourcos. We are moving away form traditional, single species.., or
discipline oriented management.., to strategies for communities and ecosystems.
It just makes good sense to use watersheds
this new resource management strategy.

as the geographical

units for implementing

This watershed approach for Conservation 2000 and the ecosystem parmerships
driving force of our natural resource management for several reasons:
it encompasses

the interests

of all stakeholders
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within a defined geographic

area;

is the

itadclresses
allcomponentsofthewatershedarea,such ashydrological,
habitat,
economic and social.
•

and it links together many different agencies
l_source

and partners, funding

sources,

and

users.

Ninety percent of the land in Illinois is in the hands of private landowners.
The
criteria for ecosystem partnership designation include requirements that the organization be
built around a watershed and involve both public and private landowners. You have to have
landowner

participation to make this program work.., and dearly

it is working.

The ecosystem program provides support to the parmerships in three ways. It provides
background assessments and scientific data to make sound management decisions. It provides
funding for the ecosystem improvement
provides D-N-R program support.

projects the partnerships

want to undertake..,

and it

Background assessments and scientific data are provided through the critical trends
assessment program. Critical trends is an on-going process to evaluate the state of the Illinois
environment.
Continued

environmental

monitoring

is also a part of conservation

2000 through the

Ecowateh Network. The network is a collection of volunteers, high school science teachers and
students who have been trained to monitor Ithnois" rivers, forests and wetlands.

people's

We also are ever expanding the environmental information we are able to bring into
homes through the lntemet. The program also provides natural resource, cultural

resource, soci-economic,
and presettlement vegetation assessments for the ecosystem
partnerships to help them develop a strategic action plan for their watershed.
Not only are we changing the way we are managing the natural resources. We are
changing the way we manage ourselves. Changes have been made within the d-n-r
organizational
structure to provide for a team approach to the development
natural resource management plans for landowners and state sites. D-N-R

of integrated
field staffwork

closely with the ecosystem partnerships, and other state, federal and local agencies
watershed resource restoration, stahilization and enhancement.

to address

D-N-R field staffare involved in all of the ecosystem partnerships m the/llinois
watershed and are participating
m the development of regional strategies for resource
management, restoration, and protection.

river

The department is using the expertise of its scientific surveys and its field management
staffto work with other agencies to develop models to help with watershed planning activities
and to develop an applied watershed remediation technology that will work for the Illinois as
well as statewide.
The department is working with E-P-A and agriculture on an inter-agency watershed
committee to provide coordination of watershed-based
activities and programs among state,
federal and local agencies. Partnerships among these agencies provide the most cost-effective
and efficient watershed management...,
while providing the maximum natural resource and
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environmental
benefits.
The Spoon River _tershed
agency pilot program.

is among the first areas being considered for an inter-

The Spoon River watershedencompasses natural areas in Bureau, Fulton, Henry,
Knox, Marshall, McDonough, Peoria, Stark and Warren Counties in the western/llinois
River
watershed.
This area contains nearly 14-handred miles of streams, 90 percent of which the Illinois
Environmental
Protection Agency rates only as "fair." A survey of landowners in this highly
agricultural area reveals the intimate connection in Illinois between crop production and
resoarce conservation.
Survey results show a high level of concern for water quality
protection, groundwater
recharge, wildlife habitat and streambank stabilization.
Although the Spoon River watershed holds the dubious distinction of being the largest
contributor of siltation to the Illinois River, the efforts and focus on the watershed through the
partnership provides the local constituents a means of enhancing the area's resources and
extending those positive effects to all who live downstream.
The pilot programs will include monitoring of the river resources and an assessment of
the benefits of various land practices such as riparian strips, wetland restoration, streambank
and streambed stabilization.
The cornerstone of the Ecosystems Program is the involvement of the people in the
watershed who are most likely to be concerned about the resources in that watershed...,
and
who are most able to take action to protect those resources.
The Ecosystems Program has seen significant growth in the interest and initiative of
local groups to combine forces. Tiffs focus on locally driven, volunteer efforts will ensure its
SUCCESS.

This was the vision of the Illinois Conservation

Congress and Governor

Edgar's

Water Resources and Land Use priorities Rask Force in 1995. Through the ecosystem
parmerships
and Conservation 2000, that ideal is being translated into long-term benefits for
the citizem of Illinois.
The Conservation 2000 program clearly provides an opportunity to implement the
Illinois river system management plan. Together they are helping to shape Illinois' landscape
for future generations.

And together...,

they serve as a national model for environmental

management.
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APPLYING

NEW TECHNOLOGY

(INFORMATION

TO MANAGE

THE ILLINOIS

TECHNOLOGY
FOR NATURAL RESOURCE
PRESENT
AND FUTURE)

RIVER

SYSTEM

MANAGEMENT:

Doug Johnston
National

Center for Supercomputing
Applications, University of Ilhnois at Urbana-Champaign
101 Temple Buell Hall, 61 ] E. Lorado Taft Drive, Champaign, IL 61820

ABSTRACT
The availability of, and demand for, information resources continues to grow at rapid
pace. Evolving methods of data collection, generation, and analysis, along with technologies
for reporting and disseminating information have seen dramatic growth in the very near past.
We ca obtain current weather images and forecast,
current marke;t trading activity, real-time
tra_e congestion reports, and access to vast amounts of archival information ranging from
war records to gardening tips. The growth of public access to the Intemet has spawned
another round of prognostication
for everything fi'om the reconstruction
of a democratic
society To yet-another-way
of invading privacy.
Tiffs paper ouflnies a range of research and development activities that focus on the
application of information technology for natural resource management.
It addresses two
aspects of access.
First, it describes the types of technologies under development that permit the management and use of increasingly vast and diverse sources of data. Technologies
include data
mining: searching for content and relationships in an unorganized information world, as well
as digital libraries' efforts at organizing and making available to users this information.
Visualization tools can be used as a mechanism for condensing information and finding
relevant information from a sea of numbers; and eoUaboration tools to assist the diverse
groups

involved in natural

resource management

to share information.

Second, the growth of information resources and user expectations is not without its
costs m terms of demands on the technology. There is an increasing requirement that data
management and analysis tools be scalable across a wide range of geographic, temporal and
feature scales. Also, there is the requirement that information resources be interactive and
real-time,
software,

or that the data and applications
and human environments.

are portable across a wide range of hardware,

Through example and demonstration, this paper will illustrate these emerging technologies in river systems applications including information systems for streams and fisheries
resources, and modeling of hydrologic processes at various scales for planning and analysis.
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Information

Technology:

A (R)evolubon
in the Making?
• What is the cuwent state of
information technology?
Informabon
Technology for
Nah,_l Resource Management
P_sent and Future

Searching

for Information:

"Illinois

How many of you can find all the
information you really need, atthe
time you need i_ in the form you
need?

River"

Safe Predictions:
• Information w_ll be bo_ more accessible and
more complex.
Computing and communications will continue
to expand in power and "bandwio'_h".
Participation in public decision making will
increase.
Natural Resources Management
problem that is to be "solved".

Information

Technology

More Types of Dat_

Di_ons

Multi- and Mixed

Multi and Mixed Data

Text

More Data: Data Repositories, Data Mining
More Complex Problems Attempted:
and Simulation
More Inform_lion "Ho_q_wer"
High performance computing

Modeling

Graphics

Requital:

Sound
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__

is not a

Media

Analysis

of Very Large Damsels

Federated

Databases

and Digital Libraries

• How to access related data that are
maintained by different organizations
diffe_nt places?

in

• Howt0 search for data in text, numbers,
equations, sounds, and images?
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Data s_,_.l,
and retrieval

Data analysis and reduction:
JP Mor_lan Risk V'isualization

'

Modeling

and Simulation

Model Trends

• Use models to gain better understanding and
to predict outcomes of decisions,
Most models focused on disciplinary efforts

Collaborative and
_i,
dynamic models _
Process-driven
/ w"

(e.g. weather, fish, plant growth),
Most management problems are multi-

_
T_.
I
!"

*

models
i

_

_-m-,-

disciplinary.
i

Watershed

Models

J
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V'mualization

with Virtual

Environments

Prospects

Abnospheric Sciences (UIUC/NCSA)
- Tornado SlmulaUon

Technology sometimes changes the v_y v,_
live, mostly changes the _y we do it.
-

More Types

- More

Data:

of Data:

- More Complex
and Simulation
-

More
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Pt'oblems

Information

per6rmance

Multi

and

Data Repositories,

Data

Attsmpted:

"Homepo_r"

computing

Mixed

Data
Mining
Modeling

Required:

High
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THE UPPER

MISSISSIPPI

RIVER

COALITION

Chester S. Bomff
Deputy Director, Illinois Deparmaent of Agriculture
Springfield, IL

As we meet here today in Peoria to discuss the Illinois River, its importance

to our

state, and what actions we might take to prote_ and preserve it, just outside of town Illinois
farmers are harvesting this year's crop at a record pace.
When they are finished, Illinois producers will contribute to what appears to be our
nation's largest soybean crop ever and perhaps our third largest corn crop, based upon early
estimates. Producers around the world have also experienced good yields this year, but even
though world supplies of grains and oil seeds are high, so is the demand for these commodities.
Growing populations, improving economies, and new industrial uses for grains have put added
strains on the world's production system to provide our most basic commodities.
At the same time, forecasters around the world are keeping a weary eye on the impact
that the largest El Nino ever recorded will have on world food supplies. Now, maybe more
than ever, the line between feast and famine is becoming even thinner.
Illinois has been uniquely positioned to take advantage of world markets due to our
acenss to fiver transportation for our grain on the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers. Our state's
economy has greatly benefitted
our state's ag industry strong.
However,

and we _11 continue to rely on world market

access to keep

the United States is not alone in its reliance upon world trade of our com-

modities. Other nations around the globe, some of which at one time felt starvation and were
dependent upon our aid, are now our competitors in the world market. Many countries are
making huge investments in their transportation and infi'astmctore systems. These long term
investments may give them a long term advantage over our ag industry, if our country fails to
recngmze the benefit of maintaining and improving our river systems for transportation
trade.
For too long, many have mistakenly believed that the need for an efficient

and

river

transportation
system and the need to maintain the delicate environmental balance within the
river itself, were incompatible and presented competing demands for the rivers we depend
upon.

occurred

Fortunately, this is not the case and in the past two years meaningful dialogues have
in which the stakeholders of the Upper Mississippi River, of which the Illinois River

is a major component, have met to explore ways that new concepts in river management
work for the benefit of all stakeholders and the rivers themselves.
In Minneapolis
the Upper Mississippi

in early 1996, and again in early 1997 in St. Louis, stakeholders
River Summit to hold meaningful
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discussions

on how this national

might

met at

treasure,
theMississippiRiverSystem,
mightbemanaged
forthebenefitof

all. Another
summit is planned for early 1998. Participants have included representatives
of the Army
Corps of Engineers, state and federal government agencies, environmental interests, agriculture, and a transportation
industry. During the discussions, not all parties necessarily agreed
about all of the issues at hand, but did agree on one key point. The Mississippi River System
will continue to deserve our best efforts to protect it.

economic

In early 1997, the participants held a conference in Davenport,
benefits of the Mississippi River System.

Iowa to highlight

In April, 1997, the five Governors of the states bordering the Upper Mississippi
offered a proclamation
comrmtted to managing the River in a way that will be conducive
healthy economy and a healthy environment within the river _stem.
Clearly,

attention

the

River
to a

is shifting towards the rivers in our country.

The growing and genuine comnutment of both the public and private sectors is showing benefits already. The commitment of decision makers to work for the benefit of the river
system has pointed out that, too often in the past, programs which were limited by the virtue of
their restrictions also limited how effective efforts could be. Today, we are learning that
crcaUvity and the courage to implement flexible efforts will lead to success.
Following
river summits:

are some examples

of the activities

1. Studies are being initiated to determine

resulting from the dialogue at these two

how effective the modification

of existing levee

systems will lie in order to allow, for flood prot_ion
and navigation benefits, while providing
flood pressure relief during times of the most severe flooding. Examples of these efforts
include the notching of existing levees to provide for flood inflow and working with landowaaers to provide for floodplain use easements.
2. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is considering the impact that minor drawdown techniques will have in certain pools of the river and to determine whether or not habitat improvemerits gill occur while allowing for reereationa/and
transportation uses of the river.
3. Regional dialogues arc beginning on how to best implement floodplain
control strategies on a system approach.

use and flood

4. Working with, and coordinating the efforts of a number of _ztershed groups within the
Upper Mississippi River Basin, local stakeholders are encouraged to implement floodplain and
upland land management and to protect and reestablish wetland areas.
Later today, other speakers will be reporting to you about the upcoming navigational
study to be prepared and released by the Army Corps of Eagineers.
Our state is looking
forward to its role in formulating this plan. When completed, the navigational study _11
provide a vision of bow best to manage the Mississippi River System for all its users.

tributaries

In closing, it is important to remember the role the Mississippi River System and its
have played m the deve/opment and history nfour nation. Our future, and the
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futureof our children
to come, willdependupon thisnational
treasure.
They shouldexpectno
less than our best efforts to preserve and enhance it for their benefit.
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ASPECTS

OF THE 1996 FARM BILL AND EQIP AS THEY RELATE
ILLINOIS RIVER WATERSHED
MANAGEMENT

TO

William J. Gradle
State Conservationist, United States Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conservation Service
1902 Fox Drive, Champaign, IL 61820

Good Morning,

I'm glad to be with you this morning, and I would like to thank the

organizers of this conference for including me as a presenter. I want to tell you about the
programs and parmerships that my agency, the Natural Resources Conservation
Service, is
involved with along the Illinois River and on its watershed.
The Illinois River flows from just southeast of Chicago tu join with the Mississippi
River at Grain.
In Lieutenant Governor Kustm's lntegrated Management
Plan for the
111_nois River Watershed, it says that eighty percent of that watershed is in fifty-five counties
in Illinois. More than ninety percent of Illinois' population lives within the watershed.
A lot
of land and a lot of people are potentially affected by the Illinois River! Much of the land that
Illinois River waters flow through

is used to grow erops, and most is in private

ownership.

Our agency takes an inventory of our nation's natural resources every 5 years. According to the 1992 National Resources Inventory, about 34.6 million acres oflUinois land
were in private ownership, compared to 520 thousand acres of federal land.
The inventory also showed that 88 percent of the state's land was in rural areas; 24
million acres were used to grow crops; 3.4 million acres were forested;
in pasture and 1.3 million acres were in other categories.

2.7 million acres were

It's important to know that fewer than 2 percent of Illinois" population is taking care
of 88 percent of her land! We and our partners, Illinois' Soil and Water Conservation Distriers and others, are working with the private landowners to offer technical assistance and
cost-sharing for conservation practices on their land. These practices wil/help protect the
Illinois River and other Illinois waters from further sedimentation, reduce erosion, stabilize
streambanks,
and provide wildlife with habitat, while increasing wetland and woodland areas.
Now let's take a look at how we aceomplish

our work.

The 1985 Food Security Act was thefirst Farm Bill to include a Conservation Title.
Its provisions included mandatory conservation on highly credible land and wetlands i._fa
farmer wanted to participate in federal farm programs. To receive farm payments, farmers
had to have a conservation plan before January 1, 1990, and they had to have their plan in
place before January I, 1995. This _as the first "conservation compliance" provision.

wetlands,

If the '85 Farm Bill was memorable for its restrictions on cropping HEL and draining
the 1990 Farm Bill was known for its penalties and further restrictions.
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These two farm bil/s were good for the country though, and most pcepl¢ saw the
benefits in them. We have achieved a great amount of conservation because of them. By 1992,
there were over 100,000 approved conservation plans on 5.3 million acres of land in Illinois.
By the end of 1994, when conservation plans needed to be in place on the land, approximately
80-85 percent of/llinois farmers were in compliance. And year after ),ear, our status reviews
show that this many remain in compliance.
From 1982 to 1992, soil erosion in the state dropped from an average annual rate of
6.4 tons to 4.4 tons per acre. Man), factors besides the Farm Bills helped. Illinois has the T
by 2000 goal that Soil and Water Conservation Districts have promoted and worked toward
since April, 1980. With agribnsiness" help, crop residue rnunag_,nent has become easier and
more acceptable

thousand
Program,

to do.

By 1992, over 500,000 acres of wetlands had been identified by NRCS. Almost a
acres of wildlife food plots and ponds were in place due to the Conservation Reserve
and over 31 thousand

acres of trees on CRP had been planted.

The 1997 NRI is in progress now, and its results should be available

in about a year.

By 1992, we had gained a lot of conservation on Illinois' private lands, but there were
still several more years before the farm bill conservation compliance plans kicked in and eight
more years before the T by 2000 deadline.
year, Congress

passed the 1996 Farm Bill. With it came many changes.

The Agriculture Conservation Program and 3 other programs
roiled into the Environmental
Quality Incentives Program.
Swampbnster provisions were modified for flexibility.
Conservation Compliance
on I-IEL plans.

not used in Illinois were

was changed to give farmers a year to take corrective

The Wetlands Reserve Program and the Conservation
through 2002.
The Emergency Watershed Protection
Floodplain Easements.

Reserve

action

Program were extended

Program now allows for the purchase

of

The new Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program provides for help establishing and
managing food plots and other habitat.
The Conservation of Grazing/.and
Initiative provides for technical assistance with
pasture, forage, and other aspects of managing grazing lands.
These are the 1996 Farm Bill programs
Watershed:
EQIP, CRP, WRP, and WHIP.
The '96 Farm Bill also brought

currently in use on the Illinois River

us some additional

strategies

to use:

An expansion of the State Technical Committee to include wider representation and
participation.
This committee functions as a technical advisory board to me on farm
bill issues and standards.
Encouragement
to partner with others, especially
Prioritizing, or choosing priority areas.
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with sharing resources.

A reemphasis

on the locally led approach

to conservation

- community

involvement.

Locally led conservation means local people.., with the leadership of county soil and
water conservation districts. The local work group is formed and led by the soil and water
conservation district board. The work group: assesses their county's natural resource
conditions and needs, identifies solutions to resource problems, sets goals, identifies programs
and other resources to solve those needs, develops proposals and recommendations
to solve
problems,

implements

solutions,

and measures

success.

Locally led conservation is: voluntary; it's sharing vision and goals; it's using federal,
state and local programs as tools to solve concerns; is responsible for dealing with local
concerns; is based on finding common ground, and is based on assessing conservation needs
and assistance available.
Locally led conservation is also ... helping community leaders identify and prioritize
natural resource concerns. The people who might be in the local work group include Soil and
Water Conservation District officials, who work with the FSA County Committee, USDA
personnel, people from state agencies and organizations, producers' groups, agribusiness,
environmental groups and others in the community who are interested and want to contribute
their expertise.
Locally
together;

led conservation

is ... getting things done by working together;

listening to and understanding

responsibilities
Locally

each other's

viewpoints;

partnering

talking

and sharing

and resources.
led conservation

is ...

Involving the community by forming an advisory

or steering committee

with wide

representation;
holding public meetings and inviting all stakeholders; holding focus group
meetings to learn what perspectives exist on certain issues in the community; widely
publicizing

your activities,

goals and successes

in the community.

Locally led conservation ... emphasizes the local work group. The local work group is
crucial to the success of this approach. The local committee: analyzes conservation needs and
priorities; develops a resource assessment; identifies, agrees on and documents
objectives; identifies geographic areas and potential priority areas.
What does resource assessment

mean?

We ask several questions:

community

What are the

present conditions of the natural resources in the area? Which natural resources need
improvement?
How can the conditions be improved? Where should we begin? How can we
measure

SUGGesS ?

We use many tools to achieve the natural resources

goals of the communities.

Local,

state and federal programs, private sector programs, and new programs.
We seek all available
financial and technical assistance and we combine resources with others when possible.
Let's look at the 1996 Farm Bill programs
_ttershed.
As always, all USDA programs
without discrimination.

that we're using in the Illinois River

are available to all lando_laers
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and managers,

TheWetlands
Reserve

Program (WRP) is a voluntary

program to restore and protect

wetlands on private property. WRP is an opportunity for landowners to receive financial
incentives to enhance wetlands in exchange for retiring marginal agricultural land.
Landowners can choose firom several types of easements and receive technical and cost-sharing
help to restore or manage

existing wetlands.

The Wildlife Habitat

Incentives

Program

(WHIP)

helps landowners

improve

and

manage wildlife habitat on their land. The program provides cost-sharing and technical help to
develop and carry out habitat plans for upland and wetland wildlife, endangered species, mad
fisheries. Agreements generally last from 5 to 10 years. The fmai rule has been published. We
will probably

start taking applications

The Conservation

in January,

Reserve Program

1998.

(CRP) protects highly erodible and

environmentally
sensitive lands with grass, trees, and other vegetative cover. There are two
kinds of CRP sign-up. One is continuous and is used to reduce erosion and protect water
quality through use ofpractieos like filter strips, riparian buffers, field windbreaks, grassed
waterways, and contour grass strips. Producers may sign up maytime, and the offers are
antoraatieally aceepted, flail eligibility requirements are met.
The other sign-up takes place during designated periods. The next period will be
October 14, to November 14, this year. These bids are competitive. The Environmental
Benefits Index (EBI) is used to figure the points for different conservation practices and other
factors. The bids that offer the most environmental benefits for the dollar are accepted into 10
to 15 year contracts.
The Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQ/P) is a voluntary program that
will help crop and livestock producers deal with environmental and conservation improvements
on the farm. It provides technical, financial, and educational assistance primarily in
designated priority areas. On a national basis, half the funding is targeted to livestock-related
natural resource concerns and the remainder to other significant conservation priorities.
This
program is intended to maximize environmental benefits per dollar spent.
In Fiscal Year 1997, there are eight designated Conservation Priority Areas. There
are also five Statewide Natura] Resource Priority concerns for EQIP funding. Three of the
Conservation Priority Areas are in the Illinois River Watershed, the Fox Rifer Watershed,
Mackinaw River Watershed, and the Middle Illinois River Resource Rich Conservation
Priority

the

Areas.
We also have the Mid and Lower Illinois River Priority Area for the Conservation

Reserve Program.
In February. '97, the State Technical Committee supported submitting a
proposal for a CRP Priority Area, The Area was approved this year. A producer within the
area receives 25 extra points on the Environmental Benefits Index for CRP competition. This
Priority Area includes subx_tersheds
in Brown, Calhoun, Cass, Fulton, Greene, Jersey,
Mason.

Morgan,

Peoria, Pike, Sehulyer,

Scott, and Tazewell

Counties.

The/Uinois State Technical Committee helps develop technical standards for
conservation programs.
It makes recommendations to me for prioritizing the EQIP
Conservation Priority Areas and the statewide Natural Resources Priority Conceras, and offers
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helpand suggestions
when therearedecisions
to be made about Farm Billimplcrncntation.
We meet on a quarterly
basisand ourmeetingsareopento thepublic.
Membership on thecommitteehasbeen expandedthroughthe'96Farm Bill.Wc have
representatives
from federal,
state
and localgovernment,organizations,
producersgroups,and
ag industry.
We have individuals
who areon thecommitteebecausetheyhave special
expertise.
The comrnittee
isinvaluable
to me initsadvisory,
capacity.
I'dliketo explainnext,theprocessthatNRCS, thelocalwork groupsand theState
TechnicalCommittee go throughto getareasdesignated
as ConservationPriority
Areas forthe

EQn .
Delivery of conservation programs is done at the local level. For over 60 years,
NRCS and the soil and water conservation districts have worked in Illinois to offer expert
technical help to landowners.
(1) The local work group makes all the local decisions and nominates areas for the
nextyear's funding to the state level.
(2) The State Technical Committ_ reviews nominations and makes recommendations
to me. With their advice, and concurrence ofFSA, I make recommendations
to the
Regional Office.
(3) The Regional
national strategic

and National
plans.

Offices integrate this information

into regional and

(4) Funds are aUocated to regions and states based on resource needs described
NationalStrategic
Plan,withFSA Concurrence.
(5)NRCS

in the

determines
allocations
forthelocallevel
with StateTechnicalCommittee

adviceand FSA concurcncc.FSA issuestheallocations.
(6)The SWCDs

and NRCS

deliver
technical
assistance
and approveconservation

plans.FSA approvesand pays,based on theneedsand priorities
thatthelocalwork
group identified.
(7)Continuousevaluation
of achievements
leadsto improvement.
Many peopleareworkingwithNRCS and withtheirorganization's
programs on
Illinois rivers. We are all working with the same goals in mind that are enumerated in the
Lieutenant Governor's Technical Report on the Illinois River Watershed.
Many resources are flowing into the work on the Illinois River Watershed.
In addition
to federal funding and assistance, state and local agencies and organizations,
local Farm
Bureaus, conservation groups and agribusinesses are making contributions toward achieving
conservation on the _atershed.
In Fiscal Year 1998, we will continue to focus on the local work groups
priorities,

we will encourage

participation

of all stakeholders,
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and their

and we will be sharing resources

fromthedifferentfederal, state, local and private organizations and their programs. I'U look
forward to the next conference on the Illinois River so that I can report on our successes with
the various new programs from the 1996 Farm Bill. I really appreciate being invited to be here
with you today.

REFERENCES
Kustra, Bob. 1997. Integrated Management Plan for the Illinois River Watershed
p. 1. Springfield: State of Illinois.
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Technical

THE PERSONAL

SIDE OF CONSERVATION

ISSUES

Leon Wendte
District Conservationist,
United States Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conservation Service
2110 W. Park Ct., Champaign,

IL 61821

INTRODUCTION
Over the past ten years, citizens of Champaign

County watersheds

have initiated

planning activities at the headwaters of four different river basins. With coordination provided
by the Champaign County Soil and Water Conservation District (SWCD) and the Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), watershed steering committees have formed for the
headwaters of the Vermilion, the Little Vermilion. the Embarms, and the Sangamon Rivers.
Each committee is currently in a different stage of planning and implementation,
making tremendous progress in reaching their established goals.
One reason that these committees

but all are

are working well and that these watershed

activities

are being implemented so successfully is that the 'Personal side of conservation issues' is being
considered in each step of the process. Another way of thinking about this "personal side" of
conservation is reminding ourselves that we are doing watershed planning for people not to the
people.
You can assemble

all the technical

experts in and around a community

or watershed,

prepare elaborate inventories, analyses and alternative scenarios, and recommend the best or
preferred plan for conservation of natural resources, but if the plan does not solve the problems
and meet the needs and goals of the people in living and working and raising their families in
the watershed, the plan will sit on a shelf, collect dust, and never be implemented.
Every step of the conservation problem solving process must involve and be led by
local people or by local groups of people with common interests.

ORGANIZING

AND ANALYZING

- THE PERSONAL

SIDE

I'd like to share a few of the lessons NRCS has learned about this "personal

side" of

conservation smr_ing with organizing and analyzing problems of a watershed. No State or
Federal agency or program can generate the necessary long-term commitment required from a
watershed steering committee to form and successfully implement a comprehensive
watershed
management plan. In fact, it is usually a natural resource problem or disaster that personally
affects people in a watershed that provides the catalyst to orgamze a watershed committee in
the first place. At the Natural Resources Conservation Service, it has been our experience that
it is almost impossible to simply generate interest in a local watershed and that a hope a
steering committee organizes and eontinaes to operate. In fact two of our current committees
were formed because of high nitrates in drinking water supplies and the other two formed as a
result of devastating flood events. Once people are called to action, it is then and only then
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that the experts and agencies outside the watershed can most suceessfulIy provide technical
and financial assistance with their programs. Unless you follow this recipe, you run the risk of
doing wa_rsbed
planning to people not for people.
t

Once the incentive

to organize is present, another "personal

side" of conservation

becomes important.
That is making sure that all interest groups are included m the watershed
steering
committee. Thismay involvea few members who don'tnecessarily
agreeon all the
goalsand objectives
fornaturalresources
inthewatershed.Restassured,ifyou don'tinclude
theseindividuals
and groupsinthebeginning,
you most certainly
willhave to answerto them
intheend. Locally,eachof ourfoursteering
committeeswvrv appointedby thelocalSoiland
Water ConservationDistrict.
Committeeswere limited
toabout 12 individuals
usuallyrepresenting
multipleinterest
groups.Absolutelyno "agency"or "technical"
personnelfrom
outsidethewatershedwere appointed
to thecommitteesand itwas requiredthatmembers had
tolivewithintheboundariesofthewatershed.Agency and resourceprofessionals,
on the
other hand, were invited to serve on subcommittees appointed to work on various aspects of
planning and implementation in the watershed but only at the rcqu_'t
Again, we organized to plan for people not to people.

of the steering committee.

Another lesson we learned in addressing consesvatien from the "personal side" is how
important it is to ask the people in the watershed what are their concerns for the watershed.
Here again, it is important to record problems exactly as stated by the people and not to try to
get them to identify concerns as provided by individuals outside the watershed.
This is all a
little scary at first, especially for outside groups--they
am afraid that the watershed committee
may set goals and objects that may not mesh with their own. However, as members of steering
committees begin to examine and analyze their problems with the help of agencies and resource
professionals,
they begin to see how the initial resource problem is connected to a host of other
resource issues. Alternative solutions begin to evolve that not only address the initial crisis
problem but also begin to address natural resource problems that are more watershed-oriented,
or larger in scope. In most instances, these are exactly in line with missions and goals of
outside agencies trying to assist the watershed group.

ALTERNATIVES

AND PLANS

- THE PERSONAL

SIDE

Let's move now to the "personal side" of conservation as it involves developing
alternative solutions and preparing a final plan. Assembling the alternatives at the direction of
the steering committee is crucial. This is where resource professionals can truly shine. They
can really use their technical expertise to serve the watershed customer. Once alternatives are
prepared, however, it is imperative that the citizens of the watershed be allowed to pick or vote
for the recommended plan. When a solution is recommended to them instead of developed for
them, implementation is rarely successful.
People in a watershed area who know the problems
and help craft solutions to the problems will share the responsibility of solving the problems.

IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation
include in the "personal
privately

- THE PERSONAL

SIDE

is the last stage of the process and perhaps the most important step to
side" of conservation.
Since most of the land in Illinois watersheds is

owned, implementing

watershed

plans must also be done for individual
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people and

notto people
just likethewatershed
planning

process. Implementing watershed plans starts
with individual people, voluntaxily changing their management practices with the help of
programs and resource professionals.
Just as watershed planning starts by asking people what
they see as problems, planning with landowners starts by asking them to identify their goals
and objectives for their property. While most resource concerns start out as single issue
problems, most solutions end up with multiple benefits for both the individual and for the
watershed.

SUMMARY
Considering

the "personal side" of conservation means that watershed

planning is done

for people not to people. With the help of eonservation districts, agencies, or other resource
professionals, individuals with diverse interests proceed forward in the planning process with a
shared vision of goals, even though they may not necessarily agree on every issue. Citizens of
the watershed who know the problems best share the responsibility of solving those problems
as they seek out the advice of technical experts from local, state, or federal agencies. They use
these outside individuals as their eonsultants and their diverse range of programs as tools to
solve natural resource enncerns. Implementation of the watershed plan is completely voluntary
and starts on individual property.

Properly

considering

the "personal

side" of conservation

individual property leads to resource conservation not only on that property
the entire watershed.
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but eventually

on
for
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BREAKING

THE MOLD,

UPLAND

TREATMENT

OF THE SWAN

LAKE

AREA

Sbeppard
UnitedStatesDepartmentofAgriculture,
NaturalResourcesConservationService
P.O.Box 516,Hardin,IL 62047

1) Swan Lake Breaking

the Mold.

This slide show will get you aquatinted

Swan Lake Watershed Area. I'U show you the problems identified,
solutions being used, and some new challenges that have come up.
2) Calhoun

the partners

with the

involved,

the

County location in the state.

3) Distinctive features of Calhoun County.
Illinois and Mississippi Rivers.

Located western

edge of state, between

4) Calhoun County. The southern part ofthe county is less than 25 miles from
downtown St. Louis, however the county remains rural and agricultural because the only
bridge out is located at Hardin.
5) Calhoun

County Watersheds.

The Swan Lake Watershed

Area is shown in red.

6) Calhoun County Landcover from 1DNR's maps. Swan Lake shows up as blue
along the inside of the fishhook. Cropland makes up most of the south part of the watershed,
and woodland

the north part.

THE PROBLEMS
7) This is the southern part of Swan Lake, a 2,500 acre backwater of the II/inois
River, less than 5 miles from its confluence with the Mississippi River. Swan Lake was once
an important natural fishery and waterfowl habitat. However, siltation has reduced the depth
and surface acres of the lake. Studies show two sediment sources.
8) 65% of the sediment is coming from the Illinois River, primarily

during seasonally

high flows.
9) 35% of the sediment is coming from the 20,000 acres of the local Swan Lake
Watershed.
10) Sediment from the local watershed shows up on this slide as bulges or deltas in
the lake. Aerial photos from the past 50 years document this growth.

THE PARTNERS
The US Army Corps of Engineers owns Swan lake
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and the adjacent

land.

The US

FishandWildlifeServicemanage
thesouthpart through the Brussels District of the Mark
Twain Refuge. The northpartismanaged by Illinois
DepartmentofNaturalResources.
1I) These partners
arecooperating
onHabitatEnhancementProjects
throughthe
EnvironmentalManagement Program (EMP) on federal
and stateowned landsinIllinois.

PARTIAL

SOLUTION

12) To control sedimentation from the river, a levee is being constructed that will
prote_ the lake from seasonal high flows. The levees and other habitat fcatares such as
islands, plantings, etc., is being done on the federally owned land.

MORE

SOLUTIONS
13) To work on a solution for the sediment coming from private property, local

partners were added. The USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service, Two Rivers RC &
D, and the Calhoun County Soil and Water Conservation District worked with local landowners inthewatershedto developtheirfirst
resourceplanin 1991. Thisplanwas includedas the
Hillside
SedimentControlcomponentof theSwan Lake Master Plan.
14) In 1995 agreements were signed bct,,vtx_n the partners
neers can provide 75% of the funding for erosion control practices
$750,000.
15) Technical Assistance
and Water Conservation Service.

so that the Corps of Engiin the watershed up to

to landowners is provided by NRCS, IDNIL and the Soil
The Soil and Water Conservation District
also serves as the

local sponsor, landowners
work directly with the Technical
themselves or hire their own contractor.

Agencies and do the work

16) The resource plan identified these key points for project success:
Cost Share, Conservation Planning.

Voluntary,

75%

17) Voluntary Participation
includes these provisions: No public access to private
land; no $$ limit, like some programs; no Farm Service Agency ties or comp[ianco; landowner
can veto any plan.

landowner
cost-share

18) 75% Cost-Share.
$7500, Landowner
programs

Landowner has contractor build a $10,000
pays contractor $10,000. Most landowners

in the past and are comfortable

19) ConservationPlaninng.

Identifyproblerns,

pond, SWCD pays
have worked with

with this way.
offer solutioas with and without cost-

share. Target area gives landowners higher priority with technical specialist. Conrdinatc with
IDNR: Forester, Fisheries Biologist, Private Lands Biologist, and Natural Heritage Biologist.
Previous Conservation Plans on/y address soil erosion. This gives the landowner to prepare a
plan to address additional resources.
20) The resource plan was updated in 1995 by a group of local landowners.
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The

Conservation
Practices
agreedon were: Farm Pond, Grade ControlStructure,
Diversion,
Grassed Waterway, Stream Protection, Sediment Trapping Wetland, Water and Sediment
Control Basin, Terrace, Filterstrip, Field Border, Critical Area Planting, Livestock Exehsion,
Tree planting,

and Contour

Orchard

Planting.

21) No-till is the most common cropping method used in the watershed area.
ever, with an average cropland slope of 12%, soil losses average 10 tons per acre.
Following

are slides of some of the practmes.

22)
23)
24)
25)
26)

Farm Pond
Grade Control Structure, Cable concrete lined chute
Grassed Waterway
Small 3 ac. Sediment Trapping Wetland
Water and Sediment Control Basin

27)

Orchard

ADDITIONAL

planting

CHALLENGES

FOR THIS PROJECT

28) The county is rich in cultural resources.
or private land if it is determined

that a significant

Federal money can not be used on public

cultural

resource

will be damaged.

29) A NRCS Archaeologist evaluates the potential for cultural
tion with the Center For American Archaeology, located in KampsviUe.
database

How-

resources in cooperaThe CAA has a large

of known sights
withinthe county.
30)

Migratory

Waterfowl

hunters are concerned

owned land may not fully meet their expectations

that current plans for the federally

for the project.

31) Sediment reduction projections in the original resource plan were based on the
construction of 55 ponds. So far only 10 have been built. NRCS Engineers determined that
sediment trapping wetlands can provide an alternative to help us meet our goal.
wetlands have been built and the first large one is under construction.
32) This stream that flows into Swan Lake has a 3000 acre drainage
ture is going in this channel to divert the stream through
sediment.

5 small

area.

A struc-

4 cells, allowing !t to drop most of its

33) These pipes are all part of the water control for the wetland.
34) Gabion baskets and in-line water control valves will be part of the project
allow the landowners to manage for waterfowl and other wildlife.
35) EEO statement.
36) Swans on a lake.
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SITE-SPECIFIC

FARMING'S

IMPACT

ON LAND AND WATER

MANAGEMENT

Harold F. Rcctz, Jr.
Midwest Director, Potash & Phosphate Institute
111 E. Washington

Application

Stxcct, Monticello,

of satellite and computer technology

IL

in site-specific

crop and soil management

offerssome new opportunities
to lessenagriculture's
impacton theenvironment.These now
systemswillhelpfarmersmore efficiently
usenutrients
and pesticides,
and producehigherand
more profitable
yields.
High yieldmanagement helpsreducesoilerosion,
by producingmore vigorousplantroot
systemsthathelpholdsoilinplace,and by producingmore cropresiduewhich holdssoiland
lessensimpactof raindrops.Higher-yielding
cropsalsoabsorbmore nutrients
intothevegetative
plantmaterial,
which actsas a slow-release
systemto supplyfilmrccrops.More nutrients
arealso
takenoffthefield
intheharvested
portionofhigh-yielding
crops.
When the global positioning

satcUite (GPS) system was put in place a couple of decades

ago, little thought was given to the potential for this system as a resource or tool for agriculture.
But it has become an important component of modem crop and soil management systems.
The objectives of site-specific management are:
• to identify and quantify the variabili W within fields
• to understand the impact of that variability
• and to manage that variability to increase profits.
Farmers are using site-specific management practices to help them better understand
sources of variability within their fields and how it affects yields with the ultimate goal of
improving profitability.
Using geographic
information systems (GIS) software,
farmers and their input suppliers and
advisers can relate the variability of
soil characteristics, topography,
nutrient levels and other factors to
the yield variability
within their fields.

they measure
Eventually, more

sophisticated computer ana/ysis can
develop cause/effect relationships
among factors of production and
guide recommendations for best
management practices.

aecurate

These analyses become more
as more years of data are
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the

added to the database.

The farmer's experience

and that of others involved in the decision process

must always be taken into account in making final recommendations

for action.

Researchinto theapplication
of site-specific
technology
and itseconomicand
environmental
impactisreally
laggingbehindtheimplementation,
buttheconceptisnotreally
new. We are applying well-researched agronomic concepts on smaller areas--parts of a field
instead of field-scale. So there is not much question that the practices are agronomically sound.
That has already been proven. The question to be answered is whether applying the agronomic
principles on a smaller scale v,511improve the economics over using the same inputs and rates over
the entire field.
To address this question and further study the application of best agronomic practices on a
variable-rote within-field basis, the Foundation for Agronomic Research (FAR) has initiated a
multi-state on-farm research program to compare site-specific management with field-average
_ent.
Working with the predominant corn-soybean rotation system in the Midwest, this
study was started with funding from the United Soybean Board (National Soybean Ch_ck-Off
funds), and has received substantial matching support from several industry and government
sources. The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) is a major partner and has helped
provide detailed digitized soil survey information for all of the fields in the study. Several
University of Illinois projects funded through the Council for Food and Agricultural Research (CFAR) are contributing infommtion to the project. Data compilation and analysis are being
coordinated through the University of Illinois Crop Sciences Deparmaent. Experiment Station,
local dealer and cooperator farmer support has also been a major component. Numerous partners
have provided in-kind contributions of equipment and services to the project.
A partial listing of parmers
two years of the project includes:

and the estimated value of their contribution

during the first

•
•
•

NRCS--$100,000%
new survey protocol
TopSoil Testing Service--soil
testing; mapping
Mark II Agronomy / IUini FS--soil testing; mapping--S50,000+

•

University of Illinois--I.and,
funding, staff--S500,000+
in C-FAR grants for Don Bullock
and co-workers in related projects
Ohio State University--S50,000+
in matching, plus cooperation in a major USEPA
project

•
•
•

University of Florida----crop
Adcon Telemetry--weather

•
•
•

NOAA--$90,000
equipment + technical support
ESRI--soRware,
training, technical support ---$50,000
Ag-Chem Equipment Company--techaical
support

•

South Dakota State University--cooperation
with a projected funded by state soybean
check-off money.
Illinois Soybean Program Operating Board_$50,000+
to develop software decision aids
for use in the project.

•

models
stations-S75,000

Perhaps the most important factor to date with this research has been the demonstration of
the importance of parmering among all of the people involved in making management decisions for
a field. Farmers are more and more dependent on assistance from a variety of input and
information suppliers in developing the right management plan for their fields. So this research
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programis
advisers

not only evaluating site-specific management,
how to best develop effective teamwork.

but also is teaching the farmers

The project is expanding beyond the original 20 fields in Illinois and Indiana
farms in several other states. Additional university, farmer, industry and government

and their

to inehide
partners are

being added to the project. We plan to continue this effort for at least 5 years to be sure to cover a
range of growing seasons and build a broad data base for the final evaluation.
The data base is
already one of the most extensive enUections of site-specific, geographieally-referenecd
crop and
soil data ever assembled, and will grow substantially with the addition of the new sires. Data from
the project are being made available for other researchers and software developers to use in testing
their ideas and tools. So far, over 70 people from throughout the world have taken advantage of
this opportunity.
This data base sharing activity is helping improve the compatibility of software
for decision aids and data analysis, which will eventually benefit all users of this technology.
The first yields from vatiable-rate
and the
may be
website
through

application

studies were harvested

in the fall of 1997

data will be analyzed during the coming months. Updated information about this project
obtained by visiting the intemet website: htt!0://w3.aees.uiue.edu/AIM/precision.
This
also contains links to various cooperators.
Access to the data bases may be obtained
the website: http://w3.aces.uiue.edu/INFOAG/GIS.
Prospective users are asked to

register their intended use of the data, but are welcome to share in this database.
In evaluating agronomic
management systems, interactions
among factors become critical. For
practices for site-specific
example, research at Ohio State
University has demonstrated the
importance of maintaining high

po si m0,)soi inorder
for
utilize available

nitrogen.

When K

utilized by the crop and less is IeR

_

i

inthe oilattheend
When K _oilofthe
test isgro
lower,

_.

il

season.

the efficiency of N use is
diminished and more is left in the

_

_-_::':

_i!_:_

soil for potential loss. Corn yields also were higher where K soil tests were maintained at a high
level and N was more efficiently utilized. Research in other states supports this conclusion.
Site-specific

management

involved integration

of a wide range of information

about the

resources--physical,
biological, financial and management--available
for the cropping system.
Through computer and samllite technology available today, these complex data sets can be made
useful in management decisions.
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The ultimate goa/of site-specific
management is to be able to develop a
profitability map for each rid&
illustrating the variability in profit
potential within the field. This analysis
is based upon the various data sets,
interpreted with seleaed analyt/c tools to
develop a profit map either fi'om the
projected yields (in planning) of the
actual yields (alter harvest). This map is
the ultimate integration of all of the input
factors, the resources, the yield and the
economics related to the field. It
becomes the final basis for decision
making for the farmer, the landowner
and their advisers. These tools help us meet the major challenge of precision farming--to
convert
our increased understanding of the field into increased profits for the farmer. Site-specific
management will not improve profitability unless we take advantage of this increased information
to more intensively

manage the fields.

Through yield maps,
farmers are learning that
parts of their fields have
considerably higher yield
potential than they expected.
They then ask what can be
done to take advantage of
that potential.
In 1985,
Herman Warsaw of
Saybrcok, Illinois, set a new
world-record
corn yield of
370 bushels per acre on a
measured one-acre of his
farm, eclipsing the previous
world record of 338 bushels
that he had set 10 years
earlier. I had the pleasure of working with Herman as he built his management
record yields, and rode the combine with him as he harvested the record yield.

system for these

Herman's secret was paying attention to derails. He didn't use the terminology, "sitespecific management",
but that is what he practiced_ He didn't use computers or satellite
technology, but he did understand his fields better than any other farmer I have known. He worked
at systematically
identifying and eliminating yield-/imiting Factors and took fall advantage of the
soil and weather resources with which he worked. Farmers using today's site-specific systems
attempt to do the same thing, but apply it on a larger scale that Herman was able to do.
Site-specific nmaagement is the right approach to better manage crop and soil systems.
Data collected to date show that many farmers can improve their profits by more intensive soil
te_ng

and using variable-rate

nutrient

applications.
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Field-average

management

over-fertilizes

the

low-yieldingareasof the

field, spending resources that could better be applied somewhere else.
Even more important, it under-_
the high-yielding areas of the field, preventing them from
reaching full potential, especially in the good weather years. With a field-average management
plan, the soil test levels in the low-yield areas are built up and the levels in the high-yield areas are
depleted. Each year field-average management continues, the variability in the field increases and
potential productivity

decreases.

With site-specific

management

we are not likely to see great changes

in yield or profits.

The goal is to add a few kernels of grain to every ear of corn -- or another pod to each soybean
plant--but these small increases translate into bigger profits in the overall operation of a farm.
Farmers who have more profitable operations will tend to be better stewards of the environment,
too, because they will be able to make the right changes in their operations to address the
environmental concerns. Many of the same decisions that increase long term productivity
profitability

also reduce potential

environmental

The tools used for site-specific

and

problems.

farming have been found to benefit the entire community

in

ways even beyond their impact on agriculture.
As an example, during the 1996 floods along
Idaho's Snake River, an airplane equipped with digital video camera and a GPS system for remote
sensing of crop fields was used to prepare geographically-reinforced
images of flooded areas.
Videotape from flights over the flood zone was digitized and put into GIS analytical and mapping
programs to generate maps to guide rescue workers, emergency crews, and sandbagging
operations.
Local officials report that millions of dollars of damage and probably many lives were
saved with the assistance of these agricultural tools. The maps were also used to help expedite
insurance

settlements

and government

disaster aid. In the process, the awareness

of this technology

among farmers was increased, leading to greater adoption, and the general public learned about
how advanced computer and satellite systems are being used to make agriculture more efficient
while helping protect

natural

resources.

The full potential for site-specific management as a tool for protecting soil and water
resources cannot yet be assessed. But as more farmers adopt these tools, more nutrient and
pesticide applications are being guided with detailed information to help determine the appropriate
rate, location and timing of applications.
Better yield data for individual fields is helping guide
farmers and their advisers to be sure yield goals are appropriate, so that recommendations
can be
targeted more precisely. As improved management increases yield potential, crops will be
healthier, leading to more extensive root systems that help hold soil in place and help intercept
more of the N moving through the soil profile. More nutrients will be absorbed by plant roots and
ultimately removed in the harvested grain or held in the crop residue, providing a slow-release
nutrient source for future crops. Higher yields also increase the amount of crop material left to
hold the soil in place between growing seasons. More soil and nutrients held by the crop means
less is going to be found in the surface water of lakes and streams collecting water from these
fields.
The Certified

Crop Adviser (CCA) program,

a voluntary

certification

program

for input

suppliers and consultants making recommendations
on nutrient and pest management,
is now in
place throughout North America. In the first 3 years of the program, over 10,000 individuals have
passed state and national exams, completed a required period of in-field experience, and signed a
Code of Ethics. In addition, the CCA's are required to maintain a rigorous continuing education
program to be sure the 3, stay informed of the latest developments in crop and soil management.
Illinois leads the nation in participation in the CCA program with over 1,300 CCA's. Managed
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by

stateand regional
certification
boards,underthesupervision
oftheAmerican Societyof Agronomy
and an Intcrnatianal
CCA Board,theprogram hasgainedthesupportof stateand federal
agriculture
and environmental
agencies,
and haswidespreadcndorsc_nent
by agribusiness
and farm
organizations.
Over I0,000additional
individuals
have takentheexam and areinsome stageof
becoming cerfifi_l.
The CCA program isanotherpositive
stepagriculture
istakingto show our
concern for proper use of production inputs and protection ofanturaI resources, including our river
systems and groand_tcr.
Productive agriculture and environmental stewardship can go hand-in-hand.
Farmers are
generally
concernedaboutprotecting
ournaturalresources,
and thereareseveralaspectsof sitespecific
management thatcan helpputthoseconcernsintoaction.High-yield
cropmanagement
builtaround site-specific
systemsemployingGIS, GPS and variable-rate
Technologyisone ofthe
most promisingopportunities
forproductionagriculture
and environmental
concernsto find
harmony as we move into the 21 _ century.
Dr. Reetz is Midwest Director, Potash & Phosphate Institute, 111 E. Washington
Street,
Monticello, Illinois. He also serves as Vice-President of the Foundation for Agronomic Research
and is a member of the Illinois Groundwater Advisory Council.
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Pairing Learners

A Partnership
Education,
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And Nature with Innovative Technology for the Environmental
ment of Resources Trends and Habitats

Assess-

of the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, the Illinois State Board of
Illinois Board of Higher Education and the National Science Foundation

Chuck Wheeler
Illinois
DepartmentofNaturalResources/Lincoln
Tower Plaza
524 South Second Street,
Springfield,
IL 62701-1757
e-mail:
cwheeler_Inrmall.state.il.us

ILLINOIS

ECOWATCH

NETWORK

The Illinois EcoWatch Network is a program designed to involve high-school students
and volunteers in hands-on activities that focus on evaluating the ecological condition of the
state of Blinois. The goals of EcoWatch axe twofold. The first goal is to develop an involved
group of Illinois citizens who are mtercsted in the environmental health of the state and to
provide them with information on some of the pressing problems m Illinois' ecosystems.
The
second goal is to have these citizens help in the long-term monitoring of the state's ecosystems
so that changesintheseecosystems may be tracked. By committing to yearly data collection
and the long-term monitoring of a site, or sites, EenWatch participants not only become
the scientific process but benefit their local community and all citizens of Illinois.

PLAN-IT

EARTH

HIGH SCHOOL

This curriculum

SCIENCE

part of

CURRICULUM

is centered on major Illinois ecosystems

and is aligned with the

Critical Trends Assessment Project's Blinois EcoWatch Network. All classroom activities axe
designed to meet state and national education standards. Training and follow-up sessions axe
funded through the National Science Foundation's Teacher Enlaancement Program. Curriculum development and training is funded through the Illinois State Board of Education's
Scientific Literacy Program. The PLAN-IT eurricolnm is divided into two major sections: the
classroom module and the field-based ecosystem monitoring manual. Participating
teachers axe
trained by EcoWatch staff in proper ecosystem monitoring
will be developed and piloted over a three year period.

procedures.

The entire curriculum

The object of this high-school level curriculum is to bring teachers and students into
the process of science and give them the necessary tools and methods to understand and
collect information on the extent and condition of their local environment. Students will
then submit their data to state scientists, who will analyze and incorporate it into their
environmental databases. This valuable information will allow scientists and students,
policy makers and citizens of the state to make informed
resources and habitats of our state.
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decisions concerning

the

Classroom activities
aredesignedtointroduce
students
to environmental
conceptsand
givethem thebackgroundnecessary
to conductscientifically
validfieldresearch.
Properly
following the scientific techniques developed by state scientists validates the data that is
collected.

TECHNOLOGICAL

EXTENSIONS

The PLAN-IT curriculum infuses
technologyintoeach ecosystemmodule. Through
innovative
teachertraining
and PLAN-IT's home page,technologyisperceived
as botha
reference and research tool. Beginning with the 1997/1998 School Year, participating
schools
have the option of submitting the ForestWateh, monitoring data they collect
through electronic
forms on the World Wide Web. These forms are a digital analog ofthe data collection forms
contained
inthe ForestWatch manual.
EcoWatch

scientists also use remote sensing technique s to monitor Illinois'

environ-

ment. PLAN-IT teachers are among the first to have access to this digital information.
The
PLAN-IT curriculum and ecosystem monitoring methodology use these, and other, tools for
geo-referencing the environmental information collected
inthe field. Included in the digital
information products are: a cd-rom of Illinois Land Cover information (ecosystem types,
roads, cities, etc.), satellite imagery data, and a two-cd-rom set of Geographic Information
System (GIS) data for more advanced users. The use of Global Positioning
units will also be introduced and made available for participating teachers.

HOW IS THIS PROJECT

System (GPS)

UNIQUE?

a specific focus on Illinois ecosystems;
a set of scieatifically developed monitoring activities
state scientists;

with data that will be used by

interdisciplinary
curriculum modules that are developed by" teachers
with state and national standards;

and are aligned

authentic assessment opportunities;
state of the art technology;
partnership
colleagues
training in
curriculum

with Illinois Deparmaent of Natural
across the state;
field-based monitoring strategies;
applications;

technology coanectioas;
data submission and analysis;
networking;
developing partnerships.

ECOWATCH/PLAN-IT

INTERNET

ADDRESS:

http://dnr.state.il.us/inringif.htm
http://dnr.state.il.us/nredu/plan-it/planlay.htm
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Resource's

EcoWatch

and education

TO ACCESS
1-217-782-8447,
1-800-528-5486

ECOFORUM,

DIAL:

or toll free:
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RIVERWEB.r_
BUILDING

1

ELECTRONIC
KNOWLEDGE
NETWORKS
IN THE MISSISSIPPI
RIVER BASIN 2
David H. Curtis, Ph.D.
Education and Outreach Division

National Center for Supercomputing

Applications,

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

605 E. Springfield Avenue, Champaign,
E-mail: deartis@ncsa.uiue.edu

IL 61820

BACKGROUND
In 1993, prolonged and extensive flooding in the Upper Midwest, including Illinois, served
to remind us that there are limits to "engine*ring" Nature. In the 2 Ist century, more flexible
approaches to fiver basin management will be needed. Developing such approaches will rely, in
part, on further scientific research to better comprehend the behavior of entire fiver systems. But
meeting the challenge of sustainable development in the river basin of the 21st century is not just a
matter for scientists. The escalating cost of fiver Containment is inducing government and eitize_
to face tough choices and to learn to adapt differently

to the ways of the fiver.

Following the "93 floods, the U.S. Executive Branch established the multi-agency
Scientific Assessment and Strategy Team (SAST) in order to examine and report on alternative
approaches to river management in the Upper Mississippi River basin, both structural and nonstructural. In its report, 3 the SAST stated that recent flood events point to the need for more
flexible, cost-effective approaches to floodplain management and that such approaches would, in
turn, require better coordination between state and federal agencies involved, greater use of science
and technology, and increased sharing of responsibility between the Federal government,
states,
localities and individuals for decisions on river basin management, as well as the costs and risks
posed by such decisions. For example, river communities and the states in which they reside must
weigh the needs of agriculture, transportation,
commerce, recreation, tourism, and urban or
suburban development versus those of presen4ng or restoring the natural systems in both the
uplands and bottomlands. Among the key SAST recommendations
was the proposal for a National
Floodplain Management Program, with greater responsibility and accountability
devolved to state
and local government.
The rexmmmendatioas of the SAST are very much in line with the White House's
Performance Review (NPR) initiative, which called for intensive use of new information

National

technology to make government more efficient and accountable at all levels--federal,
state and
local. 4 The NPR stressed the importance of establishing a National Spatial Data Infrastructure
('NSDI)S in improving the effectiveness and reducing the societal cost of environmental regulation.
"We live in an age of information, and in recent years the nation has made
unprecedented
inveslments both in information and the means to assemble,
store, process, analyze and disseminate it. Given the high costs of these
activities, the nation needs to develop policies that are designed to invest
and allocate information resources wisely and to ensure the greatest
possible efficiency, effectiveness, and equity in the use of infomaation.
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Duringpast decades, a wealth of data on the Mississippi River Basin has been collected
and archived, largely at taxpayers' expense. Following the '93 floods in the Upper Mississippi
River basin, the SAST team assembled digitized geospatial data into a comprehensive data
clearinghouse on the web. This resource constituted "a database useful for river basin
management,
and the beginnings of an integrated river basin management system that incorporates
the needs of society and the natural environment. "7 It could also provide an excellent data
foundation for raising public understanding of a) the river as a total system, b) how river systems
have responded to human intervention, and e) the anticipated consequences of alternative river
management policies.
But fuller involvement by citizens and their communities in integrated river basin
management demands much more than merely making data available on the Imeraet. Better, userfriendly software tools are required to support rapid, "transparent"
access to diverse electronic
data. And, users must be intellectually equipped to apply the data to understand, formulate, discuss
and solve real problems of enncera or interest to themselves, their families and their communities.
In short, there is a need for sustained environmemal education aimed at all levels, from K-12
through college, as well as the public-at-large.

INTRODUCING

RIVERWEB

To help meet this challenge,

the National

Center for Supercomputing

Applications

(NSCA) 8
To help meet tiffs challenge, the National Center for Supercompafing
Applications
(NSCA) 9 initiated the RiverWeb program, a multifaceted, World Wide Web (web)-eentered
framework for education and outreach in the Mississippi River Basin. Our vision is to harness
advanced information technologies to promote science-based, informed discourse between diverse
stakeholders, and thereby help strengthen environmental planning and decision-making
for
sustainable development of watershed resources. A major goal of RiverWeb is to work with broad
ennstitoeneies of users to build web-centered, information architectures for the Mississippi River
watershed, learning networks that enhance broad public access to and active use of information,
tools and data required for integrated river management, wetland conservaUon and land use.
Additional sooietal and educational goals of the RiverWeb program are to raise sciemific,
computer and media literacy among broad sectors of society; enhance lifelong learning;
education, particularly K-12, more closely with community needs.

and link

As the RiverWeb program unfolds, the role played by NCSA will be closely coupled with
the science and technology agenda of the National Computational Science Alliance 1° it now leads.
This nationwide alliance of computational
scientists, computer scientists and experts in education,
outreach and training is funded by the National Science Foundation to prototype a national
computational
and information _cture
for the next century. Infrastructure
components are to
include advanced computing, visualization,
remote instrumentation, massive databases and highspeed networks, and integration of these enabling technologies with applied scientific research in
six areas. One of these areas, environmental hydrology, is concentrating hi part on the development
of computational tools that support decision-making
by natural resource managers. In adapting
such tools for broader audiences, RiverWeb will provide a conduit for technology and knowledge
transfer aimed at enhancing
management and planning.

public education

and increasing
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citizen participation

in %_tershed

CURRENTINITIATIVES

AND PLANS

At present, we are assembling a number of initial building blocks upon which to implement
the RiverWeb vision in the longer term. First, we are beginning to establish partnerships with
science museums and scienee mad technology centers, community watershed conservation
programs, resource management agencies, K-12 education organizations, institutions of higher
learning and research, and environraental groups. Second, we intend to prototype and evaluate
promising software applications along three research and development pathways:
l) museum-based
and Interact-accessible
interactive computer exhibits on the past, present and future dynamics of
rivers; 2) web-centered, mapping and environmental modeling tools to support student-centered,
project- and inquiry-based
leaming_ as well as citizen science, 3) educational materials that
intograte such tools within an interdisciplinary context; and 4) deployment and testing of Intemet
sofhvare to support distance learning and collaboration among educators and students and
informed, science-based discourse between stakeholders. A/l four Lines of pursuit arc designed to be
consistent
withand tocontribute
tocurrentnational,
stateand localinitiatives
to harness
information
technologyto rc-engincer
education
atalllevels,
withthegoalof equippingtoday's
and tomorrow'scitizens
to "five,
learn,
and work successfully
ina technological
society...
"u
Museum-

and web-based

informal education 12

The ScienceMuseum of Minnesota(SMM), theIllinois
StateMuseum

(ISM),the St.

Louis ScienceCenter(SLSC), and NCSA have formeda Mississippi
RiverWeb TM Museum
Consortium to secure funding to develop a series of museum- and web-based learning tools for
adults, families, and school children. These tools will deploy user-friendly computer simulations
and thelatest
virtual
reality
(VR) technology.
In interacting
withthesesimulations,
visitors
willbe
able to examine the Mississippi River basin as a complex interrelated system. The resulting
soRware modules will eomplument a number of physical exhibits on the Mississippi River that are
curre-atly in development or planning. For example, SMM is developing a 5,000-square
foot
Mississippi Exhibition Gallery to be housed in a new facility overlooking the river and scheduled to
open in 1999. ISM is planning a major exhibit on the Illinois River. SLSC has plans to develop a
gallery area dedicated to aquatic ecosystems, including the Mississippi River.
Knowing

about the physical,

natural, and human forces that have shaped the river in

Minnesota allows one to fully understand their effects on the river in Illinois. Understanding
the
confluence of the Missouri and Mississippi rivers in St. Louis helps one to more fully understand
the forces that have shaped the Delta in the vicinity of New Orleans.
Funding permitting, each museum, working together and in concert with NCSA, plans to
utilize advanced VR soRware and projection displays, including CAVE ru13 technology developed
at the University of lllinois, to create "Digital River Basins" that focus on the river in their area
and can be integrated with their own river exhibits. These interactive computer simulations would
allow museum visitors to "see" and explore phenomena that are either too subtle or complex, or
oocur too slowly to be revealed by traditional physical exhibits. Through such experiences, visitors
would come to understand how subtle environmental processes
watershed over years, decades, centuries, and millennia.

shape the Mississippi

River

and its

The river's local presence would serve as an entry point from which visitors could begin to
understand it as a large, complex, and integrated system. Exhibits would feature simulations of the
confluence of the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers near St. Louis; the Illinois River in the vicinity
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of Dixon Mounds; locks and dams in the Upper Mississippi River; the Dead Zone in the Gulf of
Mexico, and a river pilot simulation, in which visitors could "steer" a towboat. Science content
covered across the combined exhibits includes river hydrology and gcomorphology,
the life
sciences, environmental studies employing geographic information systems (GIS), and the physics
ofmotien. The consortium also intends to develop a shared site on the World Wide Web that
invites users to engage in guided inquiry that will deepen their understanding of the Mississippi
River.
Web technology

for inquiry-based

learning

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) have found widespread use in government,
business and education to structure, archive and analyze spatial data of environmental significance,
including a wealth of public domain data on the Mississippi River and its watershed. In many
cases, GIS provides a spatial data foundation for such modeling exercises. Thanks to commercial
software such as ArcVicw, a product of the Enviroumental Systems Rescaroh Institute (ESRI), 14
GIS is becoming increasingly popular in K-16 education, finding applications across the
curriculum, from the arts and humanities to mathematics and the seicoees. However, roquircments
for specialized software and non-uniform data formats pose barriers to yet broader uses of GIS
among educator% students and the public-at-large. Rec_fly, however, ESRI and other leading GIS
vendors have begun marketing a variety of sof_arc
display of GIS data on the web. J5

products that support dynamic query and

ha tandem with GIS, environmental scientists and resource
modeling to understand

possible hydrologic,

economic

rrmrmgers also turn to computer

and ecological

watershed management strategies. We intend to prototype educational
both these technologies, as in the two examples that follow.
Map-IT!

Empowering

impacts of different
applications

that harness

Citizen Science

In a small-scale demonstration project funded partly by Partnership llFmois, NCSA,
together with the Department of Agricultural Engineering at the University. of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign (UIUC) is developing a web-centered, GIS-grounded map query and display tool
entitled "Map-IT!"
Written in the Java programming language and based on ESRI's AreView and
associated Intemet Map Server sottware, Map-IT! will allow a non-techaical web user to display,
examine and overlay maps; zoom and pan; select features (e.g. levees, soil type, population, roads);
and print the resulting maps to hard copy without having to run costly soRware or worry about
computing platform. Resourees permitting, we also ptan to build into the tool a data entry and map
layer-generating
capability to complement
Positioning System (GPS) technology.

student field activities

employing

hand-held Global

Our approach to Map-IT! is to "build it with them and they will come." The application
and its user interface will be designed in close consultation with selected K-12 educators, resource
managers, and stakeholders in Champaign and Douglas Counties, through which run the
Sangamon and Embanzs rivers respectively. GIS data layers from the USDA/Champalgn
County
Soil and Water Conservation Service, the Illinois Department of Natoral Resources and other data
sources will be selected for archiving in an experimental database, with attention to matching scale
and resolution of the selected data with projected educational uses. Near the end of the project,
NCSA will train small groups of educators how to use Map-IT!, with a view to subsequent
curriculum integration. We anticipate that diverse groups and organizations in the Illinois River
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watershed could also use the software to understand and address a variety of planning issues of
concern to their own communities (for instance, the K-12 science curriculum and citizen science
projects organized under the auspices of Illinois RiverWateh Network). 16We believe that this
project could help spur further geographic i.,fformation services in support of lifelong learning and
help forge closer coupling between government and eitizemy, as motivated by and organized
through the Illinois River Valley Partnership: 7
Web-based

Watershed

Runoff" Simulation

In another, smalJ-seale prototyping project, a common hydrologic simulation model,
CASC2d, _as used in conjunction with a public domain geographic information system, GRASS,
to model storm runoff in a 517-acre watershed in Champaign County, Illinois, near the town of
Mahomet. Runs were performed at UIUC's Geographic Modeling Systems Laboratory TMto
simulate two site conditions:
suburbanization.
Simulations

existing (rural) conditions

of watershed

responses

to 5-year,

TM

and coverage by extensive

100-year and 500-year

storm events were

carried out for simulated time periods of g.33, 12.5, 25.0 hours respectively. Model output was
evaluated for peak flow, runoff volume, interception volume, and percentage of total rainfall mass
intercepted, outflow volume, percent of total rainfall as outflow, infiltration volume, and runoff as
a percentage funetiun of total rainfall. At present, we are building a demonstration
web "front-end"
using Common Crateway Interface (CGI)- or Java-scripting
to query simulation output data in a
variety of ways and display the results through a web browser. Simulation products will include
outlet hydrographs,
maps illustrating surface runoff depth and infiltration depth, and animations
based on interpolated data to highlight changes in hydrologic response over time. These data
products, once rendered as graphs, images and movies, will be integrated with previously prepared
contextual materials on hydrology and other aspects of watershed science (for example, the
hydrology module in the WW2010 website 2° on climate and weather pioneered by UIUC's
Department of Almosplieric Sciences) and also combined with GIS mapping
made accessible on the web via tools such as Map-IT!

tools and data sets

After evaluation of the resulting web module by small groups of target users (principally
pro-college and college educators and students), the next step will be to design and implement a
simulation that can be run interactively via the web in response to different input parameters
and
dynamically present model output data through a viewer programmed in Java. The emerging, webbased simulation program could be applied to any _atershed, provided that suitable input data is
available for that area. Combined with other interactive models (for example, an ecological model
that computes projected impacts of alternative land uses on species distribution in a watershed), the
runoff simulation could eventually serve as a powerful educational tool for students and educators
living and working throughout
Interdisciplinary,

the Illinois River Basin.

online educational

materials

The World Wide Web is evolving from a digital space used mainly to browse

content to

one in which users can manipulate content and data, and perform a variety of data processing
tasks, share the results, and collaborate from anywhere on the Intemet. This paradigm shift finds
its parallel in current notions about reforming secondary education, which emphasize the need for
authentic Ieaming environments that adopt query-based, project-driven approaches to teaching and
assessment. 21 The following two web projects have the potential to support this shift in educational
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practicewithindistincteducational
settings.
The American

Bottom RJverWeb

TM

Landing Site

This year NCSA, the UIUC Department of History and the Illinois
awarded a modest grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities
of an initial, RiverWeb site focusing on the American Bottom region in the
Louis, zz We are now constructing discrete narratives on topics such as the

State Museum were
to construct a prototype
vicinity of East St.
prehistoric city

preserved at the Cahokia archeological site, the origins of the blues, and steamboats, river
nav/gatiozL and railroads. We are building multimedia data archives and teacher and student
guides to accompany these limited narratives. The resulting prototypic learning resource will
stimulate discovery of the past among high school and college students.
Later, we intend to secure funding to turn the prototype into a fully developed model of a
RiverWeb "landing site." Our goal is to create a unique, w_b-based learning and teaching resource
that promotes interdisciplinary
approaches to the study of and teaching about human cultures, past
and present, in keeping with emerging edacafion standards for history, anthropology, and the
humanities. 23 Instead of the discrete narratives in the prototype, the model site would be organized
around eight themes dwelling on the long-term history (from prehistory to present day) of the
American Bottom: environment, settlement patterns, economy, technology, health and mortality,
art, politics and society,, and religion. In addition, "How do you know?" vignettes would equip
students to evaluate the content critically and use primary sources structured in underlying
databases to develop their own interpretations, which they can share on the web with the aid of
novel collaborative sofhvare (see further below).
In constructing

the model landing site, we plan to use the latest Interact,

World Wide Web,

database and multimedia technologies, including web-based GIS tools, Virtual Reality Mark-up
Language, Java programming,
and streamed video and audio, to develop an electronic learning
environment featuring multi-layered, dynamic content and user-friendiy, graphical interfaces to this
content. It is our intention to cater to a wide range of client capabilities (processor speed, memory,
local and wide-area coaneetivit);
etc.). And, because we want to reach the broadest possible
audience in high school and college settings, as well as the general public, the planned model
RiverWeb resource will need to offer flexibility in accessing, viewing, and interacting with the
content and original source data. For example, the viewer should be able to choose between three
modes of navigation: place, time or theme. Therefore, the web architecture we adopt will need to be
fully modular and extensible and accommodate several different types of databases, each
interlocking with and cross-referenced
to several different pieces of information and data. Later,
pending additional funding, the resulting model landing site could then be extended to other
locations,
Kansas

including perhaps
Cit_- RiverWeb

selected stretches of the Illinois River.

Hub

As part of the RiverWeb program, the Pan-Educational
Institute (PEI) in Kansas City,
Missouri has partnered with NCSA and a number of Kansas City organizations
(school districts,
loc.,a/area schools, the Kansas City Museam/Science
City, Steamboat Arabia Museum, the
National Trails Museum, Riverfront Park, and the Kansas City Zoo) to develop web-based,
informal and formal learning resources targeted at broad audiences, including underrepresented
and
tmderserved youth. Active efforts are now anderway to secure funding to develop a comprehensive
site, an early version of which already can be viewed on the web. 24
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Collaboration

Environments

Historically,

computer

software tools have tended to focus on single-user

control,

with the

user subsequently attempting to communicate the results to colleagues, lnteroet-based,
collaborative environments, however, promise to transform learning and work into a much more
cooperative venture in coming decades. NCSA is developing or adapting and testing both
synchronous and asynchronous Interact-based
collaboration software. As part of the RiverWeb
program, we would eventually like to investigate and evaluate the deployment of such software
among prospective "virtual" learning communities along the//linois River and other areas in the
Mississippi watershed. Such Interact communities could be structured around classes and courses
in schools and colleges or focused on citizen science initiatives involving educators, students,
resource managers and stakeholders.
Synchronous

collaboration

could be supported

via emerging

software

such as Habanero, _

which supports synchronous (i.e. real-time) sharing of Java objects with colleagues distributed
around the Internet. Applications included in the latest version of Habanero include a shared
electronic whiteboard, reahime audio and video players, a text editor, a chat program, a voting
tool, a number of other tools for viewing different types of image data (e.g., weather data), and a
web browser controller. Other applications that could be integrated for collaborative use include
spatial query and display tools such as Map-IT! and interactive simulations (for example, the
runoff simulation outlined above). Looking ahead to the future, diverse members of fiver basin
communities could use software like Habanero and "meet" in Intemet space to exchange
information and viewpoints about a pressing environmental concern. Such a session might focus on
evaluating the feasibility and potential impacts of alternative approaches to flood control along a
nearby stretch of river, perhaps in consultation with resource managers, environmental experts,
high school students working on river science projects, and representatives
of communities located
downstream. However, many technical hurdles remain to be overcome before this scenario can
become a reality.
In addition to synchronous collaboration software, we are interested in experimenting
with
commercially
available, asynchronous tools to facilitate project implementation
among
geographically
dispersed project participants. For example, Lotus Notes _ and its accompanying
web browser, Domino can provide a framework for such asynchronous
collaboration on the web
and is currently being considered by NCSA as part of its strategy to build so-called lntra_ets in
support of collahorative work by scientists and engineers in the NCSA-Ied Alliance.

CONCLUSION
Realizing the vision of RiverWeb _631 pose considerable technical, administrative
and
editorial challenges. It would be um-easunable for any one organization to develop or even oversee
the development of all projects that could be a part of RiverWeb. Different combinations of
partners and collaborators will have the necessary expertise and resources to develop and
implement discrete projects. Therefore, the program will need to be implemented within a
decentralized,
though coordinated, structure. We have begun to lay the foundations for a growing
program by establishing consortia with interested organizations and through initial prototyping and
evaluation of key enabling technologies. In the coming year, we will continue to pursue such
implementation
strategies
empower both individuals

in keeping with the overriding vision of RiverWeb: to excite, educate and
and communities to manage their destinies in greater harmon), with the
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waysof

the river.
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OPERATIONAL

WATER LEVEL MANAGEMENT
ILLINOIS WATERWAY

OF THE

Rick D. Granadns
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Illinois Waterway
257 Grant Street, Peoria, IL 61603

GENERAL

Project Office

OBJECTIVES

The general objective in water control on the Illinois Waterway is to provide an all
season navigation link of at least nine-foot depth between Lake Michigan and the Mississippi
River. A second important objective is the diversion ofwastewaters
originating in the Chicago
area away fi'om Lake Michigan, the city's water source. A third objective is the operation of
the headwater system in a way to provide a degree of flood control to alleviate flooding in the
Chicago

MAJOR

area.

CONSTRAINTS

The water in the canal system above Lockport comes from three sources: (1) water
pumped from Lake Michigan for domestic use and discharged into the canal as wastewater,

(2)

storm and groundwater
runoff from the basin that was previously tributary to Lake Michigan,
and (3) water diverted dime@ into the system from Lake M/ehigan. The hatter is composed of
water required for lockages at the Chicago Harbor and O'Brien locks; Leakage originating
from the Chicago Harbor Controlling Works, O'Brien Lock and Dam, and the Wilmette
Pumping Station; and water diverted for navigation make-up and discretionary purposes at the
three above locations. The major component of discretionary diversion is water to improve the
water quality of the Chicago Sanitary and Shipping Canal. A Supreme Court decree limits the
diversion of water fi'om Lake Michigan from the three sources mentioned above to an average
of 3200 cubic feet per second computed over a 40-year period. High flows must be compensated for by reduced diversion to maintain the specified average.

ORGANIZATION

FOR WATER

CONTROL

Upstream of Lockport Lock and Dana the canal system is regulated by the Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago (MSDGC) in cooperation with the U.S. Army Corps
of Enginecrs,(USACE)
Rock Island District. Downstream from Lockport, the Rock Island
District is responsible for regulation.
MSDGC monitors regulation from the Waterways Control Center at 100 East Erie
St., Chicago. MSDGC eontrols Wilmette and Chicago controlling works through a telephone
communication
system. USACE personnel make manual adjustments at the O'Brien Lock
Controlling Works through the direction of the MSDGC dispatcher at the Water Control
Center.
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Fieldoperations
of thelocksanddams operated by USACE fail under the jurisdietion
of the Lockmaster of each lock and dam. The Lockraasters fall under the Lock and Dam
Section of the Illinois Water Project Office in Peoria Illinois.

OVERALL

PLAN FOR WATER

Water

control is achieved

CONTROL

with shiice gates at the three Lake Michigan

structures

(Wilmette Chicago Harbor and O'Brien) and with sluice gates and turbines at Lock'port. With
head and tainter gates at Brundon Road; with minter gates at Dresden Island, Marseilles and
Starved Rock; and with a submersible

tainter gate, movable wickets and butterfly

valves at

Penriaand LaGrange.
Two hydrcelectnc
power plantsexiston thewaterway as welland contribute
to the
regulation
equationof thewatsrway'sflow.One atLockport,which isoperatedby MSDGC
and another,
locatedon theStarvedRock dam, which isowned by theCityofPeru,Illinois.
During major floodeventS,
thesluice
gatesattheLockportControlling
works supplement thedischarge
capacityofthesluice
gatesand turbinesatLockport.The maximum stage
to which theChicago Sanitaryand ShipCanal can be drawn down tois570.5 feetNGVD
at
Lockportand 575.5feetattheCahimet-SagJunction.
When thestageateither
location
approaches to within 0.2 feet of these limits, preparations are made to reduce the Lookport
discharge. Reversal of flows into Lake Michigan is implemented at Wiimette when the North
Shore Channel reaches 584.5 feet NVGD. It occurs at the Chicago Harbor Controlling works
and the O'Brien Lock and Dam when the Chicago and Calumet Rivers reach 582.5 feet
NVGD. If the rivers are at near peak and there is no longer significant rainfall, a stage of
583.0 feet can be reached before action is taken to divert Chicago and Calumet River flows
into Lake Michigan.
Downstream from Lockport, all of the water control structures are operated on a runof-the-fiver basis. When flow changes are made at any facility, they are reported to the downstream facilities

in a chain sequence.

The amount of change made at any water control strue-

tore is based upon the experience and judgement of the Lockmnsters. Input from the Water
Control Section in Rock Island on existing and predicted weather and river conditions help
Lookmasters form their decisions.
As previously described, wicket dams exist at both Peoria and LaGrange Lock and
Dams. At high to medium flows, there is. sufficient depth in the Waterway so that open-pass
conditions prevail. The wickets are in the down position and the locks are not used under these
circumstances.
As the flows recede, a point is reached when wickets at the dams have to be
raised in order to maintain navigation depths. The installation of the submersible tainter gates
at both Peoria and LaGrange has significantly improved operations at these facilities. This
allows the wickets to generally be in the all-up or all-down positions.
The principal control points for Peoria Lock and Dam are at Henry,Ul. and Starved
Rock Dam, and a supplementary
point is the headwater at Peoria Dam. During normal operations, the submersible tainter gate is use to regulate the flow'. Based on rising or falling river
conditions, the lock staff will either lower or raise the wickets if the submersible
unable to hold the authorized pool level.
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tainter gate is

Similar to Peoria Dam, during high and medium flows at LaGrangc,

there is sufficient

depth in the Wa_rway sothat open pass conditions prevail. As the flow recedes and Peoria
Dam has raised their wickets, the wickets at LaGrange are raised using the following criteria.
As the flows continue to fall and the falling pool reaches elevation 427.0 to 427.5 feet NGVD,
all wickets will be raised and the will be regulated with the submersible tainter gate. The pool
will then be maintained at elevation 429.0 NGVD. When the wickets are m the "up" position
and flow begins to rise, a difference

of 2.0 feet of head or less between the pool and tailwater

stages triggers action to lower the wickets. When the tainter gate is out and 2.0 feet of bead is
reached, all wickets are lowered. Because the Sangamon and LaMoile Rivers, both major
tributaries, empty into the lower end of the LaGrange Pool, a careful monitoring of flows in
these tributaries is required in the water control operations at LaGmnge

DEVIATION

FROM

NORMAL

REGULATION

Deviation from normal regulation

is occasionally

requested

at a water control facility.

Prior approval for a deviation is obtained from the Mississippi Valley Division Headquarters
(MVD) in Vicksburg, Mississippi, except as described below. Deviation requests fall into the
following

eatagories:

a) Emergencies.
Some emergencies that can be expected are: drownings and other accidents,
and failure of operation facilities or towboat accidents at a dam site. Necessary action under
emergency conditions is taken immediately, unless such action would create equal or worse
conditions. The Mississippi Valley District is informed as soon as possible.
b) Unplanned Minor Deviations.
There are unplanned instances that create a temporary need
for minor deviations from the normal regulation of a pool, although they are not considered
emergencies. Changes in releases are sometimes necessary for maintenance and inspection.
Requests for changes of release rates are generally for a few hours to a few days. Each request
is analyzed on its own merits. Consideration is given to upstream watershed condition, potential flood threat and possible alternative measures. In the interest of maintaining good public
relations, the requests are complied with, providing there are not any adverse effects on the
overall relation of the project for the authorized purposes. Approval for these minor deviations
will normally be obtained from MVD by telephone and confirmed in writing.
c) Planned Deviations,
Each condition should be analyzed on its own merits. Sufficient data
on flood potential and watershed conditions, possible alternatives measures, benefits to be
expected and probable effects on the other authorized and useful purposes of the waterway will
be presented by letter, telephone or teletype to The Mississippi River Valley Division along
with recommendations
for review and approval.

VISIT

OUR HOME

PAGE @ WWW.MVR.USACE.ARMY.MIL

REFERENCES
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers 1996. Upper Mississippi River Basin, Illinois Waterway
Nine Foot Channel, Master Water Control Manual pp.7-1 - 7-5, Plate no. I]-2.
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PATTERNS
OF EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION
IN THE ILLINOIS RIVER BASIN

Misganaw Dem/ssie
Illinois State Water Survey
2204 Griffith Drive, Champaign, IL 61820-7495

ABSTRACT
Bottomland lakes along the Illinois River are important ecological, recreational, and
economical resources of the state of Illinois. Because of a combination of natural geological
conditions

and manmade

hydraulic controls, there are numerous bottornland

lakes along the

Illinois River valley. Sedimentation has long been identified as a major problem for bottomland lakes in the Illinois River. It was estimated that on the average the bottom/and lakes in
the Illinois River valley had lost 72 percent of their water storage capacity to sedimentation by
1990. Some lakes have completely filled with sediment. The impact of sedimentation
on the
bottomland lakes is dramatically illustrated by what has happened to Peoria lake, the largest,
deepest lake in the Illinois River valley. The overall impact of the sedimentation
in Peoria Lake
is the shrinking of the deeper parts of the lake into a narrow deep navigation channel in the
middle of the lake.

INTRODUCTION

ational,

Bottom/and lakes along the II/inois River (Figure 1) are important ecological, recreand economical resources of the state of Illinois. Because of a combination of natural

geologic conditions and manmade hydraulic controls, there are numerous bottomland lakes
along the Illinois River valley. The present-day Illinois River occupies only a small part of an
ancient fiver valley formed by glacial action when the Illinois River valley was the drainage
outlet for much of the Upper Mississippi River basin. The ancient river that occupied the
valley carried much more flow than the present Illinois River. During the last stages of the
glacial period, drainage into the Illinois River valley was significantly reduced when drainage
fi'om the Upper Mississippi and Rock Rivers was diverted into the present-day Mississippi
River valley. This left the Illinois
that occupied only a small portion
by tributary streams, resulting in
the tributary streams. These fans

River valley with much reduced flow and a smaller fiver
of the valley and could not transport the sediment delivered
the formation of alluvial fans and deltas near the mouths of
and deltas created narrow eongfietions
that held back water

in the deeper channels and depressions in the floodplain forming some of the bigger bottomland
lakes in the valley. Natural levees were also created along the riverbanks by continuous
sediment deposits from overbank flows during floods isolating old channels, sloughs, depressions, and lakes from the main fiver. Over time these natural processes have created a number
ofbottomland
lakes along the Illinois River valley. Under normal flow conditions, most of the
lakes are connected

to the main river by narrow outlet channels.
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Figure l. Location

of the Illinois River basin.
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The conditions of bottornland lakes along the Illinois River valley were significantly
altered when the state of Illinois increased the diversion of water fi-om Lake Michigan to the
Illinois River through the Sanitary and Ship Canal starting in 1900. The increased diversion
raised the low water level m the Lower Illinois River valley resulting in larger bottomland
lakes than before.

Sloughs, marshes,

ponds, wetlands,

and small lakes were inundated

by the

higher low water levels to create bigger lakes. The completion of the 9-foot navigation waterway with a system of locks and dams along the Illinois River in the 1930s further increased the.
low water level, resulting in increased bottomland lake surface areas in the valley. At the same
time, however, a large part of bottomland lakes, sloughs, ponds, and wetlands were leveed-off
and drained for agricultural purposes.
It was estimated that there were 53 bottomland lakes
with surface area greater than 50 acres in the Illinois River valley in 1975. The total surface
area of the bottomland lakes was estimated to be 39,000 acres occupying only 5.2 percent of
the floodplain

area.

Sedimentation
Illinois River.

has long been identified as a major problem

k was _

that on the average the bottomland

for bottomland

lakes in the

lakes in the Illinois River

valley had lost 72 percent of their water storage capacity to sedimentation by 1990. Some
lakes have completely filled with sediment. The impact of sedimentation on the bottomland
lakes is dramatically illustrated by what has happened to Peoria Lake, the largest, deepest lake
in the Illinois River valley. It is located near the city of Peoria between River Miles 162 and
182 on the Illinois River. Sedimentation surveys conducted at different times show how the
lake has filled with sediment over time. Sedimentation is more severe in the upper reaches of
the lake than in the lower reaches. As a result, the lake gets shallower in the upstream direction. The overall impact of the sedimentation pattern in Peoria Lake is the shrinking of the
deeper parts of the lake. In the near future, the only deep part of the lake will be a narrow
navigation channel in the middle of the lake. As sedimentation continues and the shallow fiat
areas start supporting vegetation, much of the lake will be transformed into seasonally flooded
wetland area.

LAND USE CHANGES

AND SOIL

EROSION

More than 80 percent of the Illinois River basin is used for agricultural
purposes.
The
change in areas used for different crops in Illinois over time is shown in Figure 2. Agriculture
in Illinois started to expand very rapidly in the 19th century, from 8.2 million acres in 1866 to
about 15 million acres in 1881. There were increases in all major crop types. After 1881, the
total crop acreage increased at a reduced rate until 1918 when a period of decline started.
Total crop acreage started to increase gradually in 1940 until it peaked in 1980. In addition to
an increase

in total agricultural

area, several changes in agricultural

practices

during the same

period have significantly affected the erosion process in the Illinois River basin. One of the
major changes is the increase in land area used for soybeans accompanied
by a proportional
decline in land area used for the production of grassy crops, such as wheat, oats, and hay.
Soybean acreage increased from zero to 8.5 million acres from 1919 to 1987, while acreage
for grassy crops decreased from 20 million to 2 million acres during the same period. Assuming soft erosion rates from soybeans to be greater than for grass)' crops, it can be concluded
that this change in land use has resulted in increased soil erosion from agricultural
lands in the
Illinois River basin, even though the
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Figure 3. Rates of sedimentation in Pcofia Lake.

SEDIMENTATION

IN BOTTOMLAND

LAKES

ALONG

THE ILLINOIS

RIVER

Bottomland lakes along the Illinois River are important ecological, recreational, and
economical resources of the state of Illinois. Because of a combination of natural geologic
conditions and manmade hydraulic controls, then= are numerous bottomJand lakes along the
glinois River valley. The present-day glinois River occupies only a small part of an ancient
fiver valley formed by glacial action when the Illinois River valley was the drainage outlet for
much of the Upper Mississippi River basin. The ancient fiver that occupied the valley carried
much more flow than the present Illinois River. During the last stages of the glacial period,
drainage into the Illinois River valley was significantly reduced when drainage from the Upper
Mississippi and Rock Rivers was diverted into the present-day Mississippi River valley. This
left the Illinois River valley with much reduced flow and a smaller fiver that occupied only a
small portion of the valley and could not transport the sediment delivered by tributary streams,
resulting in the formation of alluvial fans and deltas near the mouths of the tributary streams.
These fans and deltas eremed narrow constrictions that held back water in the deeper channels
and depressions in the floodplain forming some of the bigger bottomland lakes in the valley.
Natural levees were also created along the riverbanks by continuous sediment deposits from
overbank flows during floods isolating old channels, sloughs, depressions, and lakes from the
main river. Over time these natural processes have created a number of bottomland lakes
along the lUinois River valley. Under normal flow conditions, most of the lakes are connected
to the main fiver by narrow outlet channels (Demissie & Bhowmik,
ways, 1969).

1986; Division

of Water-

The conditions ofbottomland
lakes along the Illinois River valley were significantly
altered when the state of Illinois increased the diversion of water from Lake Michigan to the
Illinois River through the Sanitary and Ship Canal starting in 1900. The increased diversion
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raisedthelowwaterlevelin theLowerIllinoisRivervalleyresultingin larger

bottumland
lakes than before. Sloughs, marshes, ponds, wetlands, and small lakes were inundated by the
higher low _-ater to create bigger lakes. The completion of the 9-foot navigation waterway
with a system of locks and dams along the Illinois River in the 1930s further increased the low
water level, resulting in increased bottomland lake surface areas in the valley. At the same
time, however, a large part of bottomland lakes, sloughs, ponds, and wetlands were leveed-off
and drained for agricultural purposes (Bellrose et al., 1983). It was estimated that there were
53 bottomland lakes with surface area greater than 50 acres in the lllinois River valley in
1975. The total surface area of the bottomland lakes was estimated to be 39,000 acres occupying only 5.2 percent of the floodplain

area (Lee & Stall, 1976).

Sedimentation has long been identified as a major problem for bottornland lakes in the
Illinois River since most of them have beefi filling up with sediment (Lee & Stall, 1976, 1977;
Bellrose et al., 1984; Illinois Division of Water Resources, 1987; Demissie et al., 1992). It
was estimated that on the average the bottomland lakes in the Illinois River valley had lost 72
percent of their water storage capacity to sedimentation by 1990 (Demissie et al., 1992).
Some lakes have completely filled with sediment. In addition to the loss of capacity, there is
concern with the quality of sediment in the lakes. As the lakes become shallower, waves
generated by wind and river traffic continuously resuspend the bottom sediment. If contaminants are stored in the sediment, they are resuspended along with the sediment and become
available to aquatic biota in the water column.

THE CASE OF PEORIA

LAKE

The impact of sedimentation

on the bottomland

lakes is clearly illustrated

by what has

happened to Peoria Lake, the largest, deepest lake in the Illinois River valley. It is located near
the city of Penria in central Illinois between River Miles 162 and 182 on the Illinois River.
River miles on the Illinois River are measured starting from Grat_on, Illinois, where the illinois
River joins the Mississippi River (Figure 1) The cumulative result of sedimentation
in Peoria
Lake is shown in Figure 4, which compares the 1903 and 1985 lake bed profiles at four
locations along the lake. As can be inferred from the figure, much of the lake has filled with
sediment. Sedimentation is more severe in the upper reaches of the lake (River Miles 175 and
179) than in the lower reaches (River Miles 164 and 168). As a result, the lake gets shallower
in the upstream direction. The overall impact of the sedimentation pattern in Peoria Lake is
the shrinking of the deeper parts of the lake as illustrated in Figure 5, which compares that
portion of the lake deeper than 5 feet for 1903 and 1985. In 1903 much of the lake would have
been deeper than 5 feet under present-day normal pool conditions, while in 1985 much of the
lake was shallower than 5 feet, with a narrow navigation channel in the middle of the lake. As
sexiimentation continues and the shallow fiat areas start supporting vegetation, much of the
lake will be transformed into seasonally flooded wetland. This possibility is clearly illustrated
in Figure 6, that shows the most recent depth survey of Peoria Lake. The 1996 surv_ shows
that the deeper areas of the lake are shrinking further, with only 10 percent of the lake having
water depth greater than 5 feet. The depth of water is less than 2 feet for nearly half of the
lake (46 percent).
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last 200 years, land cover throughout

the Illinois River watershed

has been

transformed from prairie with scattered forest to agricultural fields with scattered towns and
cities. In the fifty counties contained wholly or partly within the Illinois River watershed, an
estimated 5.9 million hectares of native prairie essentially have been eradicated; today, less
than I000 hectares of prairie remain in this portion of the state 0DENR,
1994). The
presettlement appearance of the landscape, described vividly by pioneers and settlers as an
ocean of grass (Winsor, 1987), today can only be imagined.
Human alteration of land cover undoubtedly has impacted, both directly and indirectly,
the form and dynamics of stream channels in the Illinois River basin. Direct impacts have b_n
greatest in headwater areas; in some subbasins of the Illinois River watershed as much as
100% of the total length of headwater streams is chanaelized (Mattingly et al. 1993). Indirect
effects are most severe downstream, accounting in large part for high rates of sedimentation in
the Illinois River and the backwater lakes and riparian wetlands on its floodplain. Concern
about indirect and direct effects of human activity on stream channels is embodied in recommendations 9 and 10 of the Integrated Management Plan for the lllmois River Watershed
(IMPIRW).
Recommendation
9 encourages incentives for selective dechaunelization
of
tributaries on a voluntary basis, whereas recommendation
10 calls for stabilization of unstable
streams in rural and urban areas. Together, these recommendations
are directed toward
to improve the environmental quality of streams and rivers in the watershed.

integrated

efforts

This paper defines an important role for fluvial geomorphology
in the process of
environmental _ement
of the Illinois River watershed. It illustrates how

geomorphological
analysis and information can contribute substantively to various stages of
the management process. The paper also describes the concept of naturalization,
which is
recommended as a viable strategy for achieving environmentally based, sustainable stream
management in the Illinois River basin. Naturalization
is broadly consistent with the vision
statement contained in the IMPIRW, but extends this vision by emphasizing the importance
fluvial geomorphology
m stream management and by explicitly acknowledging
that human
social and economic activities are components oftbe COntemporary natural environment.

THE CONCEPT

of

OF NATURALIZATION

All efforts to manage environmental resources are, by necessity, guided by objectives,
even in cases where these objectives are not defined explicitly. At a national level, the National
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Research
Council(NRC)(1992)hasidentified
threeenvironmental-management

objectives for
aquaticecosystems:
restoration
-thecompletestructural
and functional
returnof an ecosystem
to a pristine, predisturbance
state; rehabilitation - partial structural and functional retum of a
system to a prcdisturbance
state, and enhancement - any structural or functional improvement.
All three of these objectives retahn the pristine, predisturbance
state as the frame of reference
for assessing environmental-quality benefits. The definition of enhanoement_ i.e. any improvement, is tautological and does not identify an objective that is useful in any practical sense;
however, the NRC position clearly implies that improvement involves the re-establishment
of
pristine elements in an otherwise disturbed system. Effective restoration, rehabilitation,
or
enhancement requires a sound body of scientific information on the structural and functional
characteristics
reproduce

of the pristine, predistorbanee

or approximate

system. Without such information,

the pristine state may be fundamentally

Although some historical

scientific information

misconceived

attempts

to

or misguided.

is available on the hydrology

and

ecology of the IUinois River prior to dam construction and major changes in land use 0DENR,
1994), the pristine, genmorphologinal
character of the river is difficult to ascertain, at least in
detail. For headwater areas, scientific data are even more limited. The fishes of Champaign
County studies began in the late 1800s 0DENR, 1994), during the period of major
channelization, but corresponding historical information on the chemical, hydrological,

and

geomorphological
characteristics of headwater streams is meager at best. Undoubtedly,
transformation
of headwater streams has been as dramatic as transformation
of the botanic
landscape;
unlmown.

however,

in most cases, the exact nature of change in fluvial environments

The lack of scientific

information

is

on the pristine state of many streams in the Illinois

River basin calls into question the appropriateness
of stream restoration, rehabilitation, or
enhancement as defined bythe NRC. Even if fragments of information were available, attemptsto direct
streamsystemstowardthepristine
state
would be challenged
by two factors:
l)environmentalconditions
throughoutthewatershed,
especially
landcover,arenow dramaticallydifferent
thanthosethatexisted
underprcdisturbanee
conditions
and 2) environmental
restoration
oflandcovercharacteristics
atthewatershedscaleiseconomically
impractical.
These limiting
factors
imply thatthepristine
gcomorphologicai
character
of streamsystems,
even ifitcouldbe accurately
determined,
probablyhas little
relevance
forthedevelopmentof
sustainable
management strategies
inthecontemporaryenvironmental
setting.
Naturalization
isan alternative
to restoration
thatspecifies
an environmental-management goalappropriate
forwatershedscharacterized
by intensive,
ongoinghuman utilization
of
biophysical
resources
(Rhoads and Herrieks,
1996).Inpamcular,natu_on
promotesthe
establishment
of sustainable,
morphologically
and hydraulically
varied,
yetdynamicallystable
fluvial systems that arc capable of supporting healthy, genetically diverse aquatic ecosystems.
The term sustainability,
as used in this context, refers to system _nsurance sustatnability
(Gale
and Cordray, 1994), in which management is directed toward human economic and social
concerns as well as toward preservation of existing biophysical diversity or enhancement of
this diversity. It embraces the notion that recurring human mtemctiou x_fth biophysical
components of fluvial systems is part of the contemporary and future natural environment in
resunrce-rich
settings, but s_ks ways to take advantage of this interaction to sustain or
enhance morphological
diversity and dxammic stability. Thus, system states other than the
pristine one are valued and system dynamics may be actively "managed" through recurring
human intervention. Where human manipulation of the environment has occurred in the past,
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but is not expected to recur in the future, naturalization
may rely on duplication of the present
condition of a comparable undistatrbed or recovered part of a fluvial system. Although naturalization does not actively seek to direct fluvial systems toward the pristine, predisturbanee
state, it sanctions re-establishment
of documented pristine characteristics within the contemporary setting flit can be determined that such characteristics are sustainable and will contribute
to the general goals of morphological diversity and dynamic stability.

FLUVIAL

GEOMORPHOLOGY

AND STREAM

MANAGEMENT

Environmental management generally involves four distinct phases: planning, design,
implementation,
and monitoring/appraisal.
The discussion below focuses on how fluvial
geomorphology
can contribute to the four phases of stream management for the Illinois River
watershed. The emphasis is on the types of geomorphological
information needed to develop
naturalized
Planning

management

strategies

at the watershed

and reach scales.

Phase
Effective

management

of fluvial systems must be based on information

concerning

the

geomorphological
dynamics of these systems, including the role of human activity in these
dynamics. Failure to base environmental-management
strategies on such information will
result largely in uninformed, trial-and-error approaches that may prove costly and that most
likely will accomplish little in relation to management objectives. Genmorphological
information ensures that management strategies are consistent with the fluvial dynamics of specific
streams and rivers.
Perhaps the most important aspect of examiinng the dynamics of stream systems is to
evaluate the degree to which they are stable or unstable. As noted in the Technical Report for
the Integrated Management Plan for the Illinois River Watershed, the distinction between
"stable" and "unstable" streams varies among disciplines. From an engineering perspective, an
unstable stream channel has a rate or magnitude of erosion great enough to generate public
concern (Brice, 1982). From a geomorphologieal
perspective, an unstable stream is one that
exhibits abrupt, episodic, or progressive changes in location, geometry, gradient, or pattern
because of environmental
or human-induced
changes in water or sediment inputs from the
surrounding
watershed and/or spatial imbalances between sediment inputs and outputs
(Pdaoads, 1995). The geomorphological
view recognizes that streams are dynamic systems that
change through time, even when environmental
conditions are constant. Only when change in
a stream channel is systematic and can be tied definitively to human-induced
disturbances
or to
sustained environmental change should this channel change be viewed as instability. Progressive enlargement or nifilling of a stream or river through time, such as the sedimentation
occurring in the Illinois River, is a hallmark of instability. On the other hand, lateral or downvalley migration of channel bends is part of the natural dynamics of meandering rivers and
should not automatically be viewed as a sign of instability. All meandering streams erode their
banks to some extent. The key is to identify rates of erosion that are increasing systematically
through time, especially in conjunction with progressive human-induced changes in _atershed
conditions. Also, a rate of migration for a meandering reach that is far in excess of rotes for
other meandering reaches in a watershed may, but will not always, reflect disturbance-induced
instability.
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At thewatershed

scale, the primary focus of stability assessment

involves historical

analysis of changes in stream-channel
characteristics. This type of analysis is useful for
identifying systematic patterns of channel change and for relating this change to land-use
changes or to human manipulation of stream channels (Kondolfand Larson, 1995). A variety
of information sources can be used to try to establish the gcomorphological character of
streams in Illinois prior to widespread development of agriculture, including pioneer and settler
accounts; newspapers and journals; U.S. General Land Office Survey Records; nineteenth
century railroad surveys; early" U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps and stream-gaging
records; U.S. Army Corps of Engineer navigation surveys and flood damage reports; U.S.
Department of Agriculture soil surveys; and documents/photographs
in county historical
societies, county courthouses, and state museums or hbraries (Trimble and Cooke, 1991;
Rhoads

and HenicEs,
Perhaps

1996).

the most valuable

information

on stream-channel

changes over the past 60

years is historical aerial photography. The University of Illinois Map and Geography Library
has photographic coverage ranging from the late 1930s to 1993-1994 for most portions of
lllinois. Analysis of historical aerial photography involves digitizing stream-chaonel positions
for each year of photographic coverage into a Geographic Information System (GIS) database.
The data handling, analysis, and display capabilities of the GIS can be used to: 1) register each
data set to a common scale and projection using control points identified on planimetric base
maps, 2) assess image to map rectification error as well as digitization error, 3) determine
systematic trends in channel change through time and space, 4) evaluate the extent to which
detected changes are the result of human manipulation of the stream or of natural processes,
and 5) relate changes in channel position to potential controlling factors, such as variations in
stream power, material properties, land use, and stream management (Rhoads and Urban,
1997). Another advantage of GIS-based analysis is that it provides a framework for integrating
data on streams and rivers with a wide variety, of other types of environmental information,
especially

ecological

data (Montgomery

et al., 1995).

A complement to historical analysis of stream-channel change is field-reconnaissance
assessments of current stream-channel
conditions (e.g. Simon and Downs, 1995). Such
assessments should be conducted by a trained fluvial geomorphologist
who is familiar with the
dynamics of the fluvial system of interest. The goal is to characterize and classify various
channel types in the watershed.
An effective classification scheme will be based not only on
current characteristics
of the channels, but also on historical information concerning channel
dynamics (Kondolf, 1995). Although a variety ofgeaeric classification schemes for rivers have
been developed (e.g. Rnsgen, 1994; Downs, 1995), such schemes are most us_ul when they
are tailored to the watershed of interest (Kondolf and Downs, 1996). No geomorphological
classification system currently exists for the Illinois River watershed, but a scheme developed
for streams in enst-central lllinois provides a starting point for classification of streams in the
Illinois River system (see Rhoads
Once an appropriate

and Hen'icEs,

1996).

scheme is &veloped, classification

can proceed based on stereo-

scopic analysis of recent aerial photography and on additional field evaluations of reaches that
are difficult to classify accurately using aerial photography.
Information on classified reaches
can be entered into the GIS to produce a map showing the spatial extem of various channel
types throughout the watershed. From an ecological perspective, this information is useful for
determining the spatial heterogeneity, intercennectedness,
and temporal stability of physical
habitat conditions within the stream system. Because the classification scheme includes
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information on channel history and dynamics, maps of reach types are valuable for identifying
portions of drainage net requiring channel stabilization or naturalization and for evaluating
whether specific naturalization
strategies will be sustainable at particular stream locations.
Afar potential sites have been identified for implementation of stabilization or naturalization strategies, detailed geomorphological
investigations should be conducted to generate
site-specific information on the fluvial dynamics of target reaches. Data collection activities
performed in these investigations should include surveys of channel morphology, sampling and
analysis of bed and bank materials, monitoring of water-level fluctuations, and measurements
of flow structure, sediment transport, and bed and bank erosion at several different flow
stages. Detailed field studies provide an in-depth understanding of the processes that maintain
or actively change the geomorphological
character of a particular reach of stream (e.g.
Rhoads, 1996) and also yield information that can be used to calibrate analytical or numerical
models of river dynamics developed by engineers. At sites deemed unstable, detailed field
studies can help pinpoint the exact cause of instability, thereby improving the effectiveness of
rm'tigation strategies. At sites being considered for naturalization,
reaches nearby that are
considered representative of desired conditions can be investigated to generate pertinent
information on process-based
interactions between morphological
strueture and hydrodynamic
properties.
This information can serve as the basis for developing sustainable naturalization
designs for the target reach and for assessing the success of the design following implementation.
Design Phase
Recommendation
(9) in the Integrated Management Plan for the Illinois River watershed endorses selective deehannelizafion of tributaries on a voluntary basis. The desire for
dechannelization

of streams is a recent development

iar with the complexity of natural rivers,
logical approach is to simply let streams
suffers from two limitations. First, many
decades or even centuries to re-establish

in stream management.

To those unfamil-

this new task may seem easy to accomplish.
A
recover naturally from ehannelization.
This approach
streams in Illinois are low-energy systems that take
a suite of forms and processes characteristic
of

undisturbed streams (Rhnads and Urban, 1997). Thus, realization of geomorphological
goals,
and attendant ecological benefits, may be greatly delayed. Second, naturalization
emphasizes
that natural recovery is not possible in all circumstances
that controlled reconfiguratien
of the system nonetheless

due to socioeconomic constraints, but
may be desirable. These two limita-

tions provide justification for the development of new stream-management
technology consisting of codified design criteria for dechannehzing human-modified streams. At first glance, the
development of this new technology may be seen as a variant of river engineering. However,
reproduction of the complex dynamics of natural rivers, including the geomorphological
and
ecological functions of these systems, lies outside the domain of standard engineering practice,
which traditionaUy has focused on how to change rivers into controllable, artificial forms that
have predictable hydraulic characteristics.
The desire for dechannelization

has created an opportunity

gists to contribute to the development of design technology
management. At present, most attempts at dechannelization

for fluvial geomorpholo-

to support this type of stream
or naturalization
are guided partly

by general principles, but also include substantial expert-judgement
or trial-and-error
components. Existing restoration principles consist ofa pcody integrated mix of traditional engineering analysis and empirical geomorphologieal
relations (see Brookes and Sear, 1996 for a state-
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of-the-artreview).Engineering
formulaeareprecise,

but emphasize

static stability of the

channel botmdary, whereas rivers are dynamic systems with erodible beds and banks. On the
other hand, geomorphological
relations implicitly incorporate dynamic adjustment, but lack
precision and often are specific to the set of data from which they were derived. Engineers,
ecologists, and geomorphologists
must work together to develop new technology for naturalizing streams and rivers in specific environmental settings. The IMPIRW provides an opportunity for cooperative interaction among various technical experts to produce a set of naturalization guidelines
forstreamsintheIllinois
Riverbasin.
Itisbeyond thescopeofthispapertopresentspecific
suggestions
concerningdesign
criteria
fornaturalization
of streamsinIllinois;
however,some generalsuggestions
areoffered.
First,
thedevelopmentofdesigncriteria
shouldbe basedon a sound body ofscientific
informationdevelopedspecifically
fortheIllinois
Riversystem.Existing
information
on thegcomorphologyof thissystemisinsufficient
to supportholistic
sWategies
aimed atnaturalizing
and
stabilizing
streamsthroughouttheentire
Illinois
Riverbasin.Second,theestablishment
of
riparian
corridors
isa vital
component ofany effort
tonaturalize
streams.From a hydrologicalperspective,
riparian
corridors
actas storage
areasforfloodwaters,
therebydecreasingthe
rateof delivery
of watertodownstream areasinthewatershed.They alsohelpto filter
sedimentand nutrients
from fieldrunoffbeforeitreachesthestreamchannels.Gcomorphologically,
thesecorridors
providespacefornaturalrecoveryorforpost-project
adjustmentof
naturalized streams. A riparian corridor eliminates the need for straight channels and allows
alternative channel configurations to be developed that are morphologically
varied and dynamically stable. Where riparian corridors are present there is less need for artificial levees. Thus,
floodplain-main
channel interaction can be restored B a process that is important ecologically
both for riparian vegetation and aquatic organisms (IDENR, 1994). Third, stream geomorphology is the physical framework within which aquatic ecosystems develop. In particular,
geomorphological
conditions determine in large part the heterogeneity and volume of physical
habitat (Schlosser, 1987). Recent evaluations offish populations in Illinois suggest that a
deficiency of physical habitat is the most critical limiting factor for stream ecosystems, especially in headwater environments (Terhaar and Herricks, 1989; IDENR, 1994). Many attempts
to create or enhance physical habitat involve the use of habitat-enhancement
techniques that do
not adequately duplicate either the three-dimensional
structure of reach-scale geomorphological
features (e.g. riffles, pools) or the role of these features in the fluvial dynamics of the stream
system (Brookes et al., 1996). Future efforts to naturalize streams in Illinois will require
better integration of fluvial geomorphology and stream ecology.
Implementation

Phase

Once a general x_atershed-scale plan for naturalization has been developed, and
designs have been formulated for specific stream locations, implementation of naturalization
projects can begin. As noted in recommendation
9 of the IMPIRW, demonstration projects
first should be initiated on public land to refine naturalization
technology and to illustrate to
private stakeholders the benefits of adopting this new technology.
Fluvial geomorphologists
can play an important role in this phase by conducting on-site visits to ensure that the project
is constructed as designed. On-site inspection is critically important because implementation of
naturalized

designs will involve unconventional

perceive as unnecessary'.
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construction

practices

that contractors

may

Appraisal

Phase

Pnst-proje_
evaluation of implemented naturalization
strategies is a vital, but often
neglected part of the stream-management
process. Without effective post-project assessments,
the degree to which specific designs achieve management objectives is difficult to ascertain.
Appraisal also provides the basis for adaptive refinement of management prescriptions.
Geomorphological methods can contribute to post-project assessments at a variety of temporal
and spatial scales (Kondolf and Mieheli, 1995). Field-based measurement programs initiated
at target sites during the planning phase should be continued following project implementation
so that comparisons can be made between pre-projeet and post-project data. Such comparisons
provide an objective basis for assessing the immediate success of the project. It is especially
important to survey the channel morphology, sample the substrate material, and measure flow
conditions in the project reach immediately after construction has been completed.
Repeated
surveys, sampling, and measurements should be conducted at regular intervals for several
years following construction and immediately after all large floods. Of course, genmorphological field monitoring should be enordinated with field-based biological monitoring to determine
the relation between physical

and ecological

conditions.

GIS analysis of aerial photographs is valuable for evaluating long-term sustainability.
Currently, the Illinois Department of Transportation
conducts complete aerial surveys of the
state ever3, 5 to 6 years. If possible, this photography should be supplemented by large-scale
aerial photographs that allow details of channel form to be measured photogrammetrically.
Overtime spans ofdeeades GIS and photogrammetrie
analyses of project sites can be supplereenter by occasional field investigations. Repeat ground-based photography and video
recordings also can provide a valuable visual record of changes at each site over a period of
years or decades. Together these sources of information can be used to evaluate the need for
periodic

site maintenance.

CONCLUSION
Fluvial geomorphology,
the sub-field of earth science that fconses on the dynamics of
rivers, has an important role to play in environmental management of the Illinois River watershed. The geomorphological
structure and dynamics of streams constitute the physical flamework within which aquatic ecosystems develop and are sustained. The dependency of aquatic
ceosystems on geomorphological
conditions necessitates that any management strategy that
seeks to alter the structure and ftmetion of existing aquatic ecosystems must be based on a
sound understanding of fluvial forms and processes, both at the watershed scale and at the
reach scale.
This paper has demonstrated how various types of geomorphologieal
analyses can
contribute to a comprehensive understanding of the fluvial dynamics of the Illinois River
system. It has also argued that naturalization, not restoration or its variants, is the most
appropriate management goal for this system. Naturalization
seeks to establish morphologically and hydraulically varied, but dynamically stable fluvial systems capable of supporting
health),, genetically diverse aquatic ecosystems.
Because human resource utilization must be
seen as a component of the contemporary and future natural landscape in the Illinois River
watershed, the predisturbance,
pristine geomorphological
state, which is largely unknown in
any case, is not an appropriate

standard

against which to assess environmental
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benefits.
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PERSPECTIVES

ON STORMWATER

MANAGEMENT

Michael D. Platt
Executive Director, Heartland Water Resources Council
416 Main Street, Suite 828, Peoria, IL 61602

As the title implies, this is not a technical presentation.

Rather, my comments

sent my personal perspective on stormwater management, a perspective
shared by others among us and many more who are not with us today.
Personal

perspectives

repre-

which is no doubt

are shaped by one's life experiences.

I was raised on a grain and livestock farm and today, I own and operate two farms
along the banks of Spoon River.
For several years, ] ran a commercial hunting club and from that, I had the opportunit 3, to become friends with other sportsmen

who came primarily

from urban areas.

resource

I spent fourteen years with the Illinois Department of Agriculture working on natural
issues in close contact with this state's soil and water conservation districts.

Council,

For the last five years, as Executive Director of the Heartland Water Resources
I have worked for measures to protect the Illinois River and the Peoria Lakes.

In my five years at Heartland, I have met countless homeowners who have suffered
tremendous financial losses as a result of stormwater flows. I have met many farmers who are
frustrated by the damaging effects of stormwater delivered from upstream.
I have talked with
marina owners who are struggling because their patrons have sold their boats or moved on to
deeper, bluer waters. I have met many river rats, and I use that term with affection because I
count myself as one, many river rats who are nothing less than despondent over the condition
of their beloved Illinois. And I have met many fine young people who legitimately question
whether the adults m charge truly appreciate
the world around them.

their understandable

These things have shaped my perspectives
pulls out of me some very passionate feelings.
Passion

concern for the welfare

about the stormwater

of

issue, an issue which

derived from my firm belief that the issue I now speak of cannot be drug out

of its deep, dark bole without the discussion of reality...a difficult reality for those who would
paint too a rosy picture of the battle we are losing against the laws of nature for which we have
demonstrated too little respect.
Uncontrolled
produce

storm_ater

elevated stormwater

is a force of destruction

discharges

The public does not appreciate

and those land-use

should be required to prevent off-site
nor condone activities
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which endanger

practices

which

damages.
their health,

theftproperty

or their livelihood.

Let's be completely honest about this. Lives have been lost, property has been destroyed and livelihoods have been mmcd all as a direct result of un-natural stormwater flows.
Here, in the Illinois River Basin, agriculture
creating

the vast majority

of stormwater

and development

are responsible

for

discharges.

And let's not make any mistake about it, agriculture and urban development are
activities conducted m the pursuit profit. And who could deny that profit is a good thing?
Profit is the heart of our economic system.
However, profits earned at the expense of another's health or property or livelihood is
not the proper foundation on which to build a social structure which provides all citizens equal
protection and equal opportunity.
One of the issues at hand is property rights. And I speak not of the right to use land as
one sees fit, but rather the rights of those who are damaged as a result of another's actions.
Invariably, those who ferociously resist regulatory approaches toward reducing the
off-site damages created by stormwater pollution whine and worry about the infi-ingement of
property rights. Yet, when these same people are asked to justify the losses suffered by
downstream property owners, their replies run the gamut from weak logic to an incriminating
silence.
Still, the inequities that stormwater

pollution heaps on our individual

rights pale in comparison to the indefensible environmental and economic
inflicted against our domestic interests and, indeed, our national security.

constitutional

transgressions

In a time of explosive world demand for food and fiber, erosion of topsoil by uncontrolled stormwater continues to degrade this nation's future agricultural capacity.
In a time of growing public demand for outdoor recreational opportunities, uncontrolled stormwater tears at the banks of our tributary, streams and delivers to our rivers and
reservoirs a suffocating blanket of mud.
More than any other group citizens, the people in this room understand the economic
and environmental implications of the damages created by uncontrolled stormwater.
And so we must ask ourselves, have we done enough to educate the public about the
debilitating effects of uncontrolled stormwater?

prevent

Have _ been forceful enough in calling for sturmwater
the damages we collectively strive so hard to repair?

control measures that can help

Have we been honest enough with ourselves to admit that solving our stormwater
problem is so complex, so pervasive and so immune to the effects generated by a patchwork of
voluntary actions that it is time we consider a regulatory approach toward stormwater control?
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Overthelastsixtyyears,thism_tion
has
control the non-point
mount.

pollution generated

spent billions on voluntary programs to
by uncontrolled stormwater and still the damages

Sure, you could site progress in certain areas, but the deteriorating condition of our
nation's waters provides the final verdict about the sad failure of a voluntary approach.
The
filling of the Peoria Lakes with only one foot of mud over the last decade is hardly anything m
cheer about.
In recent years, a select few urban areas have enacted ordinances to control the
stormwater generated by development.
But to suggest that urban areas are adequately addressing their stormwater

problems

On the agricultural

would be overstatement.

side of the stormwater

equation,

some progress

on preventing

non-

point pollution can be claimed through advances in land management. But the fact remains,
the off-site damages created by upstream agricultural hydraulic modification fall disproportionately on downstream landowners and on publicly owned resources.
To be blunt about at all, the water laws of this state are now creating
than they are solving.
m order.

The water laws are antiquated,

more problems

out of step with the times and change is

The Land and Water Task Force, The Integrated Management Plan for the Illinois
River and the 1997 Conservation Congress have added their weight to the call for more
rigorous

laws governing

stormwater

movement.

The public's perception about
private and commercial use of natural
inappropriate state statutes governing
modification and the off-site damages

what is fair and what is appropriate with regard to the
resources stands in stark contrast to the unfair and
the triangular relationship between land-use, hydraulic
created by uncontrolled stormwater.

But it is not enough for me to stand before you and say these things without
alternatives.
And the most simple alternative
damages

would be to treat the cost of preventing

offering

stormwater

as a cost of doing business.
And why shouldn't

we accept this approach

as fair and reasonable?

The public already demands the regulation of other pollution
tion of off-site damages to health, property and livelihoods.

hazards

for the preven-

Can anyone provide an answer for why the economic and environmental losses created
by storm_ter
pollution are an3' less traumatic to the wrongfully damaged parties than those
losses created by other forms of pollution which our laws have sought to prevent through
regulation?
For me and a good many others, the situation is obvious.
stormwater

pollution problem

and our our downstream
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neighbors

We have a serious
and our public resources

are

beingdamagexi
asa resultof it.
Commonsense
yieldstotheproposition
thattherightto ownpropertycarries_th it
theinsepemble
obligations
toproperresource
nmnagement
andtheprevention
of off-site
damages.
It is longpastthetimewhenweshould
rightfully bear the costs of preventing

open a serious dialogue about who should

those damages their stormwater

creates.

Individnally, we must accept our responsibility, to ensure the well-being of those
resources our nation will be dependent upon long at_r we are gone and have been forgotten.
As Americans serving our duties to citizenship, we must look to the future with a
vision tmblinded by self-interest, and we must strive to do what is fight by our neighbor and
what is fight by our children.
This nation can no longer afford to passively" accept the self-serving and irrational
argument that by regulating the causes of pollution we are somehow being unfair to the
polluters.
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NAVIGATION

IMPROVEMENTS

ON THE ILLINOIS

RIVER

D.A. Tipple
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Rock island District
P.O. Box 2004, Rock Island, IL 61204-2004

ABSTRACT
Commercial navigation on the Illinois Waterway (IWW) plays a vital
national economy. The importance of the IWW system as a shipping artery is
continual increase in tonnage on the system, from 27.2 million tons in 1965 to
tons in 1995. Similarly, tonnage has increased on the Upper Mississippi River

role in our
reflected in the
39.7 million
(UMR) between

Minneapolis, MN, and the mouth of the Missouri River, from 37.8 million tons in 1965 to
84.4 million tons in 1995. Many of the 37 locks on the UMR and IWW were designed to
accommodate a fraction of the current level of traffic. For example, most of the locks on the
system were built in the 1930's and are 600 feet long, while many of the tow/barge configurations are 1,200 feet in length. The growing traffic and increasing delays to commercial
navigation are the basis for the Corps of En#neers
Illinois Waterway and Upper Mississippi River.

ongoing system navigation

study on the

The UMR-IWW System Navigation Study is a six-year nine-month effort examining
the feasibility ofnavigntion
improvements to these waterways.
This study is considering
small-scale and large-scale enhancements to the system at existing lock and dam sites over a
fifty-year period (2000-2050).
Efforts are focused on oppommities to reduce the transit times
at locks for commercial navigation traffic. Small-scale measures include structural soIutions
such as extended guidewalls or powered traveling kevels, and nonstruetural
measures such as
locking policies or industry
such as additional 600-foct

self-help. Large-scale measures
or 1,200-foot long structures.

include new lock construction

The Corps of Engineers is taking a multi-disciplined approach to executing this study
and recognizes the Water Resources Development Act of 1986 designation of the UMR system
as "a nationally significant ecosystem and a nationally significant commercial navigation
system." The plan formulation process will consider engineering, economic, and enviromnental input in developing alternative plans for evaluation. /n assessing any environmental
consequences associated with potential navigation improvements, study efforts are looking at
both construction site impacts and consequences within pools and open river reaches from
incremental traffic increases. As part of the study process, coordinating eommittoes have been
established for the environmental, economics, engineering, and public involvement aspects. In
addition, each Governor has appointed a representative to the Governors' Liaison Committee
to input during the study process. The study will result in a system feasibility report and
Environmental
Impact Statement which will document the plan formulation process and
discuss a recommended alternative plan for navigation improvement invesmaents on the UMR
and IWW over the 50-year

period from 2000 though 2050.
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RELATIONSHIP

BETWEEN

WATER QUALITY AND TOURNAMENT
ON THE ILLINOIS RIVER

Rov Heidinger

FISHING

and Ron Brooks

Fisheries Research Laboratory, Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, IL 62901-65I 1

ABSTRACT
In the late 1800s largemouth

bass, walleye, and sauger were so abundant

in the Illinois

River that they were harvested commercially.
Since the early 1900s until the 1970s, pollution
from municipal waste water trealment plants and nutrients from farmland run-offhave
caused
frequent periods of low oxygen and high ammonia that prevented sportfish from surviving in
large numbers in the Illinois River. Water quality gradually improved since the 1970s following implementation of industrial wastewater treaUnent, soil conservation programs, and
municipal refuse disposal projects. By the mid-seventies, fish species diversity increased and
species tolerant of turbid water became established.
Following a build-up of prey species,
there was a proliferation of sportfish such as sanger and walleye. By the late 1980s, walleye/
sauger and bass tournaments were initiated on the Peoria and La Grange Pools. Tournaments
for other species such as the white bass are now an annual event.

What does the future hold?

DISCUSSION
The Illinois River may have once been the most biologieally diverse and productive
river in the United States. In 1682, Henri de Tonty's travel log indicated a tremendous population of large fish. The early history of the fish community in the Illinois River can best be
traced by looking at the commercial fishing industry. Commercial fishing thrived on the
Illinois River after railroads were built that could move iced fish from the river to the East
Coast.

"Commercial

fishing peaked in 1908 when more than 2,000 commercial

fishermen

along the Illinois River harvested nearly 25 million pounds offish - equal to 178 pounds per
acre - with a commercial value of more than $I million" (Talkington 1991).
This was 10
percent of the United States total harvest from fresh water. Much of this harvest was carp
(Cvprinus carpio) which had been brought to North American from Europe in 1831 (Bnlon
1974). This fish was well established in the Illinois River by the early 1900s.
Fish such as the largemouth bass (Microptems
salmoides) were very abundant and
commercially harvested around the turn of the century. "The Havana fish markets handed
about 13,000 pounds oflargemouth
bass in 1897, but between 1899 and 1908, the volume
increased by 322 percent" (Talkington
70,000 pounds of bass were harvested

1991). According to Smith (1898) approximately
from the Illinois River system in 1894. Commercial

harvesting declined rapidly after 1908 and in five years it was reduced by approximately
fifty.
percent. By the 1970s, annual harvest was only four pounds per acre and in 1976 there were
only two full-time commercial fishermen working the river (Talkington 1991 ). Today of
course the largemouth bass is censidered a sport fish and it is protected from commercial
harvest,
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Thereweretwoprmaarycauses
forthedecline
Illinois River.

of commercial fish harvest on the
The first was a loss of habitat and the second was a degradation m water

quality. Biologically much of the biodiversity and productivity of a river system is due to its
floodplain. In the 1880s the Illinois River had approximately 56,000 acres of ponds, sloughs,
and baekwater_ Aiter the diversion of Lake Michigan in 1890 this area doubled (BeUrose et al.
1983). Lev_es and siltation have roduced the 546,000 acres of floodplain down to 195,000
acres, a loss of 67 percent (Raibley et al. 1996). Dams and levees do not stop the siltation that
is a natural river process
backwater habitats.

but they do inhibit or prevent natural processes

Although many factors created a degradation

that create new

of water quality, such as the redaction

of

the floodplain, discharges from municipal sewage treatment plants were the most detrimental.
These outflows cause lethal levels of ammonia and low levels of oxygen downstream. Better
waste water treala_ent facilities and procedures have enhanced water quality since the late
1970s. Commercial harvests have increased since the 1980s. However, even though certain
species offish can live and reproduce in the system, in the upper portion of the river some
fish such as carp and channel catfish _
_
contain PCBs, DDT, and mercury
at sufficiently high levels that they should not be eaten. This legacy ofpeor stewardship will
be with us for a long time.
In addition to trends in commercial fishing, trends in sport fishing also reflect the
enhanced water quality in terms of better sport fish populations.
One measure of sport fiskirtg
is tournament fishing. In the 1960s freshwater fishing tournaments were rather rare events
with small amounts of prize money going to the winners. Over the past twenty years they have
become very enmmon and a multi-million dollar industry has developed around them.
During the late 1980s and 1990s numerous fishing tournaments have been held on the
Illinois River. For example, Ralbley et al. (1996) documented 106 bass tournaments
on the La
Grange and Peoria reaches of the Illinois River from 1992 to 1995. In these tournaments
anglers brought m 6,793 bass that weighed 11,544 pounds. Tournaments are also held for
other species of fish such as sauger (Stizostedion eanadens_.e)/walleye _ _
and white
bass (Morone ehryseps).
For example, since 1989 there has been a very large two day sauger/
walleye tournament on the Peoria Pool of the Illinois River (Table 1). The 450 angler slots
available for this tournament are usually filled the first day that applicants can apply. If 450
tuuramnent anglers each spend a conservative $300 pre-fishing and on this two-day event, this
brings in $135,000 to the surrounding community, This amount does not count what spectators spend.
Sauger are much more abundant

than walleye in this reach of the Illinois River.

This

may be due to the sauger's higher tolerance for poorer water quality conditions than the
_allcye. ha a 1995 sample of 616 fish, 88.8 percent were sauger, 7.1 percent were walleye, and
4.1 percent were hybrids between sauger and walleye (Billingtort, Brooks and Heidinger 1997).
We have been studying the sauger population in the Peoria Pool since 1988 (Heidinger,
Brooks, and Weaver 1996) One characteristic of this population is that it has very, strong and
very weak year classes. From 1988 to 1995 catch per hour of electrofishing
year ranged from 0.5 to 48 fish per hour. The magnitude of the recruitment

of young-of-thedepends upon

water level. Strong year class occur when water is high (10-15 feet above pool level) in June
and July. Such conditions occurred in 1990, 1993, and 1996. We, in cooperation with the
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of Natoral Resources,

attempt to increase the weak year-classes.

have been stocking sauger into the Peoria Pool in an
(Heidinger,

Brooks, and Weaver

1996).

FUTURE
Species of fishes such as sauger and walleye spawn in the river proper. Once the
water quality permitted their survival these species began to reproduce and recruit. Other
species such as the largemouth bass normally spawn in the floodplain during the spring high
water periods. These sport species have been most alfred
by loss of attached lakes and
backwaters.
Scientists have recognized for a long time that these areas were very important
spawning, nursery, and food producing areas of the river system. More recent work has
indicated that many species of fish especially young fish need to overwinter in the backwater
areas that are attached to the river proper (Sheehan et al. 1990; Bodensteiner, Lewis, and
Sheehan 1990). In the winter, river water cools to essentially 32°F. The deeper backwater
areas stratify and may only cool down to 40-36°F. Many fish die if they cannot overwinter in
these slightly warmer areas. Isolating these areas with levees prevents the fish from reaching
their winter refuges and silting in of these areas leads to oxygen depletion under the ice which
forces the fish to either die from lack of oxygen or move into the s'tressful low temperatures
of
the

river.

In addition to reducing siltation, economic ways need to be found to reconnect some of
the land in the levee districts with the river at least during critical periods. Only when progress
is made in reducing siltation, reestablishing habitat, and improving water quality can we hope
to see the full potential of the Illinois River reached both aesthetically and economically.
A
biologist has a lot more flexibility in managing fish eommuinties in good quality river water
with an intact ecosystem than in a highly degraded river system. We probably cannot bring the
Illinois River system back to its 1800 grandeur, but we can certainly bring it back part of the
way.
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WATERWAYS

FOR MARITIME
INDUSTRIAL
AND JOB CREATION

DEVELOPMENT

Don W. Miller,
Jr.
Port Director, Clark Maritime Centre
5100 Port Road, Jeffersonville, IN 47130

Thank you for that nice introduction.
First, let me tell you a little bit about the Indiana
Port Commission.
We are one of six state port authorities in the United States, and America's
newest port system; we've been in business for jnst 25 years. We're administering
and
developing three public ports, including Indiana's International Port at Portage on Lake
Miehiga_ Southwind Maritime Centre at Mount Vernon on the Ohio River near Evansville,
and Clark Maritime Centre, also on the Ohio River near Jeffersonville.
We are also charged
by the Indiana legislature with Foreign Trade Zone development statewide and have been most
successful in this effort, creating seven zones and nine sub-zones, the last two comprising
several of the largest projects ever for Amoco Oil Company
Indiana's

International

and Toyota.

Port opened for business in 1970, and the two fiver ports were

both built and opened for business during the early 1980s. Our three public ports primarily
handle bulk cargoes like iron and steel, grain, coal and fertilizers. We also operate foreign
trade zones at each of the three public ports. Maritime-based
industrial tenants lease land at
each of the ports, and cargo-handling
duties are contracted to stevedoring firms at each of the
ports. Local 1969 of the International Longshoremens
Association is the bargaining agent for
doekworkers at Indiana's International Port. Employees at our fiver ports are affiliated with
the Teamsters.
The seven-member

state commassion,

our govemiag

board, is appointed

by the Gover-

nor of Indiana for staggered six-year terms. We are fortunate in Indiana in that our Governor,
Frank O'Bannon, is a big supporter of the public port system. Governor O'Baanon likes to
say that the Ohio River ran through his baekyard.
He grew up in the small southern Indiana
community of Corydon just north of the River, and among his earliest memories are watching
barges

shuttle back and forth along the Ohio.

Monthly meetings of the Commission are rotated among the three ports and our
Commission headquarters,
and the seven current members of our commission have all been
appointed within the past decade. They set policy, monitor operations, approve all major
leases and agreements and mteraet with our congressional and legislative delegations.
They do
not micro-manage
the day-to-day operations. That's the job of our highly professional management team.
At a time when privatization of government services has become a public policy
watchword here in North America and around the world, the public port role in an increasingly'
competitive global marketplace can -- and should -- be a model for governments to follow.
Public ports can no longer be "public" in the sense that they can rely exclusively upon tax
revenues to support capital investment projects, operations and maintenance.
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To surviveandthrivein the21stCentury, we in the public port industry, both here
and abroad, simply must develop sources of private capital. We must wean ourselves from
public support. And we simply must diversify our economic base. The development of
maritime industrial development projects, feeder ports and foreign trade zones is critical to the
health of our public port industry in the next century.
That trend towards

diversification

and privatization

will allow us to concentrate

on the

vitally important task of developing markets for our ports. And as we continue to develop
markets for our ports, we will undoubtedly experience even more privatization of our public
port system.
I see examples of flint happening every day in North America. At our own public port
system in Indiana, we've logged more than half-a-billion dollars in private investment during
the past year alone, thanks to ConAgra's announeenaent of a major new soybean cmshing
facility at our Southwind Maritime Centre on the Ohio River, FedMar's annotmcement that it
is building a 200,000-square-foot
steel warehouse at our International Port on lake Michigan
near Portage, Indiana, and Vogt Valves and Genera/Electric's
decision this summer to undertake major expansion projects at my port of Clark Maritime Centre at Jeffersonville.
Indiana's state ports represent a public-private invesanent of more than half a billion
dollars in the past 10 years alone. Indiana farmers and manufacturers
enjoy access to some of
the most modern, most efficient port facilities on the North American continent. They also
enjoy access to one of the most modem, most efficient waterway
said before, and I'll say it again, that public private partnerships

systems on our planet. I've
are the key to the survival of

America's inland waterways and public port systems in the 21st century. We like to think that
Indiana's pubhe port system is a privatization model for America's maritime transportation
system. As public ports, we have a responsibility to our users to operate as cost-efficiently
as
we can.
Substitute the word inland waterways for public ports, and the concept is exactly the
same. We've heard too many presentations in recent years that point out that federal support
for our inland waterways is being reduced, and in some eases is in danger of drying up altogether. It is incumbent upon all of us to do what we can to forge those public-private
partnerships which will help infuse our inland waterways
ment capital.

THE IMPORTANCE

programs

with much-needed

private

invest-

OF THE RIVERS

An intriguing article in the Wall Street Jenmal last week pointed out that while the
U.S. economy is booming, we are losing ground on our ability to move goods by road, by rail
and by water. The nation's freight transport system is facing unprecedented strains, and docks
from Los Angeles to Cairo to New York are beginning to back up with gridlocked cargo.
I sometimes think that we fail to appreciate -- and fail to communicate to our many
stakeholders -- the scope of cargo movement along the inland _aterways.
We tell anybody in
Indiana who will listen that more cargo tonnage transited the Ohio River along the state's
southern border last year than passed through the Panama Canal. Navigable channels in the
U.S. provide the most efficient and economic means to move more than 2.2 billion tons of
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Americancargoeach

year. Coal and grain and chemicals constitute more than a quarter of
total inland waterway shipments each year, and they are critical to the smooth functioning of
the American economy.
.
,
Take coal, for example. Ccal-fired power plants located along the naUon
s inl and
waterway system account for three of every four kilowatts generated by America's electric
utility industry. Literally all of that coal moves by water from the mine to the generating
station.

U.S. chemicals

and allied products

account for a $300 billion chunk of the nation's

economy; 36 percent of America's chemical manufacturing
plants are located on the nation's
inland waterway system. Or take petroleum. We transport more than a billion barrels of
petroleum on the nation's inland waterways each and every year, enough to provide 200
gallons a year ofoil to every American; more than 300 oil terminals and 37 percent of the
nation's petroleum refineries are located on the navigable waterway system. Without the
inland waterway system, we'd all have a di_cuk
time of getting our daily bread. A total of 17
river states -- most in the nation's heartland, but also in the Southeast and the Pacific Northwest -- ship 60 million tons of grain each year on the inland waterway system. That generates
$25 billion worth of export earnings each year, which goes a long way toward balancing
America's trade deficits.
The state ports and Indiana agriculture go hand-in-hand and have for most of the
state's history. Even before Indiana achieved statehood in 1816, Indiana's farmers were
hauling the produce from the Hoosier heartland by ox and wagon to landing on the Ohio River,
where boatmen floated rafts south to markets in Memphis and New Orleans. In the 1880s and
1890s, nortbem Indiana wheat farmers hauled wheat and corn north to the docks on Lake
Michigan, where Great Lakes steamers waited to haul their grain east to the mills at Niagara
Falls.
Together, Indiana's three state-owned ports provide a vital link for the agricultural
sector of the Hoosier economy at the dawn of the 21 st century. Take the facilities available

for

transhipment
of grain at Clark Maritime Centre, for example. The state port at Jeffersonville
offers rail service by CSX and Con_rail. Interstates 65, 64 and 71 are all accessible to the port,
and two years ago, Clark became the terminus for 1-265, a 1.8 mile loop that makes Clark one
of the most accessible ports h North America. Clark's state-of-the-art
material handling
technology is mirrored by Clark tenants who provide superior storage and processing facilities
for Indiana's farmers, names like Consolidated Grain and Barge and LaRoche Industries Inc..
At Clark, 670,000

bushels of Indiana grain can be stored on site, with a throughput

rate of

30,000 bushels per hour.
Do_awiver,

the Southwind Maritime

Centre near Mt. Vernon boasts a grain elevator

with capacity of 2.35 million bushels and a load-out rate of 235,000 bushels per hour. The
elevator is capable of handling 200 trucks and 150 railroad cars. Southwind also has three
one-million gallon liquid fertilizer storage tanks, and a 55,000-ton covered facility for dry
fertilizer. Southwind's tenants include Cargill and Consolidated Grain and Barge Company.
don't need to tell you in Illinois the importance of the inland waterways to the state's agricultural economy. From now until ice-up, a never-ending string of barges hauling Illinois wheat,
corn and soybeans down the Illinois, Ohio and Mississippi Rivers will deliver the bounty of
Illinois farms to America and the world. In recent years, more than 35 million tons of Illinois
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I

grainproducts

have been shipped downriver

Much of that Illinois --

to New Orleans and the Gulf of Mexico.

and Indiana -- grain helps feed a hungry world.

But there are

bright prospects for other Illinois exports going to world markets via the inland waterway
system. Illinois, the nation's sixth largest coal producing state, hasn't been a major player in
export coal markets in recent years. But an export marketing initiative backed by the administration of Governor Jim Edgar holds promise for dramatically increasing coal exports from the
state.
lllinois is the center of the Illinois Basin coalfields,

a vast reserve of coal deposits

stretching across southern and south central Illinois, southwestern Indiana and northwestern
Kentucky.
Illinois Basin coal has been powering utility steam electric boilers from the MidAtlantic states to the Rocky Mountains and beyond for decades.
The U.S. Energy Information

Agency, projects that worldwide

demand for electricity

will increase by six trillion kilowatt hours between now and 2010, and coal is expected to
retain its current, 35 percent primary share of the world's generation market. The U.S.
Departxnent of Energy estimates that by 2010, global demand for energy toehnology, fuel and
services will create a $200 billion annual export market.
In 1994, coal exports from Illinois totaled 236,000 tons, according to figures I've seen
from the Office of Coal Development and Marketing in the Ulinois Department of Commerce
•

and Commtmity
tons.
Although

Affairs hi Springfield.

In 1995, coal exports from Illinois were 2.7 million

final figures aren't in yet, Illinois coal industry

officials estimate that coal

exports in 1996 slightly exceeded three million tons. That's an eleven-fold increase in just two
years, and the Office of Coal Development says every sign that it has seen indicates that high
sales are continuing for 1997. The bulk of that Illinois coal goes via rail or barge down the
Mississippi River to terminals on the Gulf of Mexico. The Illinois Central Railroad annotmced last spring that it intends to build a $50 million bulk materials handling facility on the
Mississippi River below Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The facility will be served by both barge
and rail lines and will be capable of handling and goring large amounts of coal. The terminal
will also be capable of blending coals on site and is expected to begin operations by mid-year.
We in Indiana and you in Illinois share a marvelous economic development advantage in our
proximity to the nation's inland waterway system. How we make the best use of that opportunity could well dictate the direction our respective state economies take in the 21st century.
While I have your attention,
the public ports of Indiana.

I'd like to show you a very short, seven-minute

video on

And then I'd be happy to take any questions you might have.
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PEORIA

RIVERFRONT

DEVELOPMENT
- ECONOMIC,
AND SOCIAL IMPACTS

RECREATIONAL,

Tom Tincber
City of Peoria
419 Fulton Street, Pan, 302, Peoria, IL 61602

ABSTRACT
In 1994, the City of Pcoria embarked upon a conununity initiative to promote development of its Downtown Riverfront Area. A plan was approved in December of'that same year
and the first phase of construction started a few months later. In just two short years, that
initial effort has grown into 18 major public and private projects being implemented at the
same time, representing tens of miliions of dollars in public and private sector investment.
This tremendous

suCCeSSis a direct result of the overall commanity's

commitment

to

the project and the unique organizational structure which has been established.
The entities
involved to date are the Riverfront Business District Commission which has been delegated the
responsibility to implement the plan, and the Illinois River Development Corporation which
has raised nearly $7 million in private donations to support the overall endeavor.
The implementation of this important project VAIltransform the Riverfi-ont Area into a
major regional entertainment, recreation, and specialty shopping destination.
It also vail result
in the construction of a major education
development, and job opportunities.

and training facility,

and expand housing,

business

It is important to note that in addition to the successes highlighted above, this project
has been instrumental in bringing about a new spirit of cooperation throughout the community.
New alliances are being formed to address problems and bring about positive change. New
intergovernmental
agreements are being executed and implemented in ways that were not
possible

in the past.

All of this is amazing,

and we're not finished yet!
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SENACHW/NE

CREEK

EPA 319 PROJECT

Jon Hubbert
United States Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation
2412 West Nebraska Avenue, Peoria, IL 61604

Service

Slide #1 - Title
Good morning, and welcome to the third day of the Illinois River Governor's Conference. For those of you that haven't met me, my name is .Ion Hubbert, and I am employed by
the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service as the District Conservationist
here in
Peoria. It is my pleasure today to be presenting a brief synopsis of one of the very successful
watershed efforts in the Peoria area. I will be starting offwith a brief history of the Creek, then
pointing
project

out the details of the project

- with a focus on the reasons, that I feel, made the

a success.

Slide #2 - Map of the Watershed
Senachwine

Creek is a relatively

small stream that winds across Southwestern

Marshall County, with its origin near Bradford Illinois, and then continues on through Northeastern Peoria County until it empties into Upper Peoria Lake (the Illinois River) on the
Northern edge of Chillieothe. The watershed encompasses 57,300 acres (89.5 square miles).
Slide #3 - Stream

Picture

The creek was born nearly 11,000 years ago, as the melt water from the receding
Wisconsin glacier carved a valley into the glacial till that it had recently deposited. The
watershed continued to change as wind blown soil, (loess) was blanketed across the landscape.
As vegetation took root and grew the land was covered by tall grass prairie on the flat plains to
the North and oak hickory woodlands in the steep bluffs to the South, with transitional areas
known as bur oak savannas in between.
Slide #4 - Cropland

Picture

Many years later the early pioneers realized the value of the land in producing
crops, livestock,

grain

and lumber.

Slide #5 - Land Use
Current
25%,

pasture

land uses and approximate
land 6%, residential

Slide #6 - Resource

percentages

include: cropland

60%,

woodland

5%, and other 4%.

Planning

The Senachwine Creek Resource planning Committee was formed in 1986 to assess
the need for a collaborative effort in addressing resource concerns. Early progress was made
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with the help of financial assistance through the "Build Illinois" program which provided
$168,647 of cost share assistance to landowners installing conventional upland conservation
practices on cropland areas. Research and demonstrations were also under way to address the
strearobank erosion issue. In 1993-94 additional strvambank protection was done with funding
from the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service, Emergency Watershed Protection
Program.
Slide #7 - "EPA 319 Grant"
In 1994 the Senachwme
Conservation

Creek Watershed Committee with the Illinois River Soil

Task Force applied for and was awarded a $300,000

matching grant through

the EPA 319 program. The matching portion indicates that local money had to be generated to
match the federal grant dollars. The ratio of federal grant to local match was 60/40. In other
words we needed to generate $200,000 locally to match the $300,000 grant amount. Even
though this appeared to be a large amount, we were actually able to generate $384,931 of local
match during the grant implementation.
Slide #8 - Purpose
The mission of the Senachwine

Creek Watershed

Committee and the purpose

of their

EPA 319 Project, was to improve water quality, and protect soil productivity through a
locally driven, voluntary, incentive based approach that encouraged landowners
and
operators to protect these resources.
Slide 6'9 - Key Principles
The key principles

that proved vital in the success of the grant were:

strong local leadership
mutual benefit (projects that did not meet the common objectives of the landowner
wntershed committee were not funded)

and the

education (to provide landowners with a new insight of how to prevent erosion and water
quality problems and to ensure long term maintenance of projects installed)
and trust (Many of the people that sought assistance were leery of government intervention.
We were able to develop a degree of trust for some of these individuals, however some
of them decided agamst cooperating in the grant) In our role we had to make sure that
they were well informed
Slide #10 - Other

so that _ev could make the decision.

Nothing

was hidden.

Key Factors

The other key factors were high percentage

rate cost sharing, and strong local

match. Turning a 60/40 grant into a 75-90% cost share program with money left over for
administrative
and educational components was difficuk to conceive and at times even more
difficult to explain. The ability to actually do it was totally dependent on finding sizable local
matching

funds.

Slide #11 - Cost Share Rates
In deciding on the cost share rates the planning committee
the project versus the cost, as the landowner

tried to reflect the value of

would see it. Also, consideration
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was given to

the planning requirements attached and the short (two year) time frame for complete implementation of the grant.
Upland Treatment
- 75% up to $7,500 maximum cost share
Ponds and Wetlands - 75% up to $7,500 maximum cost share
Strenmbank Stabilization
- 90%
#12 - Other Slide Required

Components

Pest Management, Nutrient Management,
land areas receiving cost share was required.
Slide #13 - Prioritization

and Soil Conservation

Considerations

During the prioritizatien process, special consideration
provided

stormwater

Slide #14 - Projects

issues present on all

retention

and/or wildlife

was given to projects that

habitat.

Completed

39 - Upland
8 - Ponds
6 - Streambank Stabilization
53 - Total Projects
Slide #15 - Streambank

Project "Before"

The Shepard site is an example of the six streambank
"before" picture showing the unstable condition.
Slide #16 - Streambank

stabilization

projects. This is a

Project "During"

During construction in March 1996, the streambank was reshaped, geo-textile fabric
and large rip-rap were placed on the lower bank, dormant willow posts were placed above the
tip-rap, and a grass filter strip was seeded.
Slide #I 7 - Streambenk

Project "Shortly After"

Soon after construction was complete the willow posts came out of dormancy and
began to sprout new branches and roots.
Sfide #18 - Streambank

Project

"One year later"

Early the following spring (1997) the site was stabilized
the before picture,

and stood in stark contrast to

Sfide #19 - Pond Project

attracted

An example of the 8 ponds that were cost shared is the Voss site which quickly
"wild life". A before picture, if available, would have shown you a wooded ravine

with active erosion at the bottom and on the s_eep side slopes.
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Slide#20

- Upland Project

Several of the 39 upland projects included narro_v base (grassed) terraces. Other
projects included grassed waterways, dry dams, and water and sediment control basins.
Slide #21 - Stormwater

and Wildlife

The upland projects helped to reduce soil loss and improve water quality. In addition
many of them provide stormwater retention and wildlife habitat while allowing the surrounding
land to generate revenue and grow a food crop.
Slide #22 - Impact

on Soil Loss

The soil saved as a result of the 319 grant has been estimated

at 23,600 tons per year.

More visibly this equates to 1,180 semi loads of soil per year or 3.23 semi loads per day.
Slide #23 - Impact

on Water Quality

Recent aquatic sampling conducted by IDNR indicates that the water quality in
Senaehwine Creek has greatly improved. Unfommm_ly, three fourths of you know all about
water quality indicators and my knowledge is basically limited to the ones that can bite on a
hook. By the way, don't tell anybody, but, there were some nice 2-3 lb. small mouth bass
moving into the Senachwine Creek this Spring. A more comprehensive
hopefully upgrade the streana rating has been requested.

analysis that will

Slide #24 - Final Analysis
Mutual benefit, improved water quality, and reduced soil loss has resulted in a winwin solution for the project participants,
Slide #25 - Current

the sponsors,

EPA and the public.

Status

At the present time all of the funding allocated through the original 319 grant has been
expended. Due to the strong interest in continuing the efforts already started, the Senaehwine
Creek Watershed Committee is preparing to submit a second grant request.
Slide #26 - Summary
The success of the Senach_fne

Creek EPA 319 Project can be largely attributed

to

four key principles:
- strong local leadership
- mutual benefit
- education
- trust
Without any one of these, the project would have failed, lfthese key principles can be duplicated in other watersheds feeding into the Illinois River the benefits will transform the river
and our appreciation for it. As Leon Weudte pointed out yesterday
"We're doing resource planning with people, not to people".
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during his presentation

Slide//27

- Special Thanks To
It has been my pleasure to work with the Senachwine

Creek Watershed

during this project and to provide this report to you. Please feel free to contact
questions that I did not address.
Slide #28 - Program

Committee
me if you have

Availability

As always, all USDA programs are available
discrimination.
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to all landowners

and managers

without
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JOLIET
(THE MIDEWIN
PARKLANDS

ARMY

ARSENAL

RESTORATION

NATIONAL
TALLGRASS PRAIRIE
PARTNERSHIP:
AN OPPORTUNITY

Lawrence

AND THE PRAIRIE
FOR ILLINOIS)

Stritch and Francis M. Harry

umted States Forest Service and Illinois Department of Natural
Midewin National TaUgrass Prairie
P.O. Box 88, Wilmington,

Resources

IL 60481

ABSTRACT
The disposition of the Joliet Army Ammunition Plant and its thousands of acres of
undeveloped land provides the opportunity to recreate the Midwestem prairie/savanna ecosystem on a landscape scale. The project area is located at the confluence of the Des Plaines and
Kankakee Rivers where they join to form the Illinois River, just 40 miles from Chicago, in
Will County, Rlinois.
The transfer

of 15,000 acres of former Arsenal

land to the United States Forest

Service on March 10, 1997, laid the groundwork for the restoration of the nation's first
Nation,a] Tallgrass Prairie. Midewin is currently the largest tallgrass prairie restoration ever
attempted. It will involve thousands ofvoluntcers
and thousands of hours of planting, monitoring, and stewardship.
The Midewin National Tallgrass Prairie also will provide the eight
million people who live within the greater Chicagoland area an unparalleled outdoor recreation
experience.
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ILLINOIS:

THE LAND BEFORE

LINCOLN

Gary Foreman
Writer, Producer/Director,
Historian
2319 Yout Street, Racine, WI 53404

ABSTRACT
ILLINOIS:

The Land before Lincoln

is a multimedia,

video and print package

that

integrates the early history, geography, and environmental themes of Illinois prior to 1833 and
the subsequent rise of Abraham Lincoln's fame. The ultimate design of the product is to be
used as a major reference tool to put the viewer/user on an eventual life-journey through a state
whose storied past has remained obscure.
The package is comprised of several key components.
The first is a one-hour video
that is designed to hook the viewer. The video is an attractive visual presentation of anthentie
scenic, wildlife, re-enactments, and timeqapse sequences supported with changing music and
historic narratives.
Hosted and narrated by Bill Kurtis, these voices from the past will thread
the dramatic and evolving story together. The next element is a CD-ROM which incorporates
video clips from the one-hour presentation and delves into the subject matter with detailed text,
animation, and creative visualization.
Segmented into six major eras (reflecting the different
controlling powers -- Indians, French, British, Virginians, New Americans, Fort Dearborn)
the integration of disciplines begin to show the effects on the cultures and the land. A teacher/
user study guide will provide further insight on the material, advising the user on related
topics, language, serf-guided tours, additional projects, research, and opportunities.
A series
of display maps will support the themes of the package.
This project is designed for everyone. Obviously, schools, libraries, museums and
related historic sites sorely need this material and yet, most Illinois citizens are unaware of
their own past and natural heritage. This situation affects our ability to make informed choices
in critical areas including education, tourism, conservation, and historic preservation.
Anyone
who watches and comprehends the early morning news on television can easily absorb this
material.
Illinois has a rich heritage that has mostly been centered around the legacy of Lincohi.
This myopia has severely hampered the state's ability to present itself in a new and refreshing
way to business, environmental, and educational opportunities.
By widening the vision of our
heritage, we can begin to approach our future with better perspectives while providing sound
educational benefits. Also, Illinois: The Land before Lincoln is providing a new theme for
which other products are planned. This includes development of the French Heritage Corridor,
the Land Before Lincoln Outdoor Drama, museum exhibits, interactive kiosks, and thematic
merchandise.
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GULF HYPOXIA:

HOW DOES THE ILLINOIS RIVER
CONTRIBUTE
TO THE PROBLEM

Frederick C. Kopfler and Larinda

WATERSHED

Tervelt

Gulf of Mexico Program
Gulf of Mexico Program

Office, Building

1103, Stennis Space Center, MS 39529

BACKGROUND
Nutrients, such as nitrogen and phosphorus, are essential for healthy marine and
freshwater
environments.However, an overabundanceof nutrients
can literally
be toomuch of
a good thing.

Excessive

nutrients can trigger excessive

algal growth which results in reduced

sunlight, loss of submerged aquatic vegetation, loss ofbottom-dweUing
animal habitat, and a
decrease in oxygen dissolved in the water column. The condition that exists when the concentration of dissolved oxygen falls below 2 parts per million is referred to as hypoxia. It has
been demonstrated that at this level of dissolved oxygen, organisms that can leave to seek
higher levels of dissolved oxygen will do so; those that are less mobile such as starfish
worms will get as high into the water column as possible and show signs of stress.
On the Gulf of Mexico's
summer

Texas-Louisiana

Shelf, an area of hypoxia

forms during the

months which covers 6,000 to 7,000 square miles, an area that has doubled

over the past 10 years. The cause
of excessive nutrients transported
River, such as channelization and
the interaction of freshwater from

and

in size

of this condition is believed to be a complicated interaction
to the Gulf by the Mississippi River, physical changes to the
loss of natural wetlands and vegetation along the banks, and
the River with the saltwater of the Gulf. The nature of the

hypoxia problem is further complicated by the fact that some nutrient load from the Mississippi River is vital to maintaining the productivity of the Gulf fisheries, but too much can
eventually adversely affect commercial and recreational fishing. Approximately
40% of the
U.S. fisheries landings, including a substantial part of the nation's most valuable fishery
(shrimp), come from this productive area. Commercial landings of all species in both 1995
and 1996 for Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas were 1.4 billion lb., with 82% from Louisiana
waters for both years.
A significant portion of the nutrients entering the Gulf from the River come from a
variety of human activities, including discharges from sewage treatment plants and stormwater
run-off from farms and city streets. Also, some nutrients may enter the waterways and the
Gulf directly from the air aRer being released by sources such as automobiles
power plants.
stance creates

and fossil fueled

The precise contribution of each source is not known at this time. This circumsignificant public policy issues concerning the management of large ecosystems

that cross political, economic and social boundaries.
It is also symptomatic of the larger issue
concerning the role of scientific information in public policy, and how and when to act in the
face of scientific uncertainty.
These issues are discussed within the context of what can be
done to reduce nutrient loading in the Mississippi river system and to reduce the potential
impact of hypoxia
Turner

on the northern Gulf ecosystem.

and Rabalias

first suggested

that hypoxia that occurs on the inner continental
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.

shelfof Louisianaeachyear is a result of the nutrient load of the Mississippi River. They
analyzed the U.S. Geological Survey's historical data for nitrate concentrations in the lower
Mississippi River. They showed that nitrate concentrations
were fairly constant from the early
part of the twentieth century until the early part of the 1960s. During the next 20 years the
nitrate concentration in the river water doubled. They also determined that during this same
time application of nitrate in fertilizer increased fourfold and hypothesized that this increase in
fertilizer was responsible for the increase in nitrate in the Mississippi River. They believe that
the nitrate stimulates the growth of phytoplankton to higher than normal levels. When these
phytoplankton
die they sink to the bottom and decay, The decay process consumes most if not
all of the oxygen in the water above the bottom. The fresh water provided by the Mississippi
River does not mix rapidly with the salt water of the Gulf. Rather it forms a layer on the
surface which prevents reoxygenation of the bottom water.
Several investigators from the U.S. Geological survey have conducted their own
studies on nitrate concentralaons and loads in the Mississippi River and have attempted to
detem_e
the source of the nitrate. Some of the investigators collected and analyzed the data
from the U.S. Deparanent of Agriculture on amounts of fertilizer and manure applied by
county. These results indicate that some of the highest levels are applied in the corn belt. Ron
Antweiler conducted several cruises up the fiver ceUceting and analyzing water samples from
the major tributaries as well as above and below the point where each enters the Mississippi
River. His data show that during the spring and early summer of 1991 the Illinois River
contributed about 750,000 kilograms (825 tons) of nitrogen in the form of nitrate to the
Mississippi River each day. He estimated that during that year the Illinois River contributed
about 11 percent of the total nita'ate-nitrogen reaching the Gulf of Mexico.
All of this information

is available

in the proceedings

of the First Gulf of Mexico

Hypoxia Management Conference.
A limited number of copies are available from the Public
Information Center of the Gulf of Mexico Program. The proceedings are also available on the
Gulf of Mexico Program page on the World Wide Web at <http://www.grapo.gov>.
Over the past several years many agencies in all sectors collected data and began
evaluating the conditions of nutrient over-enrichment and hypoxia. These efforts focused on
understanding the issue and exploring activities wlfieh could begin to address and alleviate the
problem. The current focus is to identify and coordinate efforts which will address liypoxia
throughout the Mississippi and Atehafalaya River systems and the Gulf of Mexico.

COORDINATION
The Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, Inc. (now known as the Earthjustice

Legal

Defense Fund) filed a petition for a Section 319(g) conference on Gulf hypoxia. In response,
the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and the State of Louisiana held a management
conference to outline the issue and identify potential actions. Following that conference, EPA
convened a group of Federal Senior AdministraUon Off/cials (the Principals) to discuss
potential policy, actions and related science needs. After two meetings, the Principals asked an
interim working group (IWG)composed
of members of their staffs to develop recommendations for action. The IWG made three recommendations that were endorsed by the Principals
at a meeting

in June 1997.
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Establish

a formal coordinating structure;

Highlight and emphasize a series of existing programs and actions within base
resources, focused on identifying immediate win-win, actions; and
Support an FY99 budget initiative that has both stewardship
elements.

and scientific

support

The overall coordinating structure will be led by the Mississippi River/Gulf of Mexico
Watershed Nutrient Task Force (an expansion of the Principals group to include State
representation).
The Task Force will investigate the causes and effects of nutrient management
and hypoxia related activities in the Mississippi River and Gulf of Mexico watersheds and to
coordinat¢ activities related to the phenomena.
The Coordination

Committee (the former IWG) will direct the efforts of the strategic

assessment
Committee

team and coordinate the efforts of the Ecosystem/Watershed
Management
and the Scientific Evaluation and Support Committee (the CENR Subcommittee

Ecological

Systems).

Establishment
actions.
1)
2)
3)
4)

of key milestones

will enable evaluation

Over the next 7 years the key milestones

of the effectiveness

on

of these

are:

Determine baseline characterizations,
particularly for nutrients.
Reach agreement on, establish, and implement, an initial nutrient load reduction and
specific performance measures.
Assess the cost effectiveness of additional nutrient reduction versus the status quo.
Assess the need for a longer term response plan to address hypoxia.
This coordination

involves ways to reduce the nitrogen/nutrient

loading in the

watersheds (at the local level) throughout the Mississippi system, the need for "hasin-wide"
solutions and for focusing existing federal activities across agencies. It emphasizes the need
for all sources to reduce nutrient pollution (v_astewater, stormwater, non point, atmospheric,
etc.) and the need for urban, suburban, and rural sectors to work together
water requirements and surface water impacts.

in light of drinking

ASSESSMENT
AS part of the process of developing potential policy actions and implementing the
proposed initiative, the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources (CENR) was asked
to conduct a scientific assessment of the causes and consequences of Gulf of Mexico Hypoxia.
The CENR assigned
Assessment

this to their Subcommittee

Workgroup

on Ecological

Systems.

An Hypoxia

was formed to oversee the effort, and has prepared

the following

approach:
A_. Six interrelated topic papers gill be developed by scientific experts drawn from the
academic and governmental
sectors. Team leaders have been identified by the interageney
Hypoxia Assessment Workgroap.
The papers are:
TO___PPIC
1. Characterization
causes.

ofhypoxia:

This report will describe seasonal,
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Distribution,
interannual,

dynamics,

and

and long-term

variation in hypoxia, and ks relationship to nutrient loads from the
Mississippi/Atchafalaya
system. It will also document the relative roles
of natural and human-induced factors in determining the size and duration
of the hypoxia zone. Lead: Dr. Nancy Rabalais, Louisiana Universities
Marine Consortium.
TOPIC 2. Ecological

and economic consequences

ofhypoxia.

This

report will evaluate the ecological and economic consequences ofhypoxia_
including impacts on Gulf of Mexico fisheries and the regional and
national economy. It will articulate both ecological and economic
consequences and, to the _'tent appropriate, their interaction.
Ecological
co-lead: Dr. Robert Diaz. Virginia Institute of Marine Science.
Economics co-lead: Dr. Andrew Solow, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, Center for Marine Policy.
TOPIC 3. Sources and loads of nutrients transported by the Mississippi
River to the Gulf of Mexice. This report will identify the sources of
nutrients within the Mississippi/Atchafa/aya
system and has two distinct
components.
The first is to identify where, within the basin, the most
significant nutrient additions to the surface water system occur. The
second, more difficult component, is estimating the relative importance
specific human activities in contributing to these loads. Lead: Dr.
Donald Goolsby,

U.S. Geological

of

Survey.

TOPIC 4. Effects of reducing nutrient loads to surface waters within the
basin and Gulf of Mexico. This report will estimate the effects of nutrient
source reductions in the Mississippi-Atchafalaya
Basin on water quality
conditions in these waters and on hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico.
Modeling analyses will be conducted to aid in identifying magnitudes of
load reductions needed to affect the extent and severity of hypoxia in the
G-ulfofMexico.
Upper watershed co-lead: Dr. PatrickBrezonik,
University of Minnesota.
Gulf of Mexico co-lead: Dr. Victor Bierman,
Linmotech.
_TOPIC 5. Evaluation

of methods to reduce nutrient

loads to surface

water, ground water, and the G-ulfofMexico.
The main focus of this
report will be to identify and evaluate methods to reduce nutrient loads to
surface water, ground water, and the GulfofMexice.
The analysis will
not be restricted to only reduction of sources. It will also include means
to reduce loads by allowing the system to better accommodate those
sources through, for example, modified hydraulic transport and internal
and internal cycling routes. Led: Dr. William Mitscl_ Ohio State
University.
TOPIC

6. Evaluation

of social and economic

costs and benefits of

methods (identified in topic #5) for reducing nutrient loads. In addition to
evaluating the social and economic costs and benefits of the methods
identified in topic 5 for reducing nutrient loads, this analysis will include
an assessment

of various incentive programs
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and will include any

anticipated fiscal benefits generated for those attempting to reduce
sources. Lead: Dr. Otto Doering, Purdue University.
In addition to being developed,by
subjected to a rigorous
Workgroup.

independent

appropriate

peer-review

scientific experts, each report will be

facilitated

by the Hypoxia

Assessment

B. An "integration team", composed of topic paper leaders and additional government and
academic experts, will integrate information from the six reports into an assessment that will
provide ecological and economic analysis of various policy actions for reducing nutrient loads
to surface waters in the Mississippi River Basin and the Gulf of Mexico.
The Hypoxia Assessment Workgroup will also facilitate an external review, prior to
submitting the assessment to the Subcommittee on Ecological Systems and CENR for formal
agency review.
C. The primary and ultimate ta_rget audience for the integrated

assessment

is the Gulf of

Mexico Hypoxia Task Force currently led by EPA. However, "lay versions" of each of the six
reports will be prepared and made public along the way. These will also likely feed into
proposed

Congressional

CURRENT

Hearings

on hypoxia in 1998.

STATUS

NOAA is leading and coordinating

the hypoxia

assessment.

This process is an

academic pursuit of data available, and/or modeling of estimates (e.g., reductions and
responses) to be generated primarily by academic and federal agency seienrists. Draft
proposals have been developed for the six reports, and were reviewed by the Hypoxia
Assessment Workgroup at a workshop of the topic team leaders and the Workgroup, held on
August 15, 1997. The individual proposals were evaluated and discussed for content and
approach towards developing each topic paper, along with detailed discussions of the
assessment process, and next steps. The proposals and topic paper rifles are now being revised
to address the concerns and comments received at that workshop.

external

Extensive coordination is being conducted with team leads and other internal and
contacts to improve the approaches in the proposals, to strengthen teams, to bring in

additional expertise where appropriate, and to coordinate with other related efforts (e.g.,
Council for Agricultural Sustainable Technology, land-Grant
University research).
The
Hypoxia Assessment Work Group hopes to initiate the work in fall 1997. The next meeting
the Hypoxia Assessment Workgroup and team leads is scheduled for October 22, 1997 in
Washington

of

D.C.

The first meeting of the Hypoxia Task Force will be held in Washington D.C. in
November or December of 1997. Prior to that meeting, the Coordination Committee will meet
and invite stakeholder participation
(i.e., a cross section of interests) to hear first-hand their
views on how best to structure public input and membership on the Ecosystem/Watershed
Management Committee.
The first meeting will be in Washington,
likely to be rotated throughout the Basin.
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D.C.

Future meetings

are

CONCLUSIONS
From the national perspective, the nutrient enrichment and resultant hypoxic condition
which occurs on the inner continental shelf of Louisiana each year is significant in terms of its
sheer size, persistence, and Iocataon. However, the concern for coastal eutrophication
and
hypoxia is not unique to the inner continental shelf of Louisiana. Rather, eutrophication
is a
widespread problem in many coastal areas; in 1990, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
(NOA.A) estimated that nearly half the Nation's estuaries were susceptible to
eutrophication.
Although Progress has been made, eutrophication of freshwater, estuarine, and marine
ecosystems continues to threaten the ecological integrity, safe use, and the economic
productivity of inland and coastal waters of the United States. In some of these waters,
conditions of hypoxia and anoxia may develop. In contrast to many other marine pollution
problems, coastal eutrophication has been in ascendancy during the later half of the twentieth
century. Given growth and development projections in many coastal areas, additional steps
will be necessary to restore and maintain an acceptable nutrient balance in surface water
systems.
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NATIONAL ASSESSMENT
OF HYPOXIA
NORTHERN
GULF OF MEXICO

IN THE

Derek Winstanlcy
Chief, Illinois State Water Survey
Champaign,

IL 61821

BACKGROUND
Hypoxia is a condition of reduced levels of dissolved oxygen in shallow coastal waters
in the northern Gulf of Mexico. Hypoxia also occurs in other coastal waters, from natural and
human-induced
causes, but these other hypoxic areas are not the subject of this national
scientific assessment. Hypoxia causes changes in the composition and structure of ecosystems
In response to concerns expressed by communities along the Gulf, the United States
Environmental
Protection Agency, in conjunction with the Sierra Club, requested that the
White House consider taking action to address the condition of hypoxia in the Gulf. The White
House requested the interagency Committee on the Environment and Natural Resources to
establish a scientific working group to conduct a scientific assessment of the issue. I am
attending meetings of the group, comprised mainly of Federal and university scientists, and am
coordinating my input with the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, the Illinois Environmental Protection Ageney and the Illinois Department of Agriculture.

NATIONAL

SCIENCE

ASSESSMENT

An open and comprehensive science assessment should identify and test multiple
hypotheses. The main hypothesis is that excess nutrient loads from the Mississippi and
Atehafalaya
River system are causing increased ecosystem productivity in the Gulf and that,
as the marine organisms die, they consume dissolved oxygen. A concern is that hypoxia may
adversely

impact commercial

fisheries

in the region.

The assessment will provide a synthesis of existing data and information on the causes
and consequences of liypoxia in the northern Gulf of Mexico. It will also identify informalaon
gaps that need to be filled through research and data collection. Six peer-reviewed technical
reports will be produced by late summer 1998 and a peer-reviewed integrated .assessment
report will be produced by the end of 1998. It is also likely that there will be Congressional
hearings on the subject next year.
Teams

of scientists have been established
The characteristics
The ecological

to address the following topics:

and causes of hypoxia in the Gulf

and economic impacts of hypoxia

The sources and fluxes of nutrients
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in the Gulf

Theeffectsof reducing
nutrient

loads

Methods for reducing nutrient loads
The costs and benefits of reducing nutrient loads
Although

this is an assessment

of hypoxia in the Gulf, the study will also address the

impacts of nutrients on water quality and riverine ecological systems in the Mississippi/
Atchafalaya
basin, k will also address the potentially positive effects of nutrient enrichment
the Gulf.

in

Although the intent is to involve multiple stakeholders, including the states, they arc
not yct wcU represented.
high-level Task Force.
Looking

It is probably

that state mpmscatativcs

will be invited to serve on the

into a crystal ball, the following outcomes of the assessment

1) Nutrient

loads from the Mississippi]Atchafalaya

to hypoxia

in the Gulf.

2) Reductions
determine.

in commercial

sy_m

will bc found to contribute

fishcrics in the Gulf duc to hypoxia will bc difficult to

3) Thc costs of nutrient control will bc high and will likely outweigh
benefits in the GuLf.
4) Thcrc will bc an emphasis on cost-effective
on cost-benefit analysis.
5) Controlling nutrient
Mississippi Basin.

are possible:

the economic

methods of nutrient control, rather than

loads m the Gulf has sccondazy benefits to the states in thc

6) The issue of hypoxia will be tied to the Clean Water and Clean Air Acts.
7) Significant
I will continue

gaps in our understanding

ofhypoxia

will be identified.

to do my best to ensure that the science assessment

comprehensive.
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is sound and

I

GULF HYFOXIA:
HOW DOES THE ILLINOIS
CONTRIBUTE
TO THE PROBLEM?

RIVER

Dan Towery
Conservation

Technology Information Center/Nateral Resources Conservation
1220 Potter Drive, Ran. 170, W. Lafayette, IN 47906
(765) 494-6952

Service

Is there a connection between raising com in Illinois and the hypoxia zone in the Gulf
of Mexico?

While some are proposing

Hypoxia

occasionally

a direct link, the connection may not be quite so simple.

occurs in the Midwest,

but usually in farm ponds.

When excess

algae dies and starts to decay, the oxygen content of the water declines, especially during warm
weather. This may result in a fish kill if the oxygen content gets low enough. The culprit in
farm ponds which causes excess algae is excess phosphorus.
Approximately
40% of the U.S. fisheries landings, including a substantial part of the
nation's shrimp come from the nutrient rich waters of the ncarshore Gulf of Mexico. However
in saltwater, it is excessive nitrogen which can cause excessive algae growth which can lead to
hypoxia conditions. This preliminary
sales, and manure production.

surface

result is based on stream monitoring,

nitrogen

fertilizer

Nitrates are very mobile being easily absorbed in water and then are transported to
water through subsurface drainage (tile flow) or base flow. According to Randall,

climate and soil properties, i.e. precipitation, texture,
loading into surface water. The soils and climate in
leaky" environment for nitrogen movement and loss.
ogy and management to improve nitrogen efficiency,
last deciding

infiltration rate, etc. dictate nitrate-N
the Midwest provide a somewhat "natural
The challenge is to use the best teclmolrealizing that the weather is always the

factor.

Last December

a couple of days were spent touring the Gulf and meeting those

involved with the Gulf of Mexico Program. The topography, vegetation, and soils are very
different from anything in the Midwest and the vastness of the marsh and swamp area is hard
to describe. Casual observations include the following:
the levee system on the Mississippi River has prevented high water flows from
entering the Atohuhilaya River system, resulting in the loss of the filtering
system though this marsh area;
sediment is not being replenished in this marsh area;
land area is being lost in the marsh area to open water;
wave action is eroding the barrier islands;
salt water is invading the marsh area;
septic systems of some of the homes are very questionable;
industrial discharges may be involved;
channels excavated for oil wells in the marsh areas reduce the filtering
capacity;
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ehannelization of the Mississippi

River delta results in a direct discharge

into

the Gulf with no filtering;
the fisheries have NOT been adversely affected (however, if the bypoxic
reaches shore, the results would be devastating to the fisheries).

zone

The overall impact of these activities

on the nitrate loading in the Gulf may be a

contributing factor, however, Turner (1996) suggests that the overall impact of the channel
modification,
levee construction, and other activities is not a major contributor to hypoxia and
that nutrient

loading from the Mississippi

Potential

River is the main cause.

sources of nitrogen include the following:
commercial fertilizer
animal feedlots
municipal sewage systems
industrial sources
failed septic systems
lawns and golf courses
legumes
manure spread on fields
atmospheric deposition
mineralization of soil organic matter.

The nitrogen sources listed above are pertinent whether it is the Spoon River
watershed, the Illinois River watershed, the Ohio River watershed, or the entire Mississippi
River watershed.
The movement and cycling of these various nitrogen sources is extremely
complex.

A major complicating

factor in analyzing

nitrate movement

is that residual nitrogen

may be held in the soil and then released under certain rainfall events. For example, Hal:field
documented that over 120% of all the nitrogen applied in the Walnut Creek watershed in Iowa
was flushed

out during the excessive

rains of 1993.

The Illinois Agronomy Manual states that over 40% of the nitrogen and organic matter
has been lost from Illinois' soils since cultivation began. The combination of drainage and
tillage has improved aeration resulting in the loss of this organic matter and nitrogen. Kenney
and DeLuca (1993) concluded that intensive agricultural practices that enhance mineralization
of soil N with subsurface tile drainage are the major contributors of nitrate-N rather than
solely nitrogen fertilizer. However, practices such as no-till can increase
content and nitrogen levels in the soils surface.
The average nitrogen

organic matter

rate applied to corn in the Midwest has changed little in the past

15 years according to the Economic Research Service, 125 lbs/ac in 1980 compared to 129
lbs/ac in 1995, The average nitrogen rate for corn (1995) in Illinois was 150 Ibs/ac, 134 lbs/
ac in Indiana, and 114 lbs/ac in Iota.
Average nitrogen rates are an indicator but not entirely
accurate in assessing the situation. All of the factors which deal with nitrogen management
must be examined in order to ascertain the complete story. Randall (1997) suggest that there
is less risk associated
higher nitrate

with spring applied nitrogen as compared to fall applied nitrogen

leaching with fall application

The leaching of nitrogen

(36%

as compared to spring).

(from ag or other sources)
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is a natural

phenomenon

and is

goingtooccur. Fawcett (1997) reported that simply tilling soils in northern Iowa and growing
corn and soybeans in the absence of any added fertilizer resulted in standard-exceeding
nitrate
concentrations
coming out of tile lines. Nitrate coming out of tile lines is quickly diluted as it
mixes with stream ,_tters to a much lower concentration.
However, the drinking water
standard of 10 mg/L may not be appropriate for sampling out of tile lines or for other resource
concerns. More research and monitoring is needed to better understand where the nitrates are
coming from. What is even more difficult to ascertain: will a certain change in management
actually result in change in nitrate loading. For example, will a 20% reduction in nitrogen
application rates resuk in a 20% or even 10% reduction in loading? Tiffs will be extremely
difficult to determine because of the many sources of nitrates, residual nitrogen, and the
variations associated with the weather.
However, agriculture needs to be proaetive. Fine tuning nitrogen management should
be done where it is appropriate.
Using the best technology and management available makes
good economic
following:

and environmental

sense.

Ten techniques

that can be adopted include the

1) reduce nitrogen rates if planting is delayed substantially,
2) do not apply nitrogen in the fall until the soil temperature
3) use a nitrogen monitor instead of a regulator,

is < 50 degrees,

4) sand3, soils need special management,
5) use nitrification inhibitor if nitrogen is fall applied,
6) test manure, inject, and take appropriate eredit,
7) be clear if you are applying Nitrogen or anhydrous
8) determine realistic yield potential X 1.2 lb./acre,
9) take 40 lb/aere credit atter soybeans,
10) include ALL nitrogen sources in nitrogen budget.
Additional

research

is needed on improving

nitrogen

ammonia,

efficiency, as well as timing

changes, precision and variable rate application, use of nitrification inhibitors, soil N testing
(especially after dry years or manure application), and the use of eoastructed wetlands to
discharge

tile into).

SUMMARY
Sediment is the principal pollutant in the Illinois River watershed, but in order to
improve the overall health of the watershed a systems approach is needed. Key conservation
practices include conservation tillage (to enhance soil quality), conservation buffers, and
nutrient and pest management.
If these key practicos are widely applied, along with stream
bank stabilization, the Illinois River watershed will benefit and the Gulf of Mexico will also
benefit.
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RESTORATION

OF THE RIVER

OTTER IN THE ILLINOIS

RIVER

VALLEY

R.D. Blue_._ G.H. Hubert, Jr., E.A. Anderson, and G.W. Kruse,
Illinois Dept. of Natural Resources
S+E. Lauzun, Illinois Endangered Species Protection Board
Illinois DNR, Division of Wildlife Resources
524 S. Second Street, Springfield, IL 62701-1787

ABSTRACT
River otters were common in lllinois during early European

settlement.

Habitat

degradation and unregulated harvests caused populations to decline dramatically by the late 1800s.
Otters were rare bythe mid-1900s, and listed as state endangered in 1989. ReX_very strategies
developed by the I//inois Department ofNatura/Resources
included reimrodueing otters in suitable
but tmoceupied habitats. Wild otters of the same subspecies as occurs in Illinois were obtained
from a supplier in Louisiana and released in the Wabash (n = 137), Kaskaskia (n = 72) and Illinois
(n = 137) River Basins from Jan 1994 through Mar 1997.
River otters are persisting and reproducing near release sites. Native populations along the
Mississippi and Cache rivers have increased and expanded theft range. Habitat conservation
practices already implemented by individuals (e.g., conservation tillage), groups (e.g., private duck
hunting clubs= The Nature Conservancy) and state and
for achieving and maintaining healthy otter populations
initiatives which focus on landscape-level management
RiverWatch
program,/ntegratod
Management Plan for
brighter fumre,

federal governments provide a solid base
in the Iliinois River Valley. Fairly new
and monitoring (e.g., Conservation
2000,
the Illinois River System) promise an even

INTRODUCTION
River otters (Lutra canadensis) were common and distributed widely in Illinois during
early European settlement (Cory 1912, Molar 1943). Habitat loss and unregulated harvests caused
their numbers to decline noticeably by the early to mid-1800s (Hoffraeister and Molar 1957,
Thomas 1861:655).
They were rare or absent in most ofanrthem
and central Illinois by the early
1900s (Wood 1910, Cory 1912, Forbes 1912), and sightings were uncommon inthe state by the
mid-1900s (Brown and Yeager 1943, Hot_neister and Molar 1957).
Thorn (1981) and Anderson (1982) documented the presence of a small population along
the Mississippi River and its tributaries in northwestern lllinois. Reports from southern Illinois
were clustered along the Cache River and consistent enough to suggest the existence of a second
population (Anderson 1982). Anderson (1982) e_imated that fewer than 100 otters existed in
Illinois at this time. Listed as state threatened in 1977, the river otter's status was revised to state
endangered

in 1989 because

of its limited distribution

and abundance.

A recovery plan dmg_ by the/Uinois Department of Natural Resources 0DNR)
Illinois Endangered Species Protection Board advocated an overall goal of re-establishing
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and
river

otters in suitable

habitats,

monitoring

populations

and conserving key habitats

(Bluett 1995).

Tasks specified bythe plan included releasing 110 river otters in the Wabash Landscape
Management Unit (Fig. 1), 60-70 in the Kaskaskia, and 100-125 in the lllinois (Bhiett et al. 1995).
We describe the reintroduction phase and status of recovery efforts through Nov 1997.

Figure 1. River otter landscape management

units in Illinois (from Bluer

¢t al. 1995).

METHODS
Wild otters of the same subspecies

as occurs in Illinois (van Zyll de Jong 1972) were

purchased from a private supplier in Loiusiana (L.IL Sevin, Theriot, LA) who trained local fur
trappers to capture otters in small leghold traps, then restrain, cage and transport them to his
fue'dity using techniques that avoided injuries. There the otters were examined by a veterinarian,
treated for any injuries, vaccinated
individual cages for 3-15 weeks.
The supplier

for canine and feline distemper,

and held in captivity

in

combined two to three animals of the same sex in each cage two to three days

before they were scheduled for transport.
Otters were transported by vehicle from Louisiana to the
University of IUinois' Dixon Springs Agricultural Experiment Station during a one to two day trip.
Otters were restrained using a device described by MeCullough et al. (1986) so that they could be
tranquilized,

examined,

administered

an antibiotic,

vaccinated,

treated for injuries, marked

with

metal tags and allowed to recover from anesthesia according to a protocol developed by staff from
the University of Illinois' College of Veterinary Medicine and approved by the University's
Laboratory Animal Care Advisory Committee (Bluer 1995:91). Most otters were released at or
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near locations
Illinois.

specified by the Recovery

Plan (BluelX 1995) within 48 hrs after their arrival m

IDNR solicited sighting information

from the public through

posters

displayed

at IDNR

offices beginning in 1994 and report forms printed in IDNR's Digest of Hunting and Trapping
Regulations (1994-95 through 1996-97). Other common sources of reports included IDNR staff
and researchers from the Cooperative Wildlife Research Laboratory at Southern Illinois University
in Carbondale (Schieler 1995, Farraad 1997). Reports from the public were screened by a followup phone call or letter to evaluate their legitimacy and collect additional
locations of sightings. Sightings deemed reliable were added to IDNR's
Database.

information about exact
Natural Heritage

RESULTS
IDNR released 346 at 15 lecatioas from Jan 1994 through Mar 1997 (Table 1). Twentysix of these were recovered as of 30 Nov 1997. Known sources of mortality included hoop nets
(7), vehicles (7), traps (4) and domestic dogs (1). Six deaths were attributed to stress from
transport and handling because the ollers were recovered shortly after and in the immediate vicinity
of releases without any signs of physical trauma. Cause of death was unknown for one otter, but
lack of injuries and water detected in its lungs during necropsy suggested drowning in a hoop net.
Losses were greater in the Wabash LMU (15) than the Illinois (8) or Kaskaskia (3), and included
more males (17) than females (9).
River otter releases in Illinois, 1994-97.
River basin

Release site

Date

Wabash
Wabash
Wabash
Wabash
Wabash
Wabash

Little Wabash River (Newton Lake)
Little Wabash River (near Golden Gate)
Embarras River (Fox Ridge SP)
N. Fork Embarras River (neat Casey)
Skillet Fork (nesr Helm)
Vermilion River (Kennekuk Co. Park)

Wabash

Combined

1/94
1/94
3/95
4/95
3/95
4196 & 3/97

No. otters released
25
25
18
19
20
30

(15 M,
(15 M,
(I0 M,
( 9M,
(10M,
(18 M,

10 F)
10 F)
8 F)
10F)
IOF)
12 F)

137 (77 M, 60 F)

Kaskaskia
Knskaskia
Kaskaskia

Lake Shelbyville
Carlyle Lake
Shoal Creek (near Litclffield)

3/95 & 4/95
2196
2/96

24 (12 M, 12 F)
25 (15 M, 10 F)
23 (14 M, 9 F)

Kaskaskia

Combined

Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois

Spoon River (near London Mills)
Mackinaw River (near Hudson)
LaMoine River (near Brooklyn)
Illinois River (Sanganois CA)
Illinois River (De Pue)
Quiver Creek (near Havans)

Illinois

Combined

137 (74 M, 63 F)

State_4de

Combined

346 (192 M, 154 F)

72 (41 M, 31 17)
4/96
4/96
3/97
3/97
3/97
3/97
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24 (12 M,
28 (13 M,
24 (15 M,
26 (14 M,
25 (14 M,
10( 6M,

12 F)
15 F)
9 F)
12 F)
11 F)
417)

Recoveryof kitsfromLakeShelbyviUe
(Kaskaskia
LMU),theLaMomeRivernear
Macomb(IllinoisLMU),andtwo locationson the upper Illinois River verified breeding and births
in release areas.

Given the circumstances,

kits from Lake Shelbyville

(2) and the LaMoine

River

(6) probably represented one litter each. Kits recovered near Henry, IL (2) and Putnana, IL (1)
might have been from a single litter because they were about the same size, found 3 days apart and
old enough to have traveled the eight km between Iocataons. Three reports of family groups in the
Wabash LMU (North Fork of the Embarras River, Skillet Fork and the Little Wabash River) and
one from the Illinois (Sangamon River) provided more evidence of reproduction,
as did the capture
of an untagged otter on the Little Wabash River in White County.
IDNR's

Natural

Heritage

Database

contained

309 reports of sightings that occurred

from

Jan 1994 through 30 Nov 1997 (Table 2). Three of these occurred before the first release on 22
Jan 1994. Almost half of the sightings (42%) came from Landscape Management Units (LMUs)
where releases occun'ed, including 48 from the Wabash, 36 from the Kaskaskia and 45 from the
Illinois.

Another

20 reports were received but pending entry because people had not yet responded

to letters requesting more information.
These included nine fi'om the Illinois LMU, four from the
Wabash, two each from the Knskaskia and Rock/Mississippi
North, and one each from the
Shawnee, Middle Mississippi and Fox/Des Plaines/Kankakee.
More reports (including those
pending entry) were received from the Wabash, Kaskaskia and Illinois LMUs during 1996 (53)
than in 1995 (35) or 1994 (25). Thirty-one sightings occurred in these areas from 1 Jan through
30 Nov 1997.

DISCUSSION
Numbers
established

of otters released in the Wabash,

by the Recovery

Team.

Kaskaskia

and Illinois LMUs exceeded goals

Fifty otters released in the Patoka River System during 1997

by the Indiana Department of Natural Resources aided recovery efforts in the vast Wabash River
Basin. Recent (1994-1997) reports from Illinois verify the persistence of otters in LMUs where
releases were made and outnumber those from the previous decade by more than tenfold. Reports
from other parts of the state substantiate observations by Anderson (1995) that: (I) otters in
northwestern Illinois appeared to be increasing and had expanded their range to include portions of
the Rock River System, (2) the Cache River population appeared at least stable and had expanded
its range to include portions of the Big Muddy River System, and (3) otters had colonized the
Middle Mississippi River Tributaries,
probably as the result of releases made in Missouri during
the 1980s.
Leading

sources of mortality were similar to those reported

for Missouri

(Eriekson

and

McCullough
1987). None of the deaths documented in Indiana were caused by hoop nets (Johnson
et al. 1996), but releases occurred in parts of the state where use of these devices was prohibited.
Mortality rates cannot be estimated from data available for Illinois. We assume first-year
mortality rates were similar to those eonfirmed by radiotelemetry studies in Missouri (19%;
Erickson and MeCuUough 1987) and Indiana (29%; S. Johnson. pers. comm.) because all three
states obtained otters from the same source, used similar methods to process otters and employed
similar strategies

for releases.

Given the reproductive

biology of otters (Liers 1951, Wright

1963), we expected that

protocols for capturing and holding them would disrupt normal reproduction for about two years.
All except seven females due to give birth the same year as their release had whelped in captivity
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and likely

completed

their

estrus

cycle

unbred.

In such cases,

they

wouldn't

breed

until

the spring

following
their release and bear young about a year later. We attributed
litters observed
the year
after releases
(i.e., Skillet Fork and the North Fork of the Embarras)
to two-year-old
females which
had reached

sexual

on the LaMoine
areas

earlier

from

the Middle

hunting

bred before
glinois

Mississippi
otters

already
dubs,

LMU

are persisting

implemented

The Nature

their

rivers

in the year. We suspect

River
practices

maturity,

and Upper

capture

in 1997

could

orfrom

releases

Conservancy)

near

(e.g.,

and state

brighter

program,

Integrated

Management

to females

which

spring.

otters

release

sites.

Habitat

tillage),

Plan for the Illinois

rivers

there
in 1996.

(e.g.,

provide

private

System)

duck

a solid base

River Valley.
Fairly
(e.g., Conservation

River

found
in these

conservation

groups

governments

in the Illinois
and monitoring

Kits

released

had dispersed

and Mackinaw

conservation
and federal

the next

come from

on the Spoon

and reproducing

by individuals

biith

not have

that the kits belonged

for achieving
and maintaining
healthy otter populations
initiatives
which focus on landscapeqevel
management
RivcrWatch

and given

promise

new
2000,
an even

future.

Table 2. Distribution
of river otter reports for 21 river otter habitat and population
management
units and
corresponding
portions of the Mississippi,
Ohio, and Wabash rivers which adjoin Illinois, 1900-1997'.

Years of Reports
Populatian Management

Unit

Cralcma, Apple, and Plum River Systems
Rock River System
Middle Mississippi River Tributaries
Des Plaines River and Lake Michigan Tributaries
Fox River System
Little Vermillion River, Big Bureau and Kickapoo
Creek Systems
Kamkakee - Iroquois River System
Vermilion and Mazan River Systems
Spoon River System
La Moine River System
Mackinaw River System
Sangamon River System
Lower//linois
River Tributaries and American
Bottoms
Kaskaskia River System
Big Muddy River System
Car.he River System
Massac, Bay, Lusk, Big Grand Pierre and Big
Creek Systems
Saline River System
Little Wabash River and Bonpas Creek Systems
Embarras River and Wabash River Tributaries
Vermilion and Little Vermilion River Systems
All units combined

I900-1950

1951-1982

1983-1993

1994-1997 _ Total

2

44
18
6
2
3
3

60
2g
17
1
1
2

3g
62
25
4
5
1

142
108
48
7
9
8

1
1
2
2
6

3
2
2
I
3
3

1
2
--

2
1
9
3
11
14
6

5
4
13
3
16
19
15

3
8
9
4

5
3
8
5

2
I0
15
5

36
14
14
11

46
35
46
25

7
7
2
-

1
1
-

1
3
2
-

5
29
16
3

14
40
20
3

54

113

150

309

626

• Data for 1900 through 1993 are from Anderson ( 1995); data from 1997 do not include December.
b Three observations ocanrrud from 1 Jan through 21 Jan 1994, one from the Rock River System and two from the
Galena, Apple and Plum River Systems.
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In Delayed

THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI
RIVER SYSTEM-ENVIRONMENTAL
PROGRAM
(UMRS-EMP)
CURRENT
STATUS AND FUTURE

MANAGEMENT
DIRECTION

Jerry, Skalak
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Rock Island District
Clock Tower Building, P.O. Box 2204, Rock Island, IL 61204-2004

INTRODUCTION

AND PROGRAM

Good attemoon.

OVERVIEW

During the next few minutes I'll present an overview

of the Upper

Mississippi River System - Environmental Management Program, highlight some of the habitat
rehabilitation and enhancement projects that have been completed under this program, and
briefly discuss the pending Report to Congress.
The Environmental

Management

Program

has become the single-most

effort in realizing an increased understanding of the Upper Mississippi
tem and in protecting, restoring, and enhancing its ecological values.

significant

River System ecosys-

The Upper Mississippi River System consists of 13 hundred miles of navigable
waterways linking the States oflllinois, Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota, and Wisconsin m the Gulf
of Mexico.
This fiver system supports
many recreation
provides

opportunities,

significant

important waterborne

commerce

activities,

makes available

supplies drinking water to more than 20 million people, and

natural resource benefits and values.

For years fiver interests considered how best to balance the realities of traffic delays
caused by the growth of commercial navigation on the system with the increasing public
concern that habitat and recreational values not be degraded.
In the Water Resources Development Act of 1986, Congress recognized the Upper
Mississippi River System as both a "nationally significant ecosystem and a nationally significant commercial navigation system," and stated that the system "be administered and regulated
in recognition

of its several purposes."

The legislation

authorized

construction

of a second lock at Locks and Dam 26 at

Alton, Illinois, to help alleviate the traific congestion at that area of the river and established
the Upper Mississippi River System - Environmental Management Program, or EMP, for the
purpose of momtering, restoring, and improving the natural resources of the Upper Mississippi
River System and for guiding future fiver management.
The EMP is truly a multi-agency

partnership,

partners in this program

include the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. Geological
Survey, and the States of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, and Wisconsin.
The Upper
Mississippi River Basin Association facilitates coordination and cooperation among the
program's

pamaers.
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MultipleFederal

and State agencies participate in the implemeraation

of the UMRS-

EMP.
However, Congress
Corps of Engineers.
The Water Resources

placed overall implementation

Development

an additional

five years until the year 2002.

PROGRAM

ELEMENTS

responsibility, for the EMP with the

Act of 1990 extended the program's

The EMP consists of five elements: Habitat

Rehabilitation

authorization

and Enhancement

Projects,

Long Term Resource Monitoring, Recreation Projects, Economic Impacts of Recreation
Study, and Navigation Monitoring.
The Habitat Rehabilitation and Enhancement Projects and
the Long Term Resource Monitoring Program represent nearly 93% of its authorized annual
budget of $19.5 million.
The Habitat Rehabilitation

and Enhancement

Projects are proposed

by the five Upper

Mississippi River states, and the U.$. Fish and Wildlife Service. They are designed to provide
benefits for fish and wildlife by countera_ng
the loss of habitat principally due to sedimentation.
The Long Term Resource Monitoring Program is managed and administered by the
U.S. Geological Survey's Environmental Management Technical Center (EMTC) located in
Onalaska, Wisconsin.
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The LTRMP

Resource

element of the UMRS-EMP

is administered

by the EMTC.

Six state-operated
field stations have been established as part of the Long Term
Monitoring Program. They collect data on water quality, sedimentation,
fisheries,

vegetation, and other river resources. These data are analyzed to support more informed
system management decisions and to describe and predict changes in the ecosystem.
Minimal funds have been expended in the planning of Recreation
EMP. This program element was intended to provide additional
increased recreational opportunities.

Projects

river

under the

access to the river and

The Economic Impacts of Recreatien program element was completed in 1994. This
element consisted of'a major study that estimated recreation use and expenditures for selected
river-dependent

activities.

The fifth program element, Navigation Traffic Monitoring, collected data on navigation traffic and the locking process. This element _s funded on an as-needed basis through
1990. This program element's functions are now being accomplished
Mississippi River - Illinois Waterway System Navigation Study.

as part of the Upper

That completes the overview of the five Environmental
Management Program elemenU. As stated earlier, the Habitat Rehabilitation and Enhancement Projects, or as we call
them, HREPs, element comprises nearly two-thirds of the EMP budget.

HABITAT

REHABILITATION

The information

AND ENHANCEMENT

PROJECTS

(HREPs)

that follows further describes the purpose and accomplishments

HREPs.
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of the

When the lock and dam system was built in the 1930s, a series of relatively wide
riverine lakes, or pools, with bordering wetlands was created. An explosive growth in fish and
wildlife resources followed.
Nearly 500 species of birds, roammals, amphibians, reptiles, fish, and mussels,
including many that are considered to be endangered or threatened species, find food and
habitat on the fiver system. More than 40 percent of North America's migratory waterfowl
and shorebirds feed and rest along the Upper Mississippi River System during their migrations.
In a fzee-flowing river, sedimentation is balanced by the periodic carving of new
channels and movement of sediment. However, the navigation pools of a regulated river act as
sediment traps. River regulation also reduces the system's
ter areas or to create new ones.

natural ability to maintain backwa-

To date, 23 Habitat Rehabilitation and Enhancement Projects have been completed.
12 additional projects are under construction and 18 projects are in various stages of design.
Completion of these projects will result in thousands of ac_s offish and wildlife habitat being
rehabilitated or enhanced. Many more projects have been identified as furore opportunities.
Types of HREP features constructed in include: islands; sediment control structures;
water level management units; and backwater dredging.

ILLINOIS

RIVER

Habitat

HREPs

projects completed or being designed for the Illinois River include:

Peoria Lake, IL
The Peoria Lake Habitat

Rehabilitation

and Enhancement

Project is located on the

Illinois Waterway.
Peoria Lake has been plagued with sedimentation problems. Since 1903,
the average depth of the lake has been reduced fi-om 8.1 feet to 2.6 feet. Much of the fish and
wildlife habitat has been lost.
Features

designed to address this problem included: constructing a barrier

island to

promote aquatic vegetation growth by reducing wave action and sediment re-suspension;
dredging to construct the island-created deep water fish habitat; designing a forested wetland
management unit to provide rehable habitat for migratory waterfowl; and restoring flowing
side channel habitat which is rare on the Illinois Waterway.
Lake Chautauqua
Lake Chautauqua
provides valuable
tions. The habiat

is part oftbe Illinois River National

Fish and Wildlife

Refuge.

It

moist soil plants and other types of habitat needed by migratory bird popularehabilitation and enhancement project underway at this site will greatly

improve USFWS management capabilities.
Increased
will all be realized upon completion of this project.
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habitat reliability,

quality and quantity

Banner

Marsh
Banner Marsh,

a State owned and managed

conservation

area, is a unique complex

of

formerly strip-mined lands. By restoring the levee that protects this area from Illinois River
water level fluctuations, preferred plant communities can be established and maintained and a
better fishery developed. Habitat diversification is an important aspect of this project. Award
of the major construction

contract

for this site is currently

scheduled

for 10/98.

Rice Lake
Rice Lake is another

State-owned and managed

site on the Illinois River.

It hes

adjacent to the Banner Marsh site. Again the goal of the habitat project at this location is to
enhanec management capabilities thus increasing the reliability of preferred habitat types. The
levee will be improved and additional water level management structures will be added as part
of the proposed project. Project contract award is expected in late 1999.
Swan Lake
Swan Lake, locatzd near the confluence

of the Illinois and Mississippi

Rivers, pro-

vides important migratory bird habitat and fisheries benefits. By improving the water level
management capabilities at this site and protecting the site from sedimentation this site's many
fish and wildlife outputs will increase and continue long into the future.
Stmnp

Lake

Stump Lake, also located near the confluence of the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers,
provides many fish and wildlife benefits. Like Swan Lake and all of the other HREPs, restoration, protection, and enhancement of this area wiU provide important habitat for many years to
come.
Several potential future habitat projects for the Illinois River have also been identified.
These include Emiquon NWK and Upper and Lower Alton Pool side ehannels restoration.

MODEL

PROGRAM

Implementation
of the UMRS-EMP is providing many outputs. These outputs are:
knowledge (increased understanding of species habitat needs and life requisites, sediment
transport and fate mechanisms, restoration techniques, etc.); habitat (physical modifications
of
the landscape to create, protect, and enhance critical and preferred aquatic, wetland, and
terrestrial conditions); and partnership (important coordination and cooperation that leverages
resources and assures consideration of the goals and objectives of all river constituencies).
The combination of these outputs results in a program that many recognize as a potential
model for other similar national efforts.
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TheUMRS-EMPis providing

UMRS-EMP

multiple outputs, both quantitative

outputs include an increased

Unfortunately

EMP is still considered

and qualitative.

understanding of the needs of various
to be a well kept secret.

species.

Efforts to highlight,

locally, regionally, nationally, and even internationally, the program's successes and its
"'lessons learned" are underway.
Development of the Report to Congress is one such effort.
Other efforts _ill include increased

public outreach

and involvement

activities.

Evaluation

of

completed projects is resulting in each subsequent project being more effective and ef_cient.
Also, as our understanding
of the river system's dynamics increases through monitoring and
data analysis,

project identification,

selection, and design processes
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will continue

to improve.

THE FUTURE
To comply with directives in the Water Resources Development Act of 1986, an
evaluation of the Environmental Management Program is to be submitted to Congress prior to
the end of the existing program. The authorizing legislation for the UMRS-EMP
(Water
Resources

Development

Act of 1986, Section

1103(e)(2) as amended)

states that:

"Programs for the planning, construction, and evaluation of measures fur
fish and wildlife habitat rehabilitation and enhancement; implementation
of a long-term

resource

monitoring

program;

and implementation

of a

computerized inventory and analysis system shall be carried out for 15
years. Before the last day of such 15-year period, the Secretary, in
consultation
withtheSecretary
oftheInterior
and theStatesofIllinois,
Iowa,Minnesota,Missouri,and Wisconsinshallconductan evaluation
of
such programsand submita reporton theresults
of suchevaluation
to
Congress. Such evaluation
shalldetermineeachsuch program'seffectiveness,strengths,
and weaknessesand containrecommendationsforthe
modification
and continuance
or termination
ofsuch program."
The Corps of Engineers,
Upper Mississippi
RiverBasin Association,
U.S. Fishand
WildlifeService,
U.S.GeologicalSurvey,Statenatural
resourceagencies,
and severalnongovernmentalorganizations
arecooperating
inthepreparation
ofa Reportto Congress.
The reportincludes:
a briefhistory
of theprogram;a description
ofthecurrent
condition
and status("health")
oftheUpper Mississippi
RiverSystem;an evaluation
of the
HabitatRehabilitation
and Enhancement Projects
and theLong Term ResourceMonitoring
Program elements;
descriptions
of alternative
program scenarios;
multipleconclusions
about
variousaspectsofthecurrentprogram;and recommendationsto theCorps of Engineersand
the Congress for future consideration and possible implementation.
It also presents public
perspectives based upon input from other agencies, private organizations,
and the general
public.
The report proposes

the follo_dng recommendations

to Congress:

That Congress further amend Section 1103 of the Water Resources
Development Act (WRDA) of 1986, as previously amended, to provide
for the continuing authorization of a program for the implementation and
evaluation of measures for fish and wildlife habitat restoration, protectaon,
enhancement,

and for resource monitoring

and research.

That the annual amount authorized to be appropriated for the program for
the implementation and evaluation of Habitat Rehabilitation and Enhancement Projects

(HREPs)

That current program

be increased
authorization

to $22,750,000.
language

specifying

separate

LTRM

and CIA program elements be rewritten to identify a single long term
resource monitoring, data analysis, and applied research dement, herein
referred to as the LTRMP.
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Thattheannualamountauthorized
tobeappropriated
for
Resource

Monitoring

Program

(LTRMP)

the Long Term

be increased to $10,420,0003.

That the Secretary of the Army, in consultation with the Secretary of the
Interior and the States of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, and Wisconsia, be required to submit a report to Congress

every six years describ-

ing the accomplishments
of the programs; providing updates of a systemic
habitat needs assessment; and identifying any needed adjustments (e.g.,
funding level, program scope, etc.) in the authorization. Submittal of this
report is to be timed so as to allow consideration as part of a comprehensive Water Resources Development Act.
That cost sharing for EMP projects be continued as prescribed by Section
906(e) of the Water Resources Development Act of 1986, under which
implementation costs of projects "on lands managed as national wildlife
refuge" are 100% Federal, and implementation costs of all other projects
are shared 75% Federal/25% non-Federal, providing:
(a) That up to 80% of the 25% non-Federal cost share of a
habitat Rehabilitation and Enhancement Project may be in the
form of in-kind services, including a facility, supply, or service or
lands (LERRDS credits) that is necessary to carry out the project.
This would be similar to other habitat restoration programs such
as Section 1135 of the Water Resources Act of 1986, Project
Modifications for the Improvement of the Environment, as
amended by Section 204(d) of the Water Resources Act of 1996.
(b) That, subject to appropriations,
non-Federal interests may
execute and be reimbursed for the Federal share, without interest,
of studies, design documents, and implementation costs of
approved Habitat Rehabilitation and Enhancement Projects.
After the Corps' final review, this report will be submitted to members
their use in making decisions affecting the Upper Mississippi River System.

CLOSING

of Congress

REMARK

We must continue our efforts to maintain the balance among the Upper Mississippi
River System's many uses. With proper planning and partnership, we can meet Congress'
commitment to keeping the system both a nationally significant ecosystem and a nationally
significant commercial navigation system.
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for

HISTORY

OF COMMERCIAL

FISHING

ON THE ILLINOIS

RIVER

R. A. Williamsen
Illinois Department of Natural Resources, Fisheries Division
600 North Grand Avenue West, Springfield, IL 62701

ABSTRACT
Historieally the lllinois River was the largest freshwater commercial fishery in North
America. Early in the twentieth century, commercial fishermen on this river harvested nearly
25 million pounds offish annually. This harvest was valued at more than one million dollars.
About ten percent of the total freshwater fish harvest in the United States was taken from the
Ilhaois River. Commercial fish harvest declined steadily from around 1910 until 1979.
Declines were due to many factors including pollution, declining fish populations and market
competition with saltwater fishes. Since 1980 commercial harvests have increased as water
quality and fish populations have improved. In recent years, the annual commercial harvest
has averaged
dollars.

around one million pounds with a value of more than one quarter of a million

INTRODUCTION

includes

The Illinois River valley is a major geographic
44% of the state land area and 95% of///inois

feature of Illinois. The watershed
urban area. Native Americans de-

pended upon the rich fish and wildlife resources of the river and its bottom lands. Nearly
every area of high ground in the river floodplain contains evidence of human habitation and the
remains offish and wildlife that sustained these native Americans.
European explorers recognized the tremendous richness of the Illinois River valley.
Father Jacques Marquette wrote in 1673: "We have seen nothing like the river....as regards to
its fertility of soil, its prairies and woods; its cattle, elk, deer, wild cats, bustards, s_Tans,
ducks, parroquets, and even beaver. There are many small lakes and rivers." In 1682 French
explorer Henri de Tonty wrote in his log that one Illinois River catfish served as supper for 22
men.

Commercial fishing on the river began with European settlement and demand for food
in eastern and Midwestem cities. Commercial fishing became lucrative in the mid nineteenth
century when railroads began carrying fish to urban markets. Fish were shipped by rail salted
in wooden barrels, packed in boxes of ice and later in refrigerated cars. Wooden boxes were
packed with 250 pounds offish and 100 pounds of ice. River people were employed in saw
mills to cut local tunber and build the shipping boxes. They also worked during the winter
cutting blocks of ice from local ponds and rivers for use in shipping the fish. Ice was stored in
large ice houses and packed in sawdust to keep it until summer. Many families lived in
houseboats.
Tlae'tr total sustenance came from the river and adjacent bottom lands. They ate
fish and game. Commercial fishing was their main source of income but they also trapped fur,
cut ice, and cut timber. River people lived on whatever the river could provide.
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Fish and game were served in the finest urban restaurants.
Urban markets were major
outlets for Illinois river fishes although all river towns also had local markets to serve the
growing population along the river. Commercial fishing was a major industry on the Illinois
River by the late nineteenth century. In 1894 the U. S. Fish Commission reported that "Fisheries of this state are more important than any other interior state." The state of Illinois harvest
was more than 11.5 million pounds that year with more than one half the harvest consisting of
fish from the sucker family. The abundant sucker resource earned Illinois the nickname
"sucker state". The Illinois River yielded between 10 and 24 million pounds offish annually
during the late 1800's and early 1900's.
harvest for the entire United States.

HISTORIC

HARVEST

BEFORE

This was approximately

10% of the freshwater

fish

1950

From 1899 to 1908 1,700 to 2,500 men and boys worked as commercial fishermen
each year. The reach of the river from Meredosia to Peoria produced the majority of the catch.
Havana markets shipped more fish than any town on the river, averaging more than 100 train
car loads offish per year. The commercial markets provided about one half the total income
for the town of Havana and employed 250 to 350 people. The estimated income in 1907 was
$100,000.

In 1997 dollars this would equal nearly 1.7 million dollars.

The fish harvest peaked in 1908 with 24 million
more than one million dollars. In 1997 dollars the value
dollars. The Havana markets alone shipped 3.8 million
to 1921 harvests declined from 24 milhun pounds down
report, John Alvord attributed
drainage and levee districts.

the decline to reclamation

After the 1908 record catch the commercial

pounds
would
pounds
to four

harvested. The value was
be nearly seventeen million
offish that year. From 1908
million pounds. In a 1915

of lakes and overflowed

land by

harvest declined until 1921 when the catch

waS only four million pounds. A flood occurred in 1922 and the harvest jumped to 10.6
million pounds. From 1922 to 1950 the harvest slowly declined to 5.6 milfion pounds.

HUMAN

IMPACTS

ON THE FISH HABITAT

The Illinois River originally flowed in a constantly

changing

but natural state.

Fish,

wildlife, plant communities and man lived in harmony with the natural flows of the river.
Beginning in the late nineteenth century, man's activities had a major impact on the river and
the commercial fisheries. The first change was the introduction of the European carp. Immigrants entering the new land were accustomed to having carp as a food item in Europe. They
demanded that the federal government import the carp for stocking into ponds for culture and
into all waters to establish wild populations.
From 1879 to 1894 carp were introduced into
every major lake and river in Illinois with the assistance of the U S Fish Commission and the
Illinois Fish Commission.
This dramatically altered the composition of the fishery. In 1894
the commercial harvest _s 55% buffalo and 10% carp. By 1897 carp was nearly 60% of the
catch.
catch.

In 1908 the harvest

was 65% carp and only 7% buffalo.

By 1930 carp was 90% of the

A major change in the river occurred with the opening of the Chicago Sanitary
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and

-

ShipCanal. TheChicago River originally drained mto Lake Michigan. As the river became
more polluted, the city decided to reverse the flow away from the lake and drinking water
supplies and diverted the polluted waters south and west into the Illinois River. The first
attempt was through a pumping system into the Illinois and Michigan Canal and ultmaately
into the Illinois River. This system was operational by 1867. Water quality improved in the
Chicago River at first but eventually the system was unable to handle waste water from the
growing city, Epidemics were common with as many as 90,000 Chicagoans dieing in the
worst one in 1895. Health conditions in the city improved with the opening of the Sanitary and
Ship Canal in 1900. Unfortunately the new canal opened the door to degradation of the river.
The traditional values of the river would never again be the same. Commercial fishing,
musseling and ice cutting were to decline because of the polluted water. Major fish kills also
occurred in the upper reach of the river because of the wastewater originating in Chicago.
Black bass was the most important commercial fish until 1898. Atter 1899 the bass harvest
declined. Besides the entire wastewater discharge from Chicago, up to 10,000 cubic feet per
second of lake Michigan
wastewater downstream.

river.

_ater was diverted down the canal to aid navigation

and flush the

Flows increased dramatically and water levels raised by 1.5 to 4.0 feet all along the
This action nearly doubled the surface acreage of backwater areas. This expanded

bae,,kwater acreage improved fish spawning and feeding habitats. Fish harvest increased until
1908. As the human population grew and industry developed, more pollutants were dumped
into the river. So much sewage, slaughter house offal, and industrial waste were dumped into
the fiver that the channel had to be dredged. Waste was carried in scows to be dumped off the
main ehaanel to allow the river to flow and boats to pass. Demand for fish from the river
declined as pollutants caused an "off flavor". After World War I ponds were built near the
river to hold fish and eliminate the "gassy" flavor of fish caused by the decomposition
of
sewage and sludge in the river. By 1950 fish above Ottawa were considered unfit for human
consumption.
The next major change was the development

of drainage

districts

that levied and

pumped wetlands and backwater lakes to protect homes and businesses and to convert land to
agriculture.
From 1900 to 1926 levees and drainage districts had removed more than 200,000
acres from the floodplain and had destroyed 40 to 50% of the backwater lakes and wetlands
that represented the state's richest fish spawning areas.
As development continued, flooding problems increased. In 1930 the U. S. Supreme
Court issued a decree that reduced the water diverted from Lake Michigan over a 10-year
period from 10,000 cubic feet per second down to 1,500 cubic feet per second by 1939.
During the same period, the 9-foot navigation channel was created with a series of seven locks
and dams. The dams stabilized the low water flows. However, the clean water from Lake
Michigan no longer helped to dilute the polluted water from Chicago and water quality dedined. AS human populations increased and industry grew, the pollution increased.
The
upper reach of the river became devoid offish life. Although the reduced Lake Michigan
diversion undoubtedly helped reduce high flows, flooding and abnormally high flows have
continued to this day. This is a result of high peak nmofffrom
increased urban development,
drainage of wetlands, tiling, stream channelization, and modem agricultural practices.
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HARVEST

SINCE

1950

The statewide
However,

harvest

of fish has remained relatively

the Illinois River harvest has deeIned.substantially

stable for the past 45 years.
during this period.

The Missis-

sippi River is the other major commercial harvest area in l_inois. From 1950 to 1996 the
average annual harvest increased from around two million pounds to about four million
pounds. During the same time, the Illinois fiver declined dramatically from four million to
one million pounds. The percentage of the smtewide harvest taken from the Illinois river
dropped from 70% to about 15%. Although the total statewide harvest declined sightly, the
Mississippi River harvest appears to have increased to compensate for the reduced harvest in
the Illinois river. Most of the state's harvest now oenurs on the Mississippi River.
The number of full and part l_ne commercial fishermen has declined on both rivers
during the past 45 years. Mississippi River fishermen declined from 248 in 1950 to 221 m
1996. The number on the Illinois River declined dramatically from 275 in 1951 to 79 m 1996.
At the lowest point in 1980 only 26 active fishermen
There are several possible

were fishing the Illinois River.

reasons why market demand for fresh water fish in general

has not grown with the demand for other food products

as the population

in North America

has

expanded.
Carp were a major component of the fi'esii water harvest after their introduction
and establishment.
They were served at high class restaurants when they first became available. Carp adapted so well that they were an abundant and cheap source of food to poor
immigrants.
Carp fell out of favor with the upper class when they became so available to the
masses and became known as "a poor man's fish". In addition, the carp were able to survive
the increased

levels of pollutants

which were found in the Illinois and other major rivers.

Many native fishes could not tolerate the pollutants and declined or disappeared entirely.
Although competition with the carp may have been a factor, the major cause of the loss of
native fishes was habitat destruction and decreased water quality. Ironically the carp that was
hardy enough to survive was blamed for the loss of game fishes.
unpopular

To this day it remains

with diners and anglers in Illinois.
Seafood

markets could expand inland just as inland markets

expanded with rail

transportation.
Modem transportation
and processing make fresh and frozen seafood readily
available. Marine fisheries are far larger than inland fisheries allowing large harvests and
economical processing facilities. Due to the small volume of fresh water fisheries, processing
has not been mechanized or modernized. Fish are still processed by hand in small markets.
Freezing, packaging, and other modem methods common in the marine industry are generally
not feasible for small local markets. They are unable to compete for large markets with
modem

packaging

and are essentially

Animal husbandry
advances
producing

and production

during this century.
large amounts
Aquaculture

limited to marketing

fresh products.

of poultry, pork, and beef have also made major

These industries effeetively

compete with fish markets

by

of meat at low costs.

of fresh water fishes has expanded

providing a low cost, high quality, dependable supply
The aquaculture industry can guarantee portion sizes,
fishermen cannot guarantee.
Winter weather, floods,
variable and affect the supply, size and quality of the
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particularly

in the southern

states,

of catfish and other fresh water fishes.
quality, and supply which commercial
water conditions and other factors are all
commercial catch.

Fisheries managers

have responded to sport fishing interests

and attempt

to manage

fish populations for the more popular sportfishes. Management information often refers to
commercial species as "trash" or "rough" fish further eroding the public attitude about these
fishes.

CONCLUSION
The river has been modified beyond recognition from what it was when Marquette first
described it. A return to pristine conditions is unlikely as long as civilized man inhabits the
valley. Although the river will never be the same as it was, it can provide the economic
benefits wanted by the people ofnlinois including a viable commercial fishery. In spite of the
lack of growth in the Illinois River commercial fish harvest, the industry has managed to
survive. Less people work in the industry, but the market is currently stable. The potential for
growth does exist based on the fish populations.
The nlinois River contains approximately
60,000 acres of water surface. Assuming an average annual harvest of 80 to 100 pounds per
acre, the potential harvest is four to five limes the current average of 1.2 million pounds. In
recent years, fish species diversity has been increasing. Water quality has improved with
elimination of point source pollutants. The record harvests reported in the early part of the
century prior to the formation of levee districts will never be reached again unless water
acreage is increased, but the current acreage could support an expanded harvest. That harvest
may occur if profitable markets are available.
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Resources

INTRODUCTION
Through

the ages, freshwater

mussels have been utilized by a variety of peoples for a

variety of purposes, most often for the raw materials they have provided. More recently we
are beginning to appreciate these organisms for the services they provide in aquatic ecosystems. And increasingly we are using mussels as a source of valuable knowledge that will have
direct application to maintaining and even improving our quality of life in the future. This
paper reviews the history of our exploitation of native freshwater mussels, especially of the
Illinois River, and then briefly discusses some of these newer values of our mussel resources.

EARLY

USES OF MUSSELS
The fact that mussels were an important

resource for native Americans

in the Illinois

River Valley can be gleaned from numerous archaeological digs throughout the valley. In
addition to their worth as an important food source, native Americans used mussel shells for a
variety of utensils, such as spoons, and as tools, especially hoes and scrapers. They were
made into decorative ornaments such as pendants and were fashioned into fish lures or decoys.
As do their marine
have been tre_ured

relatives, freshwater

for several thousands

mussels sometimes

of years.

Early settlers

produce pearls, and pearls
and later loggers and

trappers, also collected mussels for food, and while pearls are relatively rare, they were
sometimes discovered.
In the Midwest in the mid-1800s, single pearl finds often precipitated
"pearl rushes" during which eager fortune seekers ravaged entire mussel beds, collecting every
mussel they could get their hands (or feet) on, cutting them open and inspecting them for
pearls, and then discarding the dying animals. Claassen (1994) reports that in the early 1900s,
single pearls from the Wabash River sometimes sold for up to $4000 each (about $67 thousand in 1996 dollars) and that during a five-year period the Wabash River yielded more than
$1 million worth of pearl; that was more profit than had been realized from the exploitation
other natural resources of the region such as zinc, gold, silver, gas, oil, and copper, and all
public utility companies

THE PEARL

BUTTON

during the previous

10 years.

INDUSTRY

According to Coker (1919), in 1872 a William Slater of Peoria, IL shipped some
freshwater mussel shells to Europe; those shells were reportedly collected from the Illinois
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of

RiveratPeoria.Apparentlyabox

of those shells eventualty ended up on the workbench in a
button maker's shop in Germany. The shop's owner, John F. Boepple, found the strange shells
known to him only as from a river "somewhere about 200 miles southwest of Chicago" were a
raw malerinl from which he could produce good quality, durable buttons. In March of 1887,
Boepple immigrated to America and while staying with his sister in Petersburg,
a good supply of shells in the Rock Island area. He finally foand just the right
the Mississippi River near Muscatine, IA. In January of 1891, Boepple formed
which has been labeled as the beginning of the freshwater pearl button industry

IL, he heard of
kind of shells in
a parmership
(Claassen

1994). In 1894, 196,000 pounds of shells were harvested from the Mississippi River near
Muscatine and at an average value of almost $0.015 per pound, the harvest was reportedly
worth $2,700 (Bartenhagen 1976 in Claassen 1994); converted to 1996 dollars, that is equivalent to $0.23 per pound and a total worth of $45,000.
Initially, mussels usually were collected without specialized tools; harvesters entered
the water and collected shells by hand (called hand picking) or with their feet (called toedigging). These methods, collectively referred to as poUywogging, limited harvest to those
areas where the water was shallow enough for collectors to swim to the bottom and probably
protected

deep-water

beds from overharvest.

Around

1897, the crowfoot

or brail hook was

developed. The hooks were attached to pipes or boards and dragged from boats across mussels beds. Some of these wire hooks slipped into the openings between the shells of mussels.
The mussels closed, clamping down on the hook and being dislodged from the substrate, they
then could be lifted to the surface. The brail bars, as the5' were called, allowed shelters (those
collecting mussels) to harvest beds in deeper water. Coker (1919) reported that about 70% of
the shells collected between 1912 and 1914 were taken by brail. Other tools used to harvest
shells included

forks, clam tongs, and dredges.

The shell button industry flourished. On a good bed, a sheller could earn $30 per
week (about $500 in 1996 dollars) in 1898, and overall earnings averaged $i0 per week
(Clansseu 1994). Coker (1919) reported 13 button factories along the Mississippi by 1897,
and the number had grown to 49 in 1898. There were 16 or 17 button factories in Mnscatine
alone in 1899 (Clanssen 1994). According to Searpino (1985) an estimated 9,746 shellers
worked the Mississippi

River between

1912 and 1914.

While Danglade (1914) indicated there was some shelling done on the Illinois River in
1872 and 1892, it was in 1907 that shellers from the over-harvested Wabash River first
focused considerable attention on the Illinois. Shelling that year was on the lower one-third of
the river between Bath and Pearl. According to Coker (1919), in 1908 shell sales from the
Illinois River amounted to $139,000 ($2.3 million in 1996 dollars) and accounted for 20% of
all proceeds from musseling in the Mississippi Basin. The top price for shells was about
$0.008 per pound ($20 per ton), so it is likely over 14 million pounds were sold.
Shelling peaked on the glinois in 1909 when according to Danglade (1914) about
2,600 boats were shelling between Peru and Grafmn; that was an average of more than 10
boats per mile. By 1912, Danglade had labeled the Illinois as the most productive mussel
stream, per mile, in the North America. However, by that time the Illinois was already showing signs of overharvest, and only about 400 boats were working the river. Coker (1919)
reported that in 1913, I 1.8 million pounds of shells were sold from the Illinois River at a price
of $88,797 ($1.4 million in 1996 dollars) and associated pearls sold for almost $40,000
($633,246

in 1996 dollars).
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Overthenext

several years the effects of ovedmrvest coupled with negative impacts

of

pollution and habitat alterations (e.g., from dams) reduced the mussel populations in the
Illinois River. While harvest fluctuated from year to year, by 1940 it had dropped below five
million pounds annually (Figure 1). The use of plastics further reduced the market and
harvest. However, about this time a new market for Midwestem mussel shells was developing.
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INDUSTRY

Japanese had been experimenting with pearl culture since the late 1800s. They had
found freshwater mussel shells were an excellent raw material from which to produce cultured
pearls. Significant shell export to Japan began in the late 1940s and early 1950s. In Japan the
shells are sliced, the slices cut into cubes, and then the cubes are machined into spheres or
nuclei. These nuclei are surgically implanted in marine oysters. The implanted oysters are
maintained in bays, and during this culturing process, they lay down a layer of pearl over the
outside of the shell nucleus. The longer the period of lime over which the nucleus remains in
the oyster, the thicker the layer of pearl over the mussel shell nuelens becomes. Originally,
pearls were cultured for several years, but now they are more often cultured only several
months; most cultured pearls produced today are more than 95% Midwestem mussel shell with
only a thin layer of true pearl over the outside.
Today, the cultured pearl industry is big business. From 1990 through 1995, a total
of nearly 100 million pounds of shells was exported to Japan from the United States (personal
communieation,
Baker 1995 in Fassler 1997); the 19.8 million pounds exported in 1991 was
reportedly worth $40 million (personal communication, Baker 1993). In the United States,
retail sale of cultured pearl jewelry is estimated to be worth about $700-800 million per year
and worldwide amounts to $3 billion annually (personal communication,
Peggy Baker, president, Tennessee Shell Company, November 1993). Mussel harvest fluctuates dramatically and
is dependant on many factors including price, shell availability, and river conditions; for
example, fewer shells are usually collected during flood years. From the Illinois River, from
1963 through 1993, the reported harvest was 18.7 million pounds (9350 tons) or an annual
average of almost 700 thousand pounds (Figure 2). In 1996 dollars, shellers have received a
total of almost $8.5 million since 1963, an average of $300 thousand per year, for Illinois
River shells.
Up through the early 1990s, the mean price per pound paid to shellers fluctuated less
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dramatically
thanharvestandhadincreased
somewhat
fasterthanthecostof living(Figure2).
Whilelicensedatapriorto 1987arenot available, from 1988 through 1993 there was a
positive relationship between average price per pound and both numbers of shellers (which
may be used as an indication of effort) and harvest (Figure 2). When the mean price per
pound paid to shellers more than doubled from 1987 through 1991, the number of shellers
increased almost ten fold, from 173 sbellers in 1987 to about 1500 in 1991. Harvest from the
Illinois River increased over 200% from 369 thousand pounds in 1987 to 1.19 million pounds
in 1991. In 1992, the mean price per pound dropped by one third; so did the number of
licensed shellers and harvest dropped over 40%. Although prices stabilized in 1993, the
number of sbeUers and the harvest continued to drop, probably due in part to the 1993 flood
which made harvesting difficult. That same year, a dense infestation of zebra mussels in the
Illinois River threatened native mussel populations, and the lllmois was dosed to harvest in
1994. With the IUinois River dosed, only the Mississippi River remained open for harvest in
Illinois beginning in 1994. Average price rebounded to $1.56 per pound in 1995 and $1.70 per
pound in 1996. However, neither the number of shellers nor the harvest in Illinois has rebounded to the levels of a few years ago, and pre "hminary information indicates even lower
numbers for the 1997 season.

CURRENT

STATUS

OF MUSSELS

Today, our North American mussels are one of the most endangered groups of organisms in the world. According to Williams et nl. (1994) of the 297 taxa or kinds of native
freshwater mussels described from North America, one-third are endangered, more than 14.5%
are threatened, and 24% are of special concern. That means we know that at least 71% are
either gone or in trouble. When you eliminate the ones we are not sure about, that leaves only
24% of our native mussel fauna that is considered stable.
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Figure4. Mean eatch ratesforbrailcollecfionsfmm
the lUinoisRiver,1966-69 and 1993-95.

Ifwe focuson theIllinois
River,aroundtheturnof thecenturyseveralmusselsurveys
giveus a reasonableideaofthemusseldiversity
(thekindsofmussels)oncepresentinthe
Illinois
River (i.e.,
Calkins1874,Kelley1899,Baker 1906,Forbesand Richardson1913,
Dang,lade1914,and Richardson1923).However, becausetheirsamplingmethods were not
quantitative,
we do nothave dataon historical
densities.
Based on theirreportsand more
recent analysis of museum records by Kevin Cummings of the Illinois Natural History Survey,
we now believe there were 49 species of native freshwater mussels in the Illinois River at the
tum ofthecentury(Figure3).
In hiswork on theIllinois
Riverduringthe1960s,Starrett
(1971)found only 23
species(Figure3). Duringour recentsurveyoftheIllinois
Riverfrom 1993 through 1995
(Whitneyetal.hipreparation),
we alsocollected
23 species,
butfound diversity
on thelower
riverhas continuedto decline.We were pleasedto findmusselson two upper reachesof the
riverwhere Starrett
collected
none duringthe 1960s.However, duringour recentsurvey,we
used divingwhich isa more effective
samplingtechnique
thanthoseemployed by previous
researchers.
Itislikely
thathad we employed onlythelessefficient
collcetion
methods used by
previousresearchers,
ourdiversity
would have been less.Itisalsonoteworthythatfourofthe
species
we collected
duringour recentsurveywere represented
by singlespecinacns,
and one
otherby onlytwo individuals.
During our recentsurveyof theIllinois
River,we alsomade collections
witha brail
bar,similar
to what Starrett
usedinthe1960s,and we compared our catch-per-unit-effort
(musselscollected
perfive-minute
brailrun)withStarrett's.
Overall,
our catchratewas about
one-fiRhthatreportedby Starrctt
30 yearsago,so itappearsmusseldensities
have declined
drastically
(Figure4).

ZEBRA

MUSSELS
Recently,

in addition to habitat alteration,

pollution, and overharvest,

native mussels

arefacinga new threat-the
invading zebramussel.The first
zebramusselreportedinthe
Mississippi
Riverdrainagewas collected
from theIllinois
RiverinJune 1991 nearBath,
approximately
60 miles downriver from Peoria. It was collected by a sheller and was attached
to a native mussel. We deployed zebra mussel samplers at five sites along the lower 210 miles
of the Illinois soon after the first find in 1991. When we retrieved those samplers in November
1991, the only one with zebra mussels was from our upriver site at Hennepin,

and that sampler

had only three zebra mussels on it (equal to less than 15 per square meter).
Zebra mussel
numbers on the Illinois increased dramatically in 1992; we collected them at all sites we
monitored, and we documented densities as high as 650 per square meter at one site. In 1993,
during the flood, the Illinois River experienced a zebra mussel population explosion which
resulted in densities as high as 60,000 per square meter on the lower river. By the fall of 1993,
we saw significant mortality of both zebra and native mussels, and native mussel mortality
increased through 1994 and 1995. Since then, it appears zebra mussel numbers have not
rebounded on the lower two-thirds of the river, but we believe the potential for additional dense
infestations

on the river is still high.

Zebra mussels produce microscopic larcae which driR in the water column. Since
1994, we have monitored zebra mussel larvae in the Illinois River mains'tem at one site near
Havana. In both 1994 and 1995, we documented densities well over 100 per liter, and when
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wemultipliedthosedensities
by thedischarge
oftheriver,attimesweestimated
morethan60
millionlarvaewerepassingoursamplesiteeachsecond;
weestimate
about200trillion larvae
passed
Havanain both1994and1995(Stoeekel
etal., 1997).Wewerepleased
to seelarvae
numbersdownduring1996,buttheyhaverebounded
somewhat
in 1997.If environmental
conditions
arefight,wecouldseeadultzebra mussel densities similar to those we saw of 1993.
SERVICES
Ecosystem

MUSSELS

PROVIDE

Services

Native mussels play several critical roles in aquatic ecosystems.
For example, in
rivers and streams, mussels can provide important stable substrates in a shifting, unstable
environment.

Aquatic insect eggs and larvae, and fish eggs attached

to mussel shells are

protected from being scoured away or from being buried by sand and sill because mussels
move up and down in the substrate to maintain their position at the substrate-water
interface.
Mussel beds also create structure and habitat diversity used by many fishes as nursery and
fettling

areas.

Mussels

are filter feeders.

They function

as small water treatment

plants by removing

particulate organic matter (and its associated oxygen demand) from the water column. Basically they clean the water. These filter feeders then convert that organic nmtter into biomass
(their flesh) which can be an important food source for some fish and wildlife (e.g., freshwater
drum, catfish, muskrats, and raccoons).
Knowledge
Mussels provide knowledge, knowledge that can be used to maintain or even increase
the quality of our aquatic ecosystems and even our lives. Understanding the ecological roles
organisms play in ecosystems helps us discern the ways these complex systems function, how
much stress they can take before they break, and how they sometimes repair themselves.
Then
this knowledge can be used to help us with risk assessments and predicting the ecological
consequences
of perturbations, both intentional and accidental, as well as rehabilitation efforts
on the system. As an example, a better understanding of the filter-feeding roles of mussels
(and other filter feeders) may assist us in determining the capacity of the Illinois River to
assimilate organic matter from municipal wastes-how
much could we improve water quality
in the Illinois River by enhancing

native mussel populations?

Mussels have been used in basic physiological

research.

They use tiny hairlike

projections called cilia that beat like tittle paddies to create water currents to transport oxygen
and food into their shells. These cilia also trap and transport food particles to the mussels"
mouths. We too have cilia, among other places in our lungs, and one function of these cilia is
to aid us in removing foreign particles from our lungs. Nervous control of these cilia is
localized in humans just as it is in mussels, and some of the research to understand neural
control of cilia in human lungs was carried out at the Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
School of Medicine
Biomedical
Parkinson's

using native mussels collected from the Illinois River.
research

has also used mussels.

Some degenerative

disease, are due to problems with substances
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diseases,

called neurotrunsmitters.

such as
Again at

I

SIU, basic research on the roles ofneurotmnsmitters
has been carried out using native mussels
and their relatives the fingernail dams. Because filter feeding mussels are exposed to a host of
disease-causing
bacteria and viruses, they have developed impressive immune systems. Future
studies of mussel immune systems could provide insights into the systems of other organisms
including humans.
Often, structural designs used by living organisms

in nature can be copied to provick_

new materials with improved properties-biomimeties.
A mussel shell is composed primarily
of calcium carbonate, but a complex layering of the calcium carbonate with organic substances
produces a structure far stronger than that of calcium carbonate alone. A knowledge of the
shell structure is being used in attempts to create similar structure in some ceramic materials
anticipation

that the resulting

complex will be stronger than conventional

ceramics

in

alone.

CONCLUSION
We reemphasize that while native mussels have been valuable

to us in the past and

they are currently, it is likely their future worth will be even greater.
While we have provided
only a few examples, we believe the point is made that mussels and other obscure organisms
that many may think of as relatively worthless, may hold the answers to questions in fields as
diverse as medicine, agriculture, and maanfacturing-some
which have not yet been asked.
Unfortunately,
negative human impacts from factors such as habitat alterations and destruction, and pollution, combined with what appears to be over exploitation, have reduced our
native mussel populations over time. And zebra mussels and navigation expansion are additional and significant threats to their future. As a result, the benefits we _11 derive from this
natural resource, both currently and in the future, may be only a fraction of what might be
realized if we were able to better protect and even enhance our native mussel communities.
To
do this, we need to be aware that management decisions based on cost-benefit analyses which
totally ignore ecosystem services and the potential value of new knowledge will not adequately
protect organisms such as our freshwater mussels of the Minois River. Our challenge is to do
what we can to insure organisms such as freshwater mussels persist, to be diligent and imaginative both in our management efforts and our research
apply that knowledge to solving problems.

to understand

these organism,

and to
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PRELUDE
"What is it that confers the noblest delight?

What is that which swells a man's

breast

with pride above that which any other experience can bring him? Discovery! ...To give birSah
to an idea-to discover a great thought-an
intellectual nugget, right under the dust of a field
that many a brain-plow had gone before...To be the first-that's
the idea. To do something,
say something, see something, before anyone else-these are the things that confer a pleasure
compared with which other pleasures are tame and trivial." The great American writer, Mark
Twain wrote these words in his book The Innocents Abroad. It is with this pride that this
paper is presented.

INTRODUCTION
The United States Government

with the General Survey Act of 1824 directed the

United States Army, Corps of Engineers (Corps) to begin improvements to the navigation
system of the Mississippi River. The dawn of the twentieth century saw the era of the steamboat fade and the birth of other more efficient forms of water transportation.
This called for
extensive studies to be made to create one great integrated waterway system utilizing the
waters of the Mississippi, the Illinois, and the Ohio Rivers. The United States Congress
authorized the legislation necessary to build a nine foot (2.7 meter) navigation channel. To
obtain this minimum depth for the full range of hydrologic conditions locks and dams were
built. On the Upper Mississippi River (UMR) a series of 29 looks and dams maintain navigation depths.
These projects have worked as designed, and provide a safe and dependable navigation
channel for the LIMP,- The environmental stewardship mission of the Corps on the Mississippi
River has increased since the original authorization.
The Corps has made major strides in
altering/redesigning
navigation structures (dikes and revetments) to serve both environmental
and navigation needs. In addition, numerous small scale (geographically)
habitat restoration
projects have been undertaken
on one of the largest concerns

in this reach of the river. However, these efforts did not focus
river biologists have relative to the lock and darn system.

One of the main concerns expressed by river and wildlife biologists relative to the
management of the navigation pools is the overall health of the ecosystem.
The3' believe the
natural water level fluctuation allows for tremendous biological diversity and substainability
of
the UMR ecosystem. The3" believe the annual low water, that allowed wetland (emergent
aquatic) vegetation to grow naturally', is missing.
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TheCorpsof Engineers' principal focus in ecosystem restoration is on those ecological resources and processes that are directly associated with the hydrologic regime of the
ecosystem. Human influence has had, and will continue to have, an impact on virtually all
ecosystems.
This should always be recognized when developing ecosystem restoration goals
and objectives.
In 1994, the St. Louis District of the Corps, launched an innovative concept on the
three southern most locks and dams on the UMR. This nc_ 7concept is Environmental
Pool
Management

(EPM). This concept works with the natural hydrograph

dependable navigation

channel in an environmental

to provide a safe and

sensitive manner.

The ecological response to EPM has been outstanding.
Habitat restoration, specifically the growth of large areas of wetland vegetation has been outstanding. The many resource
agencies that deal with the Mississippi River Basin on a daily basis are impressed with the
results.

THE IMPORTANCE

OF MACROPHYTES

Macrophytes
(vegetation) provide a variety of benefits to a river ecosystem. These
benefits include, but are not limited to, wildlife and fish habitat cover and food sources,
erosion control and water quality improvement.
Millions
can Waterfowl

of birds use the UMR for their spring and fall migration.
Management

The North

Plan has identified the UMR as 1 o£34 waterfowl

habitat

Ameriareas of

major concern in the United States and Canada. One of the concerns regarding the UMR is its
long-term viability as a migratory, resource relative to the shrinking macrophyte community.
During the fall migration, the birds need high energy food. The macrophytes provide
this energy through the seeds they produce. During the spring migration, the birds (especially
the females who need high protein and carbohydrate levels to produce eggs), arc in search of
high protein food. The residual vegetation supports
such high protein nourishment for the birds.

invertebrate

communities

needed to supply

It is commonly accepted that macrophytes are beneficial to x_terfowl. In the past there
has been concern that management practices that arc beneficial to waterfowl are not necessarily beneficial, and in some cases, detrimental
bothwaterfowland fish.

to fish.

The EPM program provides

benefits to

In 1988,theUpper Mississippi
RiverConservation
CommitteepublishedFishes
Interactions
With AquaticMacrophvtesWith SpecialReferenceto theUppcr Mississippi
River System.

They reported

the following.

"More than half of the fish species on the Upper Mississippi

River system

use macrophytes to satisfy, some habitat need. Aquatic plant communities
are used as feeding grounds for primary and secondary consumers, and
play a vital role in aquatic food webs. They provide substrate and
concealment for reproduction and larval development.
They protect
vulnerable organisms from predation and other environmental hazards."
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Tallgrass _
Panieum) and Shortgrass (Enchinoohloa_ CQyp_.q.m_are two of the
dominant plant groups expected to occur as the result of EPM, This group ofmaerophytes
provide substrate for terrestrial and aquatic maeroinvertebrates.
It also attenuates
action, thereby creating micro-habitat conditions for the accumulation
of plankton

wave
and free-

floating plants.
Smartweed

ol_.0.!y,g_0..__)is found in abundance

provides mid- and late-season
peak emergence

from EPM.

cover, which may be important

This maerophyte

group

as substmte for insects during

periods.

The importance of the wetland rnacrophytes from EPM is not limited to the UMR. As
with almost every river in the world the Gulf of Mexico, west of the Mississippi River delta, is
suffering from severe oxygen detieiency on a seasonal basis. Studies have shown that waters
from the river have nutrients which allot' for the growth of algal blooms. The dead algae
organisms consume oxygen in Gulf waters leading to a low oxygen or hypoxic zone. When
this zone is present, there is an extremely high mortality rate for benthic organisms.
Urban and agricultural

sources

contribute

to the high nitrogen

levels.

The pooled

portion of the river, above the mouth of the Missouri River, is thought to contribute
percent of the nitrogen delivered to the Gulf.

about 31

It is known that wetlands play a significant role in water quality improvement for
certain chemicals, sediments and nutrients. One study showed that when wastewater was
passed through a wetland, 70 percent of ammonia nitrogen, 99 percent of nitrite and nitrate
nitrogen and 95 percent of total dissolved phosphorus was removed. Much of this water
quality improvement can be directly attributed to aquatic, semi-aquatic
maerophytes taking up the nutrients during growth periods.
Empirically

it may be stated:

A) The desiccation
denitrifieation.
B) Wetland

and water tolerant

of river mud fiats and the oxidation

vegetation

will utilize nitrogen

C) The positive ammonium

of surfaee soils can lead to

during the period of growth.

ion can be tmmobilized

by negatively

charged soil

particles.
The wetlands from this project should not be considered

a solution to the problem

of

the hypoxic zone in the Gulf of Mexico. However, the expansion of the EPM program to the
entire UMR Lock and Dam system has the potential to mensurable reduce the nitrogen load
entering the Gulf of Mexico.

TRADITIONAL

OPERATION

The dams create slack-water
flows.

pools for navigation

during periods of low and medium

The looks pass river traffic from one pool to another.

water pool system, it was necessary

for the federal government
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In order to operate the slackto acquire interest m all real

estate (lease and purchase) that would be subject to flooding caused by the use of the dams. In
a desire to lessen these real estate requirements the St, Louis Districts" three Mississippi River
Locks and Dams (L&Ds) are regulated using a hinge-point.
Hypothetically,
if there was zero discharge in the Mississippi River, the water surface
between two L&Ds would be level. Maximum pool must be maintained at the downstream
L&D to maintain the authorized 2.7 meter (9 feet) channel at the upstream most point in the
pool. As river flows increase, the upstream portion of the pool rises, lessening the need to
maintain maximum pool. Utilizing a hinge-point, the water level at the downstream L&D is
lowered to reduce real estate requirements and still maintain a 2.7 meter channel throughout
the pook
The hinge-point method of managing water levels allows for a range of water levels
for various flow rates. The modem technology now available to a water control manager (i.e.,
data collection platforms, satellite transmissions,
computers) were not always available.
Without the advantage of modem technology, water oontrol managers of the past had to work
in the middle of the hinge-point range. Flow rates on the Mississippi River are very dynamic
and can be altered dramatically based on numerous variables such as precipitation,
ice, and
hydropower generation.
The water control manager of the past had only one value per day to
use in making water management decisions. Therefore to be prudent, the water control
manager attempted to keep the pool in the middle of the binge-point range to provide for the
tmknowns.
Drawdowns utilizing the traditional method, were generally not sufficient to provide a
valuable vegetative response. They were too small and more importantly, too short in duration
to produce viable habitat.
meters for about 20 days.

The typical drawdown in Pool #25, for example is between 0.I - 0.5
The duration of the typical drawdovm is insufficient to produ_

vegetation

that was able to remain above the water level when the pool was returned to the

maximum

regulated

pool.

The traditional

method allowed for a safe and dependable

navigation

channel.

How-

ever, it was unable to produce the kind of vegetative response the river biologists were looking
to achieve. Historically only one out of every four years was a drawdowa of 0.1 - 0.5 meters
achieved for 30 days.

GENESIS

OF ENVIRONMENTAL

POOL MANAGEMENT

In the summer of 1994, the Missouri Department of Conservation (MODOC) made a
proposal to the Corps for an experiment in Pool #25. The goal of this experiment was to
achieve, on a regular basis, drawdowns that might increase habitat. The Corps immediately
expanded

the scope of the experiment
The parameters
1. Provide

to include the pools #24 and #25.

that were used in this experiment

a safe and dependable

navigation
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included:

channel.

2. Utilizethefollowing

vegetative

growth parameters:

a. Employ a pool dmwdown

of 0.2 to 0.7 meters for at least 30 days.

b. Employ a pool dmwdo_

during the pcrind fi-om May I to July 30, with

the May-June
production.

period being the most desirable

for vegetative

gro_.th and seed

c. Aiter the initial drawdown, allow the pool to rise _ a rate of not greater
than 2.5 centimeters per day. Vegetation will grow at a rapid rate ifnot
overtopped

by water and ira slow pool rise is provided.

An important feature of the plan is close coordination with resource managers in the
field, who provide valuable insight into actual conditions. As with any natural process, the
vegetative response will vary from year to year. Time of year, temperature, and precipitation
all have an effect. The resource managers in the field, provide important real time input on the
vegetative response and provide important suggestions relative to adjustments that may be
needed. For example, in 1996 several plant species germinated during the middle of the
drawdowa and additional time was requested to allow these species to gain sufficient height.
The MODOC provide the initial monitoring of the project. They estabhshed various
control locations in all three pools within the St. Louis District. The vegetative response was
greater than originally envisioned. Preliminary estimates revealed that over
1,200 hectares of vegetation were created as a result of this first experiment.
After the successful 1994 experiment, the decision was made to continue with the
research during 1995, 1996 and 1997. The monitoring done by MODOC and other agencies
such as the Illinois Department of Natural Resources was much more extensive in 1995,1996
and 1997. The successful results in 1995 surpassed these in 1994. The successful results in
1996 exceeded those in 1995. The cold temperatures
the growth of vegetation during the early part EPM.
1997 was another successful year.

during the early Spring of 1997 hindered
Even with the early unfavorable weather

RESULTS
A total of eight sampling sites were established for evaluation.
In Pool 24, sites were
established at Crider Island, Pharrs Island, and ar Clarksville National Wildlife Refuge. In
Pool 25, sites were established
The only site established

Three photographic
several different elevations.
tion parameters.

Island, and Batchtown.

points were estabhshed at each sample site. These points were at
A 0.5 meter square template was used to record various vegeta-

The species,

square were recorded.

at Stag Island, Jim Crow Island, Turner

in Pool 26 was at Dresser Island.

number,

and height of the vegetation

In addition, photographs

visits.
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within the 0.5 meter

were taken at each site during the weekly

Sevengeneraofvegetation
wereidentifiedinthe20differentsamplesitesduring
1995.Thefollowinggenerawerefound:
I. Polwenum

spp.
2. Cv_ems spp.
3. Eehinochloa spp. -4. Amamnthns spp. --

smartweed
chufa
wild millet
pigweed

5. Setaria spp. -6. Panienm
7. Leersia

yellow Foxtail
panic grass
rice eutgrass

Chufa, wild millet and smartweed

were the three most likely plants to be found in any

given location. The distribution of each genera in any given year is very dependant
of the year of the dmwdown and the corresponding temperatures.

on the lime

The three dominant genera had similar growth patterns during the first five weeks.
After five weeks, the growth pattern started to diverge. Chufa leveled off at 35 inches, millet
leveled off at 40-45 inches and smartweed was continuing to grow at the lime of the last
survey.
Approximately
30 days were required for plants to grow to a height of 7-10 inches
during the Summer of 1995. Plant height did not increase until the pools were raised slowly
back to maximum regulated levels. The vegetation height increased dramatically after the pools
were raised in mid-July.

FUTURE

CONSIDERATIONS
Adaptive

Management

has been employed on this project due to the relative unique-

ness of restoration techniques in Corps pool management.
Under Adaptive Management,
restoration measures are implemented and monitored. Information is provided, based on new
insights gained on the response of the ecosystem and its resources, and adjustments are made
to the project as necessary and feasible.
Improving the knowledge base with regard to a particular restoration approach or
ecosystem component, is a significant part of adaptive management.
The St. Louis District is
committed to improving the knowledge base regarding EPM. This knowledge base will be
useful to other Corps districts as the), explore the possibility of EPM in their districts. The St.
Louis District has learned important

lessons in each of the past four years.

CONCLUSION
EPM has been a success in 1994, 1995, 1996 and in 1997. Vertebrates and invertebrates were direct beneficiaries of vegetative growth. They used the wetland vegetative growth
for both food and escape cover. Wetland vegetative cover is one of the most critical needs in
the UMR food chain web.
The success of this restoration

effort has resulted in a continuation
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of the EPM

program in the St. Louis District. In addition, a fresh look at the EPM program in other Corps
districts
isoccurringdue inparttothesuccessofthisprogram. The continuation
ofthe
coordination
and cooperation
among thewildlife
biologists
and thewater controlmanagers will
continue.Any seriousrestoration
project
cannotreston itspastsucensses.We must continue
to strive toward a better understanding of the ecosystem and evolving management practices.
Those who axe concerned
program.

about local stewardship

They see evidence of real progress

of the river are encouraged

by this

and not just another study.

This project has required no additional taxpayer
willingness to be innovative and to work in a cooperative
agencies and groups.

dollars. What was required was a
manner with a multitude of resource

The EPM program, conducted by the St. Louis District, is an example of how the
environmental and navigation communities can share the river in a mutually beneficial way.
Coordinated water level management represents a true step toward ecosystem management on
the Upper Mississippi

River System.

The views expressed

in this paper are the views of the authors,

the views of the United States Army Corps of Engineers.
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and are

not necessarily
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CLOSING

ADDRESS

StephenP. Havera
Director, Forbes Biological

Station and Frank C. Bellrose Waterfowl
Havana, IL

I would like to thank all of you for attending the sixth Governor's

Research Center

Conference

on the

Management of the Illinois River System. Your interest in the welfare of the river, as demonstrated by your participation in the ennference, is essential if we are going to embark into a
new centurywith a biologically
and economically
sound riversystem. The twentieth
century
witnessedmany changesto theIllinois
Riversystemrangingfrom thesignificant
diversion
of
Lake Michiganwater intothewaterway in 1900 to thesedimentation
and unnaturally
fluctuatingwaterlevelswithwhich we aredealing
today.What thetwenty-first
centurywillbringto
theIllinois
Riversystemcan be greatly
influenced
by us. We have a centuryof knowledge to
buildupon. We need todraw upon thisknowledge,integrate
new methodology,techniques,
and information
as theyemerge,and incorporate
theseaspectsintoourdesireto extendthe
longevity,
biological
productivity
and economicalaspectsof theIllinois
Riversystem.
We must work together
towardthesegoals,and heretoo,we alreadyhave a vehicleto
do so and thatistheLt.Governor'sIntegrated
Management PlanfortheIllinois
RiverWatershed. The coordinating
councilestablished
to implementthismanagement plan isthereto
listen
to your input.Use them to expressyour ideas.The Illinois
Riversystemdirectly
or
indirectly
resources

affects almost everyone in our state. The river is one of our most important
and it is up to all of us to do our part to insure its livelihood.
I want to thank you for your participation

in this conference,

natural

I want to thank our more

than 60 cosponsors for theft support and financial contributions, I offer very special thanks to
co-chair Bob Frazee, Mike Pla_ and Wendy Russell at Heartland Water Resources Council
and the steering committee, all of whom devoted numerous hours toward the success of this
conference.
We are grateful for the addresses by Lt. Governor Bob Kustra, Directors Doyle
and Manning and to Frank BeUrose and for their comments and insights. Now it is time for us
to carry the information acquired here to our respective destinations and apply that toward our
responsibilities

in sustaining

the Illinois River system.
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Our 1997 conference

stands adjourned.
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Appendices

Appendix

A

Photographs

Above left: More than 300 people attended the sixth
bienmal conference on managing the illinois River System. Above fight: Picuzred are Conference
CoChairs, Stephen P. Havera end Robert W. Frazee holding the Governor's Proclamation
that reaffirms the
State of Illinois eornnfttment to improving the Illinois River.

Above:
Opening Session of the conference featured Keynote Addresses by leading state government
officials.
Left to right is Wayne Zimmerman,
Session Moderator;
Bob Frazee, Conference
Co-Chair,
Becky Doyle, Director of the IL Department
of Agriculture;
Lieutenant
Manning, Director of the LL Department
of Natural Resources.
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Governor

Bob Kustm;

and Brent

_

provided
"Technology
conference
Showcus_"
participants
wasanewfeature
with
that
oppommities
to access information
sites on the
Internet related to river and watershed resources.
Above left: Pictured is Joel Cross, IL EPA,

_-

leading an Imemet Session. Center left: A
SeniorNelVohmtccr, sponsoredby Illinois
Eye
Center& Bradley University,
who assisted
participants
in "surfing the net."

Above:
The Conservation
Tour put participants
face to face with both problems and solutions affecting
the Illinois River watershed.
Pictured is Bill Allen, Nature Conservancy
volunteer, who discussed
erosion

at Singing

Woods

Park.
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Right: Karen DvoI_ky,NRCS, isshown
discussing stormwater retention and runoff
problems atDover Pointc,a newly annexed
subdivision of Peoria.

I

Above: A panel discussion on the Gulf Hypoxia situation provided an increased awareness of the
contribution of the Illinois River Watershed to this emerging national problem.
Pictured left to fight are:
Steve Havera, Conference
Co-Chair, John Comerio, Session Moderator; Frederick Kopfler, Gulf of
Mexico Program, Mississippi, Dan Towery, Conservation
Technology Information Center, Indiana; and
Derek Win.stanley,

IL State Water Survey.

Left:The confer'neeshowcased displaysfrom
over 30 exhibitors.
PicturedisDon Roscboom,
(center)
IL StateWater Survey,discussing
streambank problems with otherparticipants.
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Left: ThePeoria
Riverfront
provided
the
settingforthe
Wednesday
evening
barbecue
andincluded
atourof the newlyconstructed

Gateway

Building.

Above:
The Hydrology & Hydraulics Session
stream management.
Pictured left to fight are:
Army Corps of Engineers - Reck Island Dist.;
State Water Survey; and Mike Platt, Heartland

provided new information
regarding tong-term fiver and
Gary Clark, Session Moderator;, Rick Granados, U.S.
Bruce Rhoads, University of Illinois; Mike Demissie, IL
Water Resources Council.
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Appendix

Exhibit Participants
American Fisheries Society - Illinois Chapter
Conservation Technology
Information
Center
He.art of Ininois Sierra Club - Scnachwinc
Creek
Heartland Water Resources Council
IlFmois-Amcrican
Water Company
Illinois Department of Agriculture - Bureau of Land and Water Resources
Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs
Illinois Department of Natm'al Resources - EcoWatch
Illinois Department of Natural Resources - Fisheries Division
Illinois Department of Natural Resources - Integrated Water Protection
Illinois Environmental
Protection Agency
Illinois Farm Bureau
Illinois-lndiana
Sea Grant
Illinois

Natural

Hlinois
mmois
Illino/s
illinois

Natural History Survey - Unionid Mussels
River Carriers Association
River Soft Conservation
Task Force
State Museum

History

Survey - Forbes Biological

Stalion
Survey

Illino'Ls
StateWater Survey
Illinffls
StateWater Survey - Bank Erosion
I11inois
State Water Survey - Lake Decatur Nitrate Monitoring
Illinois Water Resources Center
The Nature Conservancy
- Mackinaw
PrairieRivers Resource Conservation

River Project
and Development

Soil and Water Conservation
Society - Illinois
Tri-Cotmty
Regional Planning Commission
Tri-County Riverfrom Action Forum, Inc.
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
University of

Chapt_

Army Corps of Engineers (CELMS-PD-F)
Army Corps of Engineers Rock Island District
Department of Agriculture
Natural Resome_
Conservation
Service
Geological
Survey
Geological
Survey - Groundwater
Trace Element Concentrations
Geological
Survey - Habitat Characterization
Geological
Survey - Surface Water Activities
IllinoisCooperative Extension Service
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Appendix

Participants
Ross Adams
U.S. Fish & Wildlife

Ariel Blancaflor
City of Peoria

Service

Lynn Anderson
IL Natural History Survey

Doughs Blodge_
IL Natural History

Brian AnOn
DNR

Charlie Blye
Heartland Water Reso_

Bob Anstine

Dorie Bollman

Dept of Commerce

& Community

Affairs

USACE

Angie Astrowsld
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